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Abstract 
My research examines the role of nationalism towards Korean reunification and the 
development projects of Korea's border area. The Korean border is a political boundary 
fonned by the 1953 Armistice Agreement which ended the Korean War. The boundary 
and its surrounding areas are restricted due to security reasons and the border area is 
less developed area compared to other provinces in South Korea. On the other hand, the 
border area could become an area of economic cooperation between North Korea and 
South Korea and a milestone of economic integration of the two Koreas. I explore how 
Korean nationalism would influence concretely on inducing the reunification. And to 
seek the Korean reunification strategies, I explore nationalism in Korea and relevant 
case studies such as Cyprus, Germany and Yemen. Specially, I analyze that to ensure 
environmental sustainability the inter-Korean border area, South Korea's development 
projects for the reunification needs to be balanced against environmental concerns. 
In fact, despite the increasing calls for development projects between North Korea and 
South Korea, the management of the border area's environment is rarely thought of as a 
common necessity. This research discusses effective development projects concerning 
v 
part of the South Korean government's reunification strategies and environmental 
concerns in the border area. 
This research is based on interviews with key local infonnants conducted in the Korean 
border area from June 2006 to October 2006. In depth interviews were supplemented 
with archival and documentary material. And the border people's popular opinion is 
essential in achieving a community's support for the development projects. Therefore, 
the border people's attitudes towards the development and the environment have been 
surveyed in one of the South Korean border cities. 
The results are discussed in relation to reunification strategies in the Korean border area 
and the thesis explores South Koreans' aspiration to reunification based on Korean 
nationalism. In addition, it is argued that there is a linkage between development and 
environment in the border area. These findings have implications for the effective 
reunification strategies and management of the border area on the Korean peninsula. 
vi 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Introduction 
Korean nationalism lies at the core of debates about reunification of the two Koreas and 
the future of the Korean peninsula. After the Korean War, both of the Koreas have made 
efforts to reduce military tension and have proposed schemes for the development of the 
border area and methods of reunification. For instance, cooperation projects in the 
border area such as those involving economic cooperation should enhance the prospects 
of Korean reunification and lower the level of the military tension between the two 
Koreas. Moreover, in the development projects, environmental considerations are the 
most important point for future generations. 
This chapter briefly explores the relationship between North Korea and South Korea 
since 1945 and describes the history about the inter-Korean boundary between the two 
Koreas. This chapter also provides information about the inter-Korean border area, 
purpose of study and an outline of the thesis. 
1 
1.2 Overview of South Korea 
South Korea, located in Northeast Asia, is bordered in the north by North Korea and in 
the southeast across the Korea Strait as illustrated in Figure 1.1 Korea li es adjacent to 
China and Japan. The Korean peninsu la (North Korea and South Korea) is 222,154 
square kilometers in area, almost the same size as the United Kingdom (UK) (Ministry 
of Culture & Tourism) and the state of Minnesota of the United States of America 
(USA). South Korea is about the size of Portugal or Hungary and is slightl y larger than 
the state of Indiana of the USA (Foreign Country Land Mass Compared to United 
States). 
·d 
CHINA ~REA 
• BElJING EAST SEA 
sou 
N 
A YElLOWSEA 
Figure 1.1 : Map of Northern Asia 
Source: www. theodora.comimaps/korea _north_map. hIm t 
2 
1.3 Background of the Study 
On 15th August, 1945, Korea was liberated from an invasion when Japan surrendered, 
resulting in the end of the Second World War. The USA had already started 
confrontations with the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) about how to 
manage Japan and Korea after the Second World War (Kim J 1999). The reason for the 
opposition was not only their differing opinions but also to hold each other in check as 
the USA dreamed about world domination and the USSR had grown into a powerful 
nation (Kim J 1999). Also, there was trusteeship and divided occupation, which the 
USA had planned as the international policy in the Korean peninsula. 
After the surrender of Japan in 1945, the 38th Parallel was estab li shed as the boundary 
by the US military planners at the Potsdam Conference (Robert 2007). This is the 
parallel of latitude that in East Asia TOughly demarcates North Korea and South Korea. 
Eventually, this was the beginning of direct opposition between North Korea and South 
Korea, in which the Korean peninsula was divided into two areas, each having its own 
government by 1948 (Kim Y and Lee M 2004). After that the Korean War broke out in 
1950. At the end of the Korean War, the Armistice Agreement was made on 27'h July 
1953 . The armistice boundary was the troop disposition line of truce that was installed 
3 
by the mutual consent among a supreme commander of the United Nations (UN), a 
commander of the People's Anny of North Korea, and a commander of the People's 
Support Anny of China (Kim Y and Lee M 2004). In accordance with the Korea 
Annistice Agreement, there was one Military Demarcation Line (MDL) from which 
both parties had to retreat by 2 km (Kim H 2002). 
The Demilitarized zone (DMZ) is an area of land encompassing a 4 kilometers-wide 
strip of land straddling the 151 mile long MDL. The DMZ in Korea acts as both a tragic 
symbol of the confrontation and division between South Korea and North Korea as well 
as a global treasure house of the ecosystem (Kim Y and Lee M 2004). The DMZ is 
therefore a buffer zone to prevent an anned conflict after the Annistice Agreement. 
During the 1970s, the Cold War structure between the four powers (the USA, the USSR, 
China, and Japan) was converted into detente: an easing of strained relations between 
countries (Kim J 1999, Goldgeier and McFaul 1992). But Korea is still divided, and the 
two Koreas continue in antipathy and confrontation. Under the Cold War era, the four 
powers increased interventions in the Korean peninsula (Kim K 2004, Jervis 1980). 
However, while an atmosphere of detente was being developed, the importance of 
4 
national security was decreased and both the Koreas were encouraged to negotiate the 
so-called Korean peninsula issue, in order not to create any obstacles for the 
reconciliatory atmosphere among the world powers (Kim J 1999). Because of this 
atmosphere and external 'encouragement' , it was possible for the two Koreas of the 
Korean peninsula issue to mutually initiate approaches to find workable solutions (Kim 
J 1999). 
It is certain that the fate of the two Koreas is influenced by international politics. The 
relationship between North Korea and South Korea should be considered in terms of the 
characteristics and trends of international power politics. Therefore, in order to achieve 
a peaceful rela tionship and to realise peaceful reunification, it is necessary to understand 
clearly the characteristics and trends of the political situations in the Korean peninsula. 
Accordingly, after the Korean War's end, there have been several attempts to have 
official talks between North Korea and South Korea until 1971 (Kang I 2004). There 
have been talks hosted by the Red Cross, between North Korea and South Korea and 
political talks by high level delegates (Kang I 2004). On 4th July, 1972, both North 
Korea and South Korea signed successfully to make public a Joint Declaration of North 
5 
Korea and South Korea about reunification for the first time after being divided (Kang I 
2004). It contained agreement about the basic schemes for the Korean reunification such 
as independent reunification, peaceful reunification, and national reunification. (Kang I 
2004, Honam University 1997, lung S 1992). 
[n fact, through there were times when border tension heated up between the two 
Koreas, North-South Korea relations have become considerably more interdependent 
than in the past. For example, in 1984, North Korea's Red Cross Society offered to send 
relief assistance to South Korea when it was hit by disastrous floods I , which the South 
Korean government accepted (Kang J 2004, Jung S 1992). [n 1988, the two Koreas 
issued the so-called '7''' July Special Proclamation ' which focused on coexistence and 
co-prosperity. It also featured the promotion of two-way trade and the classification of 
North-South Korea trade as internal as opposed to external trade (Kang I 2004). With 
these measures providing momentum for the two Koreas to resolve various problems 
concerning trade and economic cooperation projects2 North-South Korean relations 
came to move towards closer interdependence as time progressed (Jung S 1992). Hence, 
I "South Korea was hit by severe floods that left nearly 200 people dead or missing and caused millions 
of US dollars in damage" (The New York Times, 15 ili September 1984) 
1 Since the 7'" July Special Proclamation, the South Korean government has allowed South Korean 
companies to visit North Korea for their own business. 
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increasing economic cooperation projects may work as a breakthrough in the military 
tension ridden North-South Korean relationship. 
For a while in the early 1990s, there was much speculation about whether North Korea 
would co llapse and whether South Korea had the upper hand in realizing national 
reunification by absorption (Yoon Y 2000) and North Korea was avoiding talking with 
South Korea. These circumstances have made it difficult for North-South Korea 
relations to develop fut1her based on a spirit of reconci li ation and cooperation (Kim S 
2002). Then when the Dae-jung Kim administration3 announced its 'Sunshine Policy,4 
toward North Korea in the late 1990s, North-South Korea relations began to take on a 
new look (Y 00 H 2006, Yoon Y 2000). The inter-Korean summit talks laid an historic 
groundwork for a new era of peace on the Korean peninsula (Levin and Han Y 2002). 
The inter-Korean summit talks were a first step on a long journey toward security and 
peace on the Korean peninsula. A more challenging agenda for the institutionali zation of 
the peace process lies ahead. The institutionalization of the Korean peace process 
J The period covered between 1997 and 2002. 
4 The main focus of the policy is realizing coexistence and co-prosperity between the two Koreas through 
the expansion of inter-Korean talks and interchange in the spirit of mutual respect rather than striving for 
national reunification. 
7 
includes a peace treaty, cross-recognition of the two Koreas by the fo ur powers' 
cooperation, and disannament between North Korea and South Korea (Kim S 2002, 
Choi S 2000). Disannament on the Korean peninsula is closely related to the peace 
treaty. For instance, the peace treaty and arms control negotiations would inevitably 
affect the status of the US troops5 in South Korea. 
Consequently, thi s means that North-South Korea relations can be improved 
dramatically with the political resolve of each side. While the two Koreas have good 
conditions in place to improve relations and realize reunifi cation, the environment for 
reunification is becoming ever more challenging as time continues to pass due to each 
side's entrenched political systems and emerging economic structures (Joo J 200t). 
Moreover, getting the top leaders of the two Koreas together to agree on major issues 
may prove a decisi ve turning point in opening the door to improved relations through 
the economic cooperation projects in the border area. 
S There is a plan la reduce US troops in South Korea (1 954 : 223,000 soldiers, 2007: 30,000 soldiers). 
1.4 The Scope of the Inter-Korean Border area 
To understand the inter-Korean border area, we should know about specific views of the 
inter-Korean border area compared to general views of the boundary. Basically, a 
boundary means the line separating political and ethnical divisions. Minghi (1963) gives 
the idea that a border is a ' political division, separate peoples of different nationalities '. 
However, the border area is not to be measured wholly in terms of geography relevant 
to politics and economics. In the Korean case, the inter-Korean border area has 
confirmed the definition of the general scope of boundary. Moreover, there are different 
opinions on the scope of the border area, depeod ing on different Korean researchers and 
different views. There are four different views of the scope of the border area in South 
Korea. 
1. The OMZ: a 284 km long by 4 km wide strip organized by the military 
armistice commission. It is the place formed by the agreement that both Koreas 
should retreat 2km from the MOL. 
2. The area of civi lian passage restriction: non-accessible to civi li ans6 The area up 
to 15 ki lometers south of the MDL. It is the habi tat of many unique species of 
6 Only access for the local people living in a village there and passage allowed for farmers to use land for 
agriculture. 
9 
wi ld li fe. 
3. The area of military protected area: the Ministry of Defence set authority due to 
protect military bases. The area up to 25 kilometers south of the MDL. 
4. The border area based on the Border Area Support Law: This Law estab li shed 
in 2006 for revitalizing the local economy in the border area. The area up to 20 
kilometers away from the area of civilian passage restriction. 
Table I. I : The border area extent in South Korea 
The DMZ (North Korea) 
The MDL 4Km 
The DMZ (South Korea) 
ISKm 
The area or civi lian passage restriction 
-
2SKm 
The area of mil itary protected area 
r- 20Km 
The border area covered by the Border Area Support Law 
Source: Cheon el af (2003) p3 
The inter-Korean border area is a sparsely populated area, and the border area has been 
the site of civilian passage restriction and military installations protected area. 
10 
1.5 Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to seek the ro les of nationalism and environmental concerns 
in the development of the inter-Korean border area as part of South Korea's 
reunification strategies. By analysis of the interview data and questionnai re survey, the 
author analyses the main motivations behind the South Korean government's strategies 
for reunification through the development projects in the border area, because the 
economic cooperation projects affect the relationship between the two Koreas. The need 
fo r economics related projects, the situation of the border area for peaceful utility, and 
surrounding issues are di scussed. Furthermore, I also argue that the development 
projects between South Korea and North Korea are inevitable to form the foundation of 
reunification. However, thi s research onl y presents a South Korean perspecti ve, because 
research in North Korea and contact with North Korean people within the border area is 
not possible. Access to North Korea is currently extremely difficult for a South Korean 
national due to political and security issues. 
Therefore this research examines the shaping of popular opinion about the South 
Korean government's reunification strategies as it relates to the border area and 
exammes the effecti veness of the South Korean governmental policies III the 
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preparations for reunification. Moreover, this research seeks to identify how the 
Environmental Non-Governmental Organisations' (ENGOs') strategies for 
enviromnental advocacy in the DMZ engage with the governmental projects in the 
border area, and how the South Korean government manages in the DMZ more 
effectively in an environmentally friendly way. The underlying practical issues 
associated with the border area economic cooperation projects are analysed by empirical 
research. The research methodology and strategies that were used to obtain the 
necessary information for this research are discussed as well as the reasons for selecting 
them. This research attempts to answer the fo llowing research questions: 
Table 1.2: Objectives of the research 
Main research question 
What are the roles of nationalism and environmental concerns in the development 
of Korea's border area as part of South Korea's reunification strategies? 
Subsidiary questions 
I. What have been the South Korean government's strategies for developing the 
border area as part of a general reunification strategy? 
2. What role has Korean nationalism played in the reunification strategy? 
3. How have debates about environmental concerns in the DMZ affected these 
reuni fication strategies? 
4. What are the roles of Korean nationalism and environmental concerns in 
shaping the border people's opinion about the government's reunification 
strategies as they relate to the border area? 
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Figure 1.2: The inter-Korean border area on the Korean peninsula 
Source: http://www.dmz-200S .orgiimageslmapslDMZ_map.jpg 
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1.6 Outline of the Thesis 
This thesis addresses the roles of nationali sm and environmental concerns 111 the 
development projects of the border area as part of South Korea's reunifi cation strategies. 
Chapter 1 starts with this introduction of South Korea and briefl y describes the 
relationship between North Korea and South Korea and the idea of the Korean border 
area with the relevant background materi als. This in fo rmation helps in the following 
chapters. 
From Chapter 2 to chapter 6 are separated by two research paths. One is theoretical 
research, the other is empirical research. Chapter 2 examines the histori cal context, 
namely the two Koreas before and after the Korean War. Then it explores the di fferent 
economic and political structure of the two Koreas based on the secondary data from 
South Korean government documents, research papers and journal articles. Also this 
chapter explores the two Koreas ' reunification strategies and the South Korean 
government development projects in the border area. This Korean historical context 
explains how Korea was di vided by ideology and international relations, what is the 
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difference between the two Koreas, and what kinds of projects are proceeding in the 
border area. 
Chapter 3 develops a theoretical contex t of the research. The theoretical context is 
grounded in the literature review of Korean nationalism and reun ifi cation. This chapter 
explores information of the concept of nationalism, the border studies, and three case 
studies about uni fi cation i.e. the ethnic confli ct in Cyprus, the process of the 
reunifi cation of Gelmany and Yemen's unity. These case studies give important lessons 
for the Korean case. The theoreti cal context serves as a lens through which to review 
reunification efforts and the Korean border area issues in order to examine the South 
Korean government's focus on the projects process outlined In the border area. In 
addition, this chapter shows how important border area management is to the 
relationship between the two states, and how Korean nationali sm was developed in 
Korean hi story, because Korean nationalism is the cornerstone of reunification in the 
Korean peninsula. 
Chapter 4 explains the methods adopted in this research. Documents gathered from the 
South Korean government and academic texts, and the specific view of the border area 
projects collected by face to face interview, and the questionnaire survey studies the 
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residents' attitudes to the South Korean government's reunification strategies in the 
research targeted area. This chapter describes the research questions, the research 
methodology, data used in the inquiry, the criteria used to ensure quality of knowledge 
and the process of compiling this thesis. 
Empirical research is covered in chapters 5 and 6. The in-depth interview analysis 
in chapter 5, it ' s gained from three different groups (the South Korean govenu11ent, the 
ENGOs and the academics) of stakeholders. The interview data shows specific views of 
Korean reunification related to Korean nationalism, the South Korean government 
projects in the border area, and the ENGOs' environmental considerations in the 
development projects. 
In chapter 6, the questionnaire survey data were collected from 808 respondents. The 
survey was undertaken in South Korea for four months to look into the real situation in 
one of the border cities which is Paju City. Statistical Package for the Social Science 
(SPSS) software was used for analysis of the data to find out correlations based on 
demographic factors. This information from the survey provided significant points in 
the respondents' opinion of the border area issues, including the development projects, 
the DMZ's eco-system, and the ENGOs' activities. 
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Chapter 7 concludes the thesis. The findings of this research are linked to the research 
questions to evaluate the achievement effectively. Then clearly mention the limitation of 
the study and suggested areas for future research. 
Therefore this research concludes said that the border area cooperation development 
projects to promote environmentally friendly development in terms of reciprocal 
collaboration are an important stage aimed towards the reunification in the Korean 
peninsula, and it is also important that the two Koreas prepare a foundation to produce 
national harmony based on Korean nationalism. 
1.7 Conclusion 
This chapter presents a brief summary of the research background and overview of 
South Korea, the purpose of the research and the organisation of the thesis. This 
research is particularly interesting because it is a 'real' world challenge that presents a 
good opportunity for development projects and environmental considerations in the 
border area towards the reunification on the Korean peninsula. 
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Chapter 2: Historical Context: the two 
Koreas 
2.1 Introduction 
This chapter provides an important context for understanding the border history on lhe 
Korean peninsula. Firstly, through an explanation of the causes ofthe Korean War, this 
chapter illustrates how the differences in the policies of the USA and the USSR toward 
the Korean peninsula after their occupation were essential in causing the Korean War. 
Secondly, this chapter also exammes the basic factors that caused such severe 
differences between North Korea 7 and South Korea since 1945 and it explains the story 
of the inter-Korean boundary from the establishment of the Armistice Agreement. Then, 
this chapter briefly explains the current situation in North Korea and South Korea, 
through di scussions of the economy and political aspects of both Koreas. 
7 The original "C for Corea" was switched to a 'K' by the Japanese at the start of their 1910- 1945 
occupation of the Korea peninsula so that their lowly colonials would not precede them in the English 
alphabetical order. 
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Lastly, this chapter shows the reunitication strategies of the two Koreas and the 
importance of the border area towards the reuni tication, and explains why economic 
integration is important between both countri es through the border area, because the 
economic differences between the two Koreas have been greatly widened in spite of the 
effort of North Korea to maintain its independent ideology. It is argued that the different 
approaches to not only the economic and other cooperation but also to the reunitication 
should be uni tied . 
2.2 Korea Divided 
2.2.1 Politics of Trusteeship in Korea 
During the Second World War, the USA and the USSR fought together against Gennany, 
Italy and Japan as a part of the allied anny in spite of their different ideologies (Robert 
2007, Lee J 1998, Gi lbert 1995). The rise of the USA and the USSR as the world 
superpowers was an important change after the Second World War, because before the 
Second World War many countries, such as the UK, Japan, and Gennany all claimed to 
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be the world's superpower (Lee J J 998, Gilbert 1995). An historian of American 
diplomati c history, lriye (1987), suggests that, g iven their different ideologies, this new 
world order would inevitably result in a Cold War. 
On the Korean peninsula, tbe USA suggested to the USSR the trusteeship and division 
of Korea by demarcation of the 38th Parallel to prevent the USSR's ascendancy over 
North Korea in 19458 (Cumings 1990). The USA and the USSR made a compromise 
diplomati cally to decide the division and occupation of the Korean peninsula and its 
adherence in the Moscow Conference (The US 111 the Korean War: 
(http://korea50.army.millhistory/factsheets/overview.shtml,Shin B 1995). After the USS R 
agreed, Korea was di vided into south and north area immediately, based on the 
agreements (lri ye 1987, Cumings 1990). 
After the YaIta Conference9 111 1945, Korea's politics was mainly influenced by the 
USA and the USSR and the establishment of a nation state and its national security 
became the most important tasks for Koreans (Kim D 1998, Shin B \995) . At the Yalta 
8 In 19 10, Japan took control of Korea and tben Korea recovered its national rights from Japan in 1945 . 
Korea had been colonized for 35 years by Japan. 
9 The main purpose of the Yalta Conference was the re-establishment of the nations conquered and 
destroyed by Germany. 
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Conference, trusteeship was visualised by Roosevelt, the President of the USA which 
was coming to the fore rapidly after Second World War, as a measure to obtain its 
interest and protect against a monopoly on the Korean peninsula by a certain nation 
through restraint on the USSR and China in the Pacific zone (Ostennann 1993, 
Stettinius 1970). Trusteeship and di vision were not the reflection of many Koreans' 
op1l11On or their wil1 lO After that, South Korea and North Korea became separate 
independent states which possessed different ideologies and political systems (Lee D 
1990, Shim J 1985). 
The 38th Parallel was proposed by the USA to produce a new strategic situation, caused 
by Japan's surrender after the USSR participation. The USA came up with a proposal 
which could realize the political desire to have the US forces receive the surrender as far 
north as possible (Lee 0 1990, lriye 1987). And the USSR accepted the USA's proposal 
on account of the strategic significance of North Korea as a buffer zone to preserve the 
Soviet socialists in Manchuria 11 . 
10 [n South Korea, the anti-trusteeship movement was a nationwide opposi tion movement against the 
allied powers' proposal 10 place Korea under trusteeship in 1945. However, North Korea seemed largely 
in support of trusteeship (Lee D 1990). 
11 Manchuria is localed in northeastern China. The USSR and Japan fought each other for a foothold in 
the region during the USSR-Japanese War (1 904-1 905). 
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There is no doubt that the USA and the USSR both believed that in Korea, divided into 
two trusteeships, the 38°' Parallel must be an ' ideology line '. Therefore both countries 
(the USA, the USSR) sought their own interests 12 in each occupational arena on the 
Korean peninsula (Lee J 1998). 
12 The USA po licy in Korea was to fonn a bulwark against Soviet communism in East Asia. The USSR 
wants to contain the USA in East Asia. 
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Simultaneously with a change of the USA's policy, the USSR abandoned the trusteeship 
scheme for Korea. It meant they divided into two states. The USA-USSR relations since 
the abandonment of trusteeship were characterised by formal negotiations to disclaim 
all responsibility for the division of Korea (Lee J 1998, Kim H 1976). Therefore, the 
Korean issue was taken over by the UN after September 1947. Because of the USSR's 
refusal, general elections in Korea suggested by the UN could not be canied out. Kim H 
(1976) has argued that nationalists' efforts to accomplish the reunification of Korea 
through the South-North Korea conference l3 ended in failure. 
The elections in South Korea on 10th May 1948 resulted in fixing the division of the 
nation. Then North Korea became known as the Democratic People's Republic of Korea. 
By 1948 the Democratic Peoples' Republic of Korea was formed in the North part, and 
the Republic of Korea was formed in the South part. Following the formation of the 
government, the USA forces pulled out of South Korea, as it ramped down its overall 
military commitments (Lowe 1986, Cumings 1990). It was a misfortune that Koreans 
J3 The conference took place in Pyongyang (Ihe capital city ofNorlh Korea) during April in 1948. 
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were divided because of the complex action by the USA and the USSR using their 
strong military and political power on the Korean peninsula. 
2.2.2 Different Political Ideologies in Korea 
Under the Cold War era, the Korean peninsula has been influenced by the particular 
political situation of North Korea and South Korea, the policies of superpower countries, 
in particular the USSR and the USA (Sau1l2007, Jervis 1980). 
Since divided into the two Koreas, Stalin preferred to see the Korean peninsula ruled by 
a communist regime. Lowe (1986) points out that the Korean peninsula was very 
important for the USSR's security policy against the USA but Stalin thought the two 
Koreas should be unified under communism. 
"Stalin probably approved the Korean War plan because the Chinese were prepared 
to drive ahead with or without the USSR. This put the USSR in a painful dilemma: 
even if they preferred to be cautious they would lose whatever influence they 
hoped to exercise over the Chinese revolution and, specifically, they would lose 
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their dominant posi tion in North Korea." (Ostermann 1993: p8) 
Stalin was normally highly cautious in his international policy and was di sinclined to 
gamble. Lowe (1986) has emphasised that Stalin did not desire a major crisis in Korea 
and had no intention of involving the USSR deeply in the Korean peninsula's issues. 
However, Stalin was already planning the invasion of South Korea through hi s proxy, 
North Korean leader Il-sung Kim (Lowe 1986). 
It is certain that the Korean War was initiated by Il-sung Kim at best with Stalin's 
acquiescence. Behaviour in the 1950 supports such an interpretation (Lowe 1986, 
Cumings 1990, Ostermann 1993). The mi litary government in North Korea has a highly 
ideological and political form of communism which was necessary for the achievement 
of "the Sociali zation of North Korea" and " the Reunification of all Korea under 
Communism" both of which are the main objectives of the Workers' Party l4 (Hickey 
1999). Therefore, a tragic Korean war did occur on 25th June, 1950. 
,. The Workers ' Party is the rul ing party of North Korea. 
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2.2.3 The Korean War 
The inter-Korean boundary was changed by the Korean War from the 38th Parallel Line 
to the Military Demarcation Line (the so-called Armistice Line) established by the 
Armistice Agreement. Therefore, this section seeks to explore the nature of the Korean 
War, due to the Cold War era and colliding ideologies, its tragic results and briefly 
explores causes of the Korean War. 
The Korean War has only recently been designated with that formal name. The war 's 
complex nature has earned it several different names, coined by different people. In 
South Korea, it is referred to as "six two five" (from the date 25 June, 1950 when the 
war broke out). China and North Korea call it the "Chosunl 5 War". The Korean War, in 
its structure and nature, was an ideological confl ict. 
It could be that the War occurred because of underestimating South Korea. North Korea 
had their self confidence of far stronger military power over that of the South Korea and 
was sure of an armed uprising in South Korea, from which they led to the misjudgment 
of underestimating South Korean capability (Lowe 1986, Cumings 1990). That is, the 
IS 'Chosun' means ancient Korea during the Chosun Dynasty between 1392 and 1910. However, Chosun 
is not often used in the Korean language now, and Korea is more familiar to Koreans. 
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Korean War broke out from the different perspectives between the USSR and North 
Korea, one power trying to destroy the status quo and the USA, the other power trying 
to maintain it. 
When the Korean War broke out in 1950 which was the North Korea anny attacked 
South Korea over the 38th Parallel, the USA intervened rapidly in Korea in the name of 
the UN; the United Nations Security Council called for an immediate end to hostilities 
(Summers 1990, Stueck 1995). The UN Security Counci l 16 recommended that members 
of the UNC repel the attack. Sixteen countries would provide troops under the UNC 
(Grey 1998). It would fight with the South Korean Anny. In fact, the real purpose of the 
USA was to annihilate the North Korean forces and to build a Korea that was free from 
communism and reunified Korea (Foot 1985). 
In tenns of process, the Korean War was not characterised by gradual advances 
achieved by one side while pushing back the other (Stone J 969). At different times, both 
forces were rapidly pushed back and forth, with the battle lines moving north and south 
accordingly. 
16 The United Nations Security Council is the organization of the UN charged with maintenance of peace 
and security issues among countries. 
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Figure 2.2: The troop movements during the Korean War 
Source: CNN Perspective Series: Korea 
As you can see in figure 2.2, in the summer of 1950, South Korea was driven all the 
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way back to the Pus an (number I in figure 2.2), but by late autumn that same year they 
were able to advance north as far as the Chinese border along the Yalu River I 7(number 2 
in figure 2.2) with the announced intention of unifying the Korean peninsula. The ONC 
almost achieved victory of the war, but China joined the war on the North Korea side 
and launched a full-blown counterattack (Lowe 1986, Kim D 1998, CNN). Then in the 
winter of the following year, North Korea pushed South Korea all the way back to 30 
miles south of Seoul and began a counteroffensive by January 1951 (number 3 in figure 
2.2). Shortly thereafter the lines stabilised, and until the two sides agreed to a truce in 
1953, the conflict was deadlocked near the MDL (number 4 in figure 2.2) (Evanhoe). 
However, during the first four or five months of the war the battle lines shifted north 
and south twice, and these shifts increased the destruction of property and the taking of 
civilian lives (Evanhoe). 
In reality, the Korea War produced only losers. The biggest losers of the war were the 
ordinary people of both North Korea and South Korea, who were forced to make the 
greatest sacrifices. Many lives were lost during the war (Sandler 1999). The Timeline: 
The Korean War and North Korea has mentioned that "Reports released by Pyongyang 
17 The border between North Korea and China. 
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at the war's end in 1953 indicated that North Korea 's population decreased by 12 
percent between 1949 and 1953." Some experienced courageous deaths, others 
sorrowful deaths, sti ll others regrettable deaths. Based on documents from the Institute 
for Research of the Korean War (1981), the South Korean casualties of the Korean War 
are estimated at around 2 mi llion whi le estimated figures for North Korea are 1. 5 
million ki lled. The total number of Korean people killed in the war therefore amounts to 
3.5 million. 
With these tragic results, the armistice negotiations during the Korean War were 
conducted between the ONC and the communists (Kim Y 1998, Sandler 1999). Together 
they negotiated and decided to settle for the armistice at the 38'" Parallel. It started with 
an exchange of several messages between the military commanders during the plenary 
meeting stage which began at Gaeseong in July 1951 and set up the agreement to a full 
negotiation for armistice (Kim S 1996, Foot 1985). 
2.3 The Armistice Agreement of the Korean War 
Eventually, on 2nd Apri l, 1953, a deadlock on Prisoners of war repatriation was partially 
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resolved (Kim Y 1998). On 27'h July 1953 , the Korean Armistice Agreement was signed 
P . 18 at anmunJom . 
2.3.1 The UN and the Armistice Agreement of the Korean War 
The Korean Annistice Agreement was signed by the commanders of the opposing 
forces on 271h Jul y 1953 with the objective, as stated in its preamble, of establishing an 
armistice to ensure a complete cessation of all hostilities and of all acts of armed force 
in Korea (Park H 200 1, Jae S 2004). 
According to the Korean War Armistice Agreement, both sides selected several agenda 
items such as cease-fire, the military demarcation line, estab lishment of supervisory 
systems, the handling of prisoners of the War. With tedious ebbs and flows, the 
armistice negotiation ended on 271h July, 1953 (Kim Y 1998, Foot 1985). The outcome 
of the Korean War armistice negotiations showed that both sides were almost evenly 
satisfied (Kim S 1996). This agreement technically brought the war to an end. 
18 Panmunjom is the "annistice point" in the border area between North Korea and South Korea in the 
middle of Ihe DMZ. Nowadays, Ihe place could also provide a place for such contact which might lead to 
substanliallalks between Norlh Korea and Soulh Korea. 
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Figure 2.3: Signing of the Armistice Agreement 
Source: USA Navy" 
The armistice negotiators at Panmunjom agreed to include a stipulation in the Armistice 
Agreement, paragraph 60 - to recommend to the governments of both Koreas that a 
higher level political meeting be held to bring about peaceful settlement in the Korean 
peninsula (Kim B 2003, Kim D 1998). 
Choi C (2004) emphasised that it was not a partial or temporary peace; it was only a 
suspension of military operations to the extent agreed upon by the parties. If an 
19 General Mark W. Clark, Far East commander, signs the Korean annistice agreement on 27'" July 1953. 
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armistice contains political tenns, it must be made under authorisation from the two 
Korean governments concerned. 
After the Korean War Armistice Agreement, a meeting of the Foreign Ministers from 
the USA, France, the UK, and the USSR, which took place in Berlin between 25th 
January and 1 SI February 1954, agreed that a conference of representatives of the USA, 
France, the UK, the USSR, South Korea, China, North Korea, and the other countries 
whose armed forces participated in the Korean War would meet in Geneva on 26th April , 
1954 (Kim B 2003). 
The failure of the political conference on the Korean issues in Geneva in 1954, the 
primary responsibility for resolving the Korean issues automatically reverted to the UN. 
The UN has until recently reaffirmed annually its objectives in Korea which is the 
establishment of a unified, independent and democratic Korea under a representative 
fonn of government and to preserve peace and security in the area (Choi C 2004, Jae S 
2002). It is said that the USA's policy is to uphold the UN objective and the UNC has 
successfully upheld its mandate of maintaining peace and security in Korea. 
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Park H (200 1) argued that the political conference resulted in fa ilure due to the 
dogmatic, incompatible positions on Korean reunification taken by the opposing sides. 
The communists' proposal was obviously designed to nullify the resolutions and 
measures taken by the UN fo r the maintenance of peace in Korea as North Korea 
demanded total withdrawal of the UNC, and the communists insisted that that is 
intervention in Korean domesti c affairs by the UN. 
Thus the communists persisted in the same attitudes which had frustrated the UN effoIts 
to unify Korea since 1947. The representati ves of the sixteen countries who contributed 
troops to the UNC in Korea refused to compromise the principles for which they had 
fo ught and reaffi rmed their continued support of the UN efforts in Korea (Park H 200 1). 
According to the political negotiations related to the Korean problem, although South 
Korea was the opponent who actually fough t the war, it never was allowed to assume 
the ro le of an opponent at the negotiation table, and was also excluded from the signing 
of the treaty (Park H 2001). It was not because it transferred its military command 
authori ties to the USA, but more because of the USA's way of fighting a war, and its 
view of and attitude toward South Korea. The USA intended to have an exclusively 
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decisive power regarding the war, and also at the negotiations table (Kim B 2003). But, 
South Korea was to only serve a very limited role, which was to maintain the cease-fire 
status, but it was never full y capable ofleading prominent and substantial changes, such 
as converting the cease-fire status into a status of peaceful coexistence (Jae S 2004). 
South Korea was not one of the parties which signed the armistice treaty, and had 
actually been against the idea of armistice itself up until the signing of the treaty (lae S 
2004, Kim D 1998). This position of South Korea later led to the instability of the 
cease-fire status on the Korean peninsula. 
After 1954 the Korean Annistice has become a permanent fi xture which was not 
envisioned when it was signed (Kim B 2003). Jae S (2002) pointed out that under the 
Armistice Agreement, though it may seem fragile at times, hostilities have been kept in 
check since the Korean War, mainly because both sides have an interest in maintaining 
the status quo in Korea. This has been evident in the suspension of paragraph 13d2o of 
the Agreement by the UNC and overt violations of its major provisions by North Korea. 
Though the Military Armistice Commission (MAC) is entrusted with the mission of 
20 "Cease the introduction into Korea of reinforcing combat aircraft. armored vehicles, weapons, and 
ammunition" in the Korean War Armistice Agreement. 
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"supervising" through negotiations or reported violations of the Annistice Agreement, it 
is authorised neither to conduct peace negotiations in the conventional sense, nor to 
conclude agreements normali sing relations between North Korea and South Korea (Kim 
B 2003). Actually, the supervising means nothing more than ascertainment or admission 
of a violation. 
2.3.2 The Role of the Military Armistice Commission in the DMZ 
After the Korean War's end, the level of military tension in the Korean peninsula 
remains almost as it was in the war period. Sometimes, the tension went up because of 
North Korea 's missi le tests, its nuclear programme, and sporadic firing in the DMZ 
(Kim Y 2003). 
Moreover, North Korea is a military goverrunent, which means the military and political 
affairs are not separate from each other (Choi K 2005). Therefore, the MAC has been 
transformed into the communist's instrument for political propaganda. This has been 
derived from North Korea 's violations of the force freezing article in the Armistice 
Agreement, of the legitimate activity of the Neutral Nations Supervisory Commission 
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(NNSC21) , of the maintenance of the MDL, of the joint investigation of all incidents in 
the DMZ, and of the operation of all incidents in the DMZ (Jae S 2004). The MAC 
meetings have been continued as a means of lowering the hi gh tension in the Korean 
peninsula. 
A possible contribution of the MAC to the settlement of the Korean issue by peaceful 
means could come from 'Koreanization' of Panmunjom (Kim K 1997). Although South 
Korea is not a signatory to the Amlisti ce Agreement and the hatred between North 
Korea and South Korea is deeply rooted due to the Korean War, the Red Cross meetings, 
which took place at Panmunjom could be developed into a direct political negotiation 
between North Korea and South Korea provided that such direct negoti ation is desired 
by the two Koreas (Lee H 2004). 
The role of the MAC for Korean reuni fi cation is, as explained earlier, very much limited 
because the MAC has no competence to handle such a poli tical issue. However, it could 
contribute to such a cause by maintaining its mechanism to prevent the resumption of 
hostilities until such time when a political solution can be achieved (Park H 200 1). It is 
2\ The NNSC was eSlablished by Ihe Korean War Annislice Agreemenl signed 27'" July 1953 . Il's, wi lh 
Ihe MAC, part of lhe mechani sm regulating the relations between North Korea and South Korea. 
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said that the MAC, if desired and agreed by both parties to the Agreement, could 
revitali se paragraph 60 of the Armistice Agreement and recommend the countri es 
concerned to convene another Geneva type political conference on Korea (Kim 0 1994). 
Though it is almost impossible to measure the exact degree to which the MAC has 
contributed to the attenuation of serious military tension in Korea, no one can deny the 
fact that the MAC has continuously played an important and substantial ro le in 
searching fo r non-violent ways for peaceful co-existence between the two oppos1l1g 
parties in the DMZ. 
2.3.3 From the Armistice Agreement to the Peace Agreement 
North Korea has made several proposals to transfonn the Annisti ce Agreement to a so-
called peace agreement after the end of the Korean War (Park H 200 I). And, Kim S 
(1996) described how the proposals contain somewhat different contents and terms 
which refl ect a change in Korea's circumstances and international political environment. 
The first proposal is that after the end of the Korean War till 1974, confident of its 
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superior political and economic capability compared with South Korea, North Korea 
proposed a reunification plan through direct talks between South Korea and North 
Korea (Kim K 1996, Hyun I 2000), Through this proposal, North Korea intended to 
improve its own image as a peace-loving country and to show the superiority of its 
governance compared with South Korea (Kim 0 1994), North Korea also made use of 
the proposal as a means of perpetuating its North Korean people's hostility against 
South Korea and the USA, 
The second was that after 1974 till the early 1980s, North Korea proposed a peace 
agreement with the USA, excluding South Korea, The change of strategy reflects the 
political environment of the 1970s (Lee SI 2004), North Korea was encouraged by the 
establishment of a communist Vietnam after the Paris Peace Agreement secretl y signed 
between the USA aJld the North Vietnam (Kim 0 1994), Moreover, after conducting 
inter-Korean Red Cross talks and coordinating Committee Meetings took place in 
Pyongyang (the capital city of North Korea) and Seoul (the capital city of South Korea) 
trom August 197 1 to May 1974, Pyongyang realized that its schemes to make South 
Korea communist through revolution were unrealistic (Kim Y 2003, Park M 2004), Also, 
Jeong-il Kim officially emerged as a new political leader at that time, which might have 
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had an influence on the policy toward South Korea. It is clear that North Korea sought 
to impair the international status of South Korea by direct talks with the USA. 
The third was that in the early 1990s, when North Korea insisted on tri-party talks 
among South Korea, the USA, and North Korea (Choi C 2004). During this period, 
North Korea faced a crisis in its economic system. North Korea's economy deteriorated. 
The gap in overall national capability between South Korea and North Korea widened 
(Park M 2004, Yoon D 2005). Moreover, North Korea closely watched the collapse of 
the European communist countries, the dismantling of the USSR, and the reunification 
of Germany (Hyun I 2000). All the change of political and economic environment 
strongly pushed North Korea to launch a new strategy for the preservation of the system 
and the pursuit of its own interests (Kim D 1997, Kim K 1996). The proposal included a 
peace agreement between the USA and North Korea and a non-aggression agreement 
between South Korea and North Korea (Yoon D 2005). It clearly indicates North 
Korea's intention to adjust itself in the turmoil of the communist countries during the 
1990s. 
South Korea and North Korea have signed the Basic Agreement of 1992 to build a 
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lasting peace on the Korean peninsula (Lee J 1995). The agreement was arranged to 
take credibility-building measures such as the exchange of military personnel. In other 
words, both North and South Korea agreed that they would implement substantial 
measures to ease military tension, thus eliminate the hostility against each other (Park 
M 2004). Tt was to consolidate gradually the peace and security on the Korean peninsula. 
The South Korea goverrunent maintains firm principles to counter North Korea's 
insistence as follows. The Annistice Agreement has to be maintained until peace and 
security between South Korea and North Korea is consolidated (Hyun I 2000). North 
Korea has to show a sincere attitude towards respecting and observing the already 
agreed frameworks, the Basic Agreement of 1992 and the Joint Declaration on the de-
nuclearization of the Korea peninsula (Kim Y 2003). It is expected that North Korea 
will continue its efforts to establish a peace agreement with the USA. The South Korean 
government needs to properly counter the provocations of North Korea. 
The fourth is that from the late 1990s to the present, North Korea has insisted on a new 
peace arrangement with the USA. North Korea has two main reasons which changed its 
proposal from tri-party talks to direct talks between the USA and the North Korea (Yoon 
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Y 2000, Park M 2004). The first reason is that the continuing change of domestic and 
international environment has had effects on North Korea's decision. North Korea has 
greatly suffered from its economic depression, shown In the record of continuing 
negative economlC growth after 1990 (Kim Y 2003). After the revolution of the 
communist countrie , it became more isolated from the international community. It 
became hard to find friendly nations to form alliances with (Yoon D 2005). 
Moreover, Kim, !I-sung who had ruled North Korea for almost 50 years suddenly died 
on glh July 1994. In thi s circumstance, the success ofnucJear negotiation with the USA 
encouraged North Korea to proceed with the same strategy in other areas (Yoon Y 2000, 
Kim N 2001). The other reason is that in the difficult political and economic situation, 
North Korea intended to drive a wedge into the alliance relationship between South 
Korea and the USA and (0 improve its international status by negotiating as an equal 
partner with the USA. 
The interference of other countries such as the USA and China can only make the 
Korean problem more complicated, thus hampering the progress towards a real solution 
for peace and security on the Korean peninSUla (Hyun I 2000, Park M 2004). In order to 
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resolve the conflict commentators agree that the two Koreas have to open their minds 
for cooperation and find a way to proceed with negotiations (Lee SI 2004, Kim D 1994). 
Therefore, in the short term, the South Korean government should maintain its firm 
principles and positions regarding North Korea's efforts for the nullification of the 
Armistice Agreement (Hyun 1 2000, Kim N 200 1). It can make North Korea realize that 
its efforts are useless, thus inducing North Korea to give up its efforts voluntarily (Kim 
K 1997, Yoon Y 2000). If this were to happen, talks between South Korea and North 
Korea could proceed without much problem. 
In the long tenn, the South Korea govemment seeks to find an inclusive way to 
transform the Armistice Agreement to a peace system. The process requires the 
substantial revitalization of talks between the two Koreas and the implementation of the 
Basic Agreement of 1992 (Park M 2004, Kim N 2001). It would help South Korea and 
North Korea build up credibility with each other. Support of relevant parties will be 
needed for the development of this process. 
Namely, the reali stic advancement of a peace settlement, including the establishment of 
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a peace regime in the Korean peninsula is impossible without the process of solution on 
the North Koreans' nuclear weapons developing plan and weapons of mass destruction 
(Kim N 200 1). The cease-fire treaty has been supported as a crisis management system 
to suppress a war in the Korean peninsula, and it was successful. 
The purpose of the cease-fire treaty is to halt the war instantly and naturally replace it 
into a peace treaty by arms control. But unfortunatel y, even after 50 years has passed, 
not only introducing a peace system but also anns control have not been established. 
Instead, South Korea is under the situation that North Korea is threatening them with 
weapons of mass destruction including nuclear weapons (Hyun I 2000). 
The establishment of peace regime in the Korean peninsula is a requirement of the time 
and a realistic assignment that could advance North Korea's and South Korea's 
relationship which is at a stalemate (Park M 2004). The most important point of the 
establishment of a peace regime in the Korean peninsula is to transform the military 
system initiated by the USA and North Korea during the Cold War era into a new 
reunification-oriented military system initiated by North Korea and South Korea after 
the Cold War era. The maintenance of the current peace regime in the Korean peninsula 
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is to adjust and negotiate the bilateral situation and difference between North Korea and 
South Korea. 
2.4 The Separate Development of the two Koreas 
North Korea and South Korea divided with different political and economic structures 
after the end of the Korean War. To achieve reuni fication, both South Koreans and 
North Koreans faced many problems to overcome, thus it is very important to prepare 
for reunification. Therefore, an examination of the different political and economic 
structures, with an emphasis on recovering etlmic homogeneity between South Korea 
and North Korea, is required towards the reunification. 
North Korea's population grew fairly rapidly after the Korean War, roughly doubling in 
size between 1953 and 1980. Although the rate of population increase has slowed 
somewhat since 1970, it is nearly twice that of South Korea. According to Natsios' 
document (1999), North Korea 's population22 decreased by approximately 3 million 
22 The population of North Korea is difficult to assess due to the limited amount of data available from 
the country 
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from 1995 to 1998. In 2004, North Korea had a population of 22.7million which is 
almost half of South Korea's population (48.5 million people) based on data from the 
Korea National Statistical Office (2005). The population decrease was mainly attributed 
to starvation or defections to neighboring China and the USSR. Chronic food shortages, 
which started in 1995 as a result of crop-destroying weather and government 
mismanagement, have left North Korea heavily reli ant on foreign aid2J 
2.4.1 North Korea: Political and economic structures affecting 
reunification 
The political system of North Korea has unique characteristics distinct from any other 
countries. 'The Suryong24 system' can be explained as a unique North Koreas' political 
system (the Daily NK 2001). Since North Korea's ruling system is under the Suryong's 
dictatorship, the Suryong serves as a strong powerful leader in all laws and systems 
(Choi K 2005, Kim Y 1992). On the other hand, Kim Y (1992) pointed out that the 
Suryong also takes the position of president and thus gives the impression of the highest 
23 This food aid came from the USA, the UN Food and Agriculture Organization, the World Food 
Programme, and some NOOs (UN website). 
" Suryong (Korean word) is defined as the political leader in North Korea. For example, North Korean 
calls their leader as !I-sung Kim Suryong. 
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power25 Hence he is more than a political figure but is also highly important militarily 
and socially. The Suryong system is uniformly systemised from the top guiding organs 
down to the bottom organism. 
In North Korea, the political dictatorship is carried out in line with revolution discipline 
through the nationwide organised party committees and cells which exist in the labours' 
units, factories, finns , farms as well as the state organs and are all subjected to political 
dictatorship (Choi K 2005 , Kim Y 1992). 
Jeong-il Kim has established a hereditary regime by purging his opponents and by 
lining up his supporters at the core of the power structure (Scobell 2006). On the other 
hand, they have secured the hereditary regime by amending their socialist constitution 
and by re-organizing the power structure into a military-oriented one. They have gained 
ground for a supporting basis for Jeong-il Kim's hereditary succession (Scobell 2006). 
Through these steps and firm support from the military, Jeong-il Kim was not only 
inducted as general secretary ofthe party but he also announced the election schedule to 
" North Koreans are laughl 10 worship !I-sung Kim and Jeong-il Kim. 
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' the Supreme People's Assembly's Representatives,26 for his inauguration as president. 
Moreover, the North Korean military perfo rms a role as a governmg tool doing 
revo lution and construction tasks as well as its basic duties like deterring and carrying 
out the war (Bae S 2000, Lee K 1993). As time passes by, fo r South Korean relations, 
North Korea had an attitude that lays stress on economic coalition and civil level 
exchanges before the nuclear crisis, and they pursue talks with onl y the USA fo r 
negoti ation on matters such as Korean peninsul a disarmament, nuclear, and missile 
problems. 
North Korea's economic problem which includes the food crisis is not caused by natural 
disaster, but is a problem that has been accumulati ng for a long time. It is a structural 
problem that cannot be solved in a short amount of time (Beak S 1997, Nanto and 
Emma 2007). Therefore, North Korea struggles to feed itself due to an economic policy. 
'The UN estimates that about one-third of North Koreans receive food aid and more 
than half of the population is malnourished (I 01h April , 2002. BBC news)." 
Table 2. 1 shows that in 1960, South Korea's Gross National Product (GNP) was not 
26 The highest organization in the North Korea power echelon that has strong legislative authority. 
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even 80% of North Korea 's GNP. It is said that until the middle of the 1960s North 
Korea 's annual GNP was higher than South Korea's. Until the 19605, North Korea 's 
economy grew much faster than South Korea's. 
Table 2.1 : North Korea and South Korea GNP comparison between 1960 and 1993 
GNP/ person ($) 
SOUTH KOREA NORTH KOREA 
1960 94 137 
1970 248 286 
1980 1,589 758 
1990 5,569 1,064 
199 1 6,498 1,038 
1992 7,007 943 
1993 7,466 904 
1997 10,315 74 1 
1999 9,550 457 
2004 14,16 1 580 
Source: The Bank of Korea (1994) and data from the Korea National Statistical Office (2005) 
Although Pyongyang was behind in total national output, it was ahead of Seoul in per 
capita national output, because of its smaller population rel ative to South Korea. Since 
1992, however, North Korea has been on a steady decline while the South has continued 
to thrive at an incredible pace (Harvie and Lee S 2003). During the 1970s, South 
Korea 's economic development strategy focused on growth in size, and the rapid growth 
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and structural changes were largely an outcome of export-orientated industria lization. 
During the 1970s, the real value of total exports increased by 30 percent per annum 
(Cho 0 1999). By the late 1970s, South Korean per capita GNP had overtaken the 
North ' s, and it has never looked back since. 
Percent 
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Figure 2.4: Growth in GDP in North Korea 1990-2003 
Source: The Bank of Korea (2004) 
Estimates by South Korea's Bank of Korea (2004) on the North Korean economy 
suggest that the North 's gross domestic product (GDP) has registered minus 4.3 percent 
annual growth since the earl y 1990s. However, in 1998 growth declined by 1.1 percent, 
a much lesser decline than the 6.3 percent contraction recorded the previous year. 
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According to data from the Bank of Korea, North Korea has realised positive economic 
growth since 1999. Since that time, the Sunshine Policl 7 has succeeded in expanding 
economic cooperation with North Korea (Yoo H 2006). 
In 1998, North Korea 's Gross National Income (GNI) stood at $12.6 billion, or 1I25th 
of South Korea's (Kiesow 2005). Since then, the GNI seems to have stabilised and even 
recovered slightly. It should be added that since 1996, no economic plan has been 
announced (Kiesow 2005). 
Lee J (2005) argued that 
"While South Korea has moved to integrate itself more closely with the world 
economy throughout the 1990s, North Korea has pursued an isolationist policy in 
the face of rapid international change, a policy that has led to both serious famine 
and retarded economic growth (P330)." 
As a result, the economic gap between North Korea and South Korea has widened. This 
means that in reunification, South Korea would face serious economic burdens. (Lee J 
27 The Sunshine Policy is the mainstay of the South Korea's North Korea policies aimed at achieving 
peace on the Korean peninsula through reconciliation and cooperation with the North Korea. 
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2005, Eberstadt and Banister 1992). In that case the best partner of transaction and 
cooperation for North Korea would be South Korea, and South Korea will have to meet 
the demands of North Korea through a way of aid for urgently needed goods, which is 
the same as the method taken by West Germany in East-West Germany transaction 
(Jang B 1995, Lee S 2003). It should be noted that it is also preferable to have a form of 
Joint Development so as not to violate the self-respect of North Korea. 
Therefore, the important thing is that both Korean govermnents would take economic 
cooperation as a preliminary step to reunification for the realisation of South-North 
Korea economic transaction. The cooperation in economic relations between the two 
Koreas should be the base for the preparation for reunification and should be 
preparation for cormnon prosperity. 
2.4.2 South Korea: Political economic structures affecting reunification 
Historically the political system of South Korea could not settle down into a democracy 
after its liberation from the military govermnenes (Joo J 2001, Jeong Y 1983). Joo J 
(2001) argues that an authoritarian country formed, based on both ideologies of anti-
28 In Korean political history, a declaration put an end to the authoritarian (military) government and 
opened the democratic era of South Korea. President Doo-hwan Jean kept his promise of a single term 
and a new President was elected on 26 December, 1987. 
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communism and a growth doctrine repressing the self-regulating development of 
politics and society. 
Table 2.2: Presidents' regime in South Korea 
Date Name System 
1948-1960 Seong-rnan Lee 
(conservative party) The Presidential system 
1960-1961 Bo-sun Yoon The Parliamentary cabinet system 
1961-1979 Jeong-hui Park 
(conservative party) 
1980-1987 Doo-hwan Jeon 
(conservative party) 
1988-1992 Tae-wooNoh 
(conservative party) 
The Presidential system 
1993-1997 Young-sam Kim 
(conservative party) 
1998-2003 Dae-jung Kim 
(liberal party) 
2003-2007 Moo-hyun Moh 
(liberal party) 
Source: Adapted from National Institute of Korean Ristori" 
After the demise of Jeong-hui Park's regime, the state (it was called the military 
government) of Korea overrode the wishes of the people (that is, democratization) and 
repressed popular civil society by physical coercive force or measures (Park K 2006, 
29 In the list of political parties in South Korea, are the United New Democratic Party which is a liberal 
party, the Grand National party which is conservative party, Democratic Labour Party which is a 
democratic-socialist party and five other small parties. 
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Jang H 1998). Authoritarian military forces restricted the activities of the old politicians 
(Croissant 1997). Henceforth, the military regime was consolidated (Croissant 1997). 
Basically, the over-developed state wished to maintain continuously its vested rights, 
and control and repress political society and civil society to prevent the democratization 
process. 
However, the South Koreans resisted during the military regime. There is no doubt that 
democratization in South Korea was initiated by the resistant power of a popular civil 
society (Jang H 1998). Popular civil society consisted of the university student's 
campaign, labour movements, and the new middle class including white-collar workers 
as its core force (Jang H 1998). 
It was once weakened by the pressure, oppression and suppression of the South Korean 
government (that is, by the military government between 1961 and 1979). Popular civil 
society was completely excluded in the process of the constitutional revision and the 
presidential election in late 1987 (Morriss 1996). 
Compared with the past, state-led reform politics after the installation of the civilian 
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government30 in 1993 was a great transformation and marked the development of 
democracy, that is, the entry into democratic consolidation (Morris 1996). But reform 
politics were pursued within the limit of maintaining vested interests or a political class. 
Baker mentioned that the President Young-sam Kim's reform politics turned out to 
complement and reinforce the formal and legal aspects of democracy on the procedural-
minimum level and did not accept the demands of substantial socio-economic 
democratization of popular civil society. 
South Korea is still in its evolutionary process of achieving democracy. Jang H (1998) 
argues that democratic consolidation in South Korea is more likely through the overall 
activation of civil society, the solidarity between a popular civil society and civil 
movement sphere, the emergence of strong parties within a political society based on 
civil society. 
The remarkable economic growth of South Korea since the 1960S31 has been possible 
due to the capital accumulation and export promotion supported by the South Korean 
30 From 1961 to 1992, the presidents came from military general backgrounds. 
31 Since the First Five-Year Economic Development plan was launched in 1962-1967. 
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government's economic development policies (Kim N 1999). In the 1980s period, South 
Korea's economic power amounted to more than 120% of North Korea's establishing a 
superior status (Eckert et aI1990). 
The pursuit of substantial economic development was implemented according to market 
rationale. However, the USA did not want give up its influence over the economy in 
South Korea (Choi S 2005). South Korea's uniqueness is best characterized during the 
period from 1960s to 1980s. The per capita gross domestic product of South Korea has 
been some 20 times that of North Korea during the 2000's. (Economy Growth of South 
Korea) 
2.5 Prospects for reunification: Shared national visions and 
the importance of the border area 
2.5.1 South Korea's Reunification Strategies 
The divided status in the Korean peninsula has continued since the Korean War, and 
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reunification strategies of both of the Korean governments have developed in parallel. 
Although each government has developed reunification strategies, so far those have 
never been the subject of common agreement. 
Table 2.3: Comparison of the approaches to reunification of North and South Korea 
North Korea South Korea 
A radical approach without 
Importance placed on multi-
intermediate steps 
contacts in economic, social 
and cultural areas 
A gradual approach with 
Importance placed on 
intermediate political 
political and military talks 
integration 
Approaches 
Care about changes in the 
to reunification Emphasis on territorial; 
integration under "one 
environment, but linkage to 
its proposal not strong 
CHOSUN" doctrine 
enough 
Pursuit of reunification under 
Emphasis on Class rather 
the notion of ethnic Korea 
than on national identity 
community 
Source: Lim, Yang-teak (i 997) 'A new proposal for the reunification of the two Koreas: 
economic issues', p554. 
South Korea and North Korea have been divided over a half-century, so it might be 
natural that they espouse different political and social structures. These fundamental 
differences obstruct reunification on the Korean peninsula. To overcome these obstacles 
both Korean governments should recognize each other's government as the authorized 
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one (Lee M 1990). What makes possible the recognition between South Korean and 
North Korean governments is acknowledgement that the present political and social 
state is part of a transition process to reunification (Lee M 1990). 
Different from past regimes in South Korea, the reunification policy in Doo-hwan 
Jeon's government (conservative party) (1982), the 'Formula for National 
Reconciliation and Democratic Reunification', was renovated into 'Korean National 
Community Reunification Formula' in 1989 (Nam G 1991, Yang M 2002). Then, Tae-
woo Noh's government (conservative party) had confidence about reunification policies 
and devices for two reasons (Park K 2006). First, given the disintegration of the Soviet 
Union and the fall of communism in Eastern Europe and second that the Tae-woo Noh 
government was the first democratic government in South Korea. For the same reasons, 
Noh's government suggested the 'Korean National Coexistence Reunification Device' 
(Kim S 2002, Park K 2006). 
Tae-woo Noh's government32 declared that South Korea would pursue partnership with 
North Korea and so it was possible to freely discuss the reunification issues to a certain 
32 Tae-woo Noh's regime was between 1988 and 1992. 
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extent (Woo S 2003). Noh's government expected to achieve the integration of the 
economy and promote mutual adaptability with North Korea (Nam G 1991). 
After that, Dae-jung Kim's government (liberal party) the reunification policy suggested 
the comprehensive policy toward North Korea known as the Sunshine Policy. The 
reunification policy since, Dae-jung Kim's regime, includes economic engagement, 
economic cooperation projects with North Korea. This requires its policy-makers' 
strong will for an active and consistent engagement posture (Yang M 2002). Therefore, 
the important role of Dae-jung Kim's government had conviction of the necessity of 
comprehensive economic engagement with North Korea (Yang M 2002). Peaceful 
reunification is not enough, what is required is a peaceful economic and political 
cooperation and integration between the two states involved (Nam G 1991). It is also 
necessary to control military force for reduction of border tension between the two 
Koreas. This will mean renewed international relations, as well as military force-
controlling foreign policy. 
On 15th June, 2000, President Dae-jung Kim visited Pyongyang, to hold a summit 
meeting with the North Korean President Jeong-il Kim, opening a new era for Korean 
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history. As a result the South-North Joint Communique (15th June Statement) was issued. 
The '15th June Statement' contains an agreement on the five items of different subjects 
for enhancement of mutual understanding, advancement of South-North relations and 
peaceful reunification (Yoo H 2006, Seo C and Choi Y 2003). 
The South-North Korean summit talks obtained results better than expected, laying the 
foundation for the alleviation of tensions, peaceful coexistence and fruitful interchange 
and cooperation (Jin H 2003). The two sides agreed in the Statement to settle as soon as 
possible humanitarian issues such as an exchange of separated family members and 
relatives (Kim H 2002). Also, the two Korean leaders have agreed to increase exchange 
and cooperation in the economic, social and cultural fields, and they have agreed on the 
establishment of working-level meetings for implementing interchange and cooperation 
involving human resources and various other fields (Jeong K 2001, Kim H 2002, Yoo H 
2006). 
In addition South-North Korean minister-level meetings have been held to discuss 
various matters' relating to South-North Korean interchange and cooperation in various 
fields including economic exchange (Jang B 1995). A ground-breaking ceremony (17th 
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May 2007) was held in South Korea to reconnect the railway between the two Koreas, 
and humanitarian aid such as provision of free food assistance and food loans are being 
made by the South Korean government (Yoo H 2006). Such an inter-Korean meeting led 
to increasing the South-North Korea exchange and cooperation and improving the 
overall relations between the two sides. The human and economic interchanges are 
being made simultaneously, i.e. an economic interchange is being used as an incentive 
to promote human interchange (Seo C and Choi Y 2003). 
Lastly, Moo-hyun Noh government (liberal party) succeeded the Sunshine policy (Lee 
S2 2004, Jeong K 2001). Under the Noh leadership, the South Korean government's 
policies on separated families, humanitarian aid, and North Korean refugees have 
become more pragmatic and precautionary. A national consent also became the 
determining factor on policy-making in these issues (Jeong K 2001). This new 
pragmatic approach toward North Korea is clearly influenced by the controversial 
Sunshine Policy ofDae-jung Kim's government. 
Some good progress on humanitarian issues was made under Moo-hyun Noh's 
administration. For example, a permanent meeting place for separated families was 
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established, this programme budget is provided for some civilian humanitarian aids and 
specified and well-planned training programs for younger women and teenage refugees 
were developed (Lee S22004). This programme reflects several reasons. One is that the 
pressure policy against North Korea was not efficient for setting peace and stability in 
the Korean peninsula in the past. The other is that the military conflict risk must be 
removed and peaceful coexistence must be completed. 
However, North Korea's submarine intrusion (22 June, 20 November, and 18 December 
1998) into South Korea, the first long-range missile launch (31 August 1998) and 
suspect underground facilities are obstacles to the Sunshine Policy (Lee S22004). Due 
to North Korea's submarine intrusion into South Korea, many started to debate the 
efficacy of the Sunshine Policy and a 1,500 kilometers range missile launch is certain to 
disturb security and stability in the Korean peninsula, as well as in North-east Asia 
(Jeong K 2001). Therefore, it becomes more questionable if the Sunshine Policy is 
effective in dealing with North Korea. 
Such a policy was a manifestation of the government's strong aspiration to concentrate 
on maintaining the peace between South Korea and North Korea rather than national 
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reunification by annexation. Burying the confrontation and establishing mutual trust 
became the major policy objective through inter-Korean exchange and cooperation, as 
the present time was viewed as a stage for reconciliation and cooperation leading to the 
establishment of a national community (Kang I 2004). This means South Korea and 
North Korea reached a stage in which both sides began mutually recognizing the 
existence of the other political entity and peacefully controlling the current situation of 
the division while maintaining a close relationship based on interchange and 
cooperation in various fields of economic, social and cultural affairs. Based on such a 
belief the inter-Korean exchange and cooperation is being actively promoted as the best 
policy measure. 
It is said that inter-Korean exchange and cooperation has become a national goal that 
should never be allowed to go backward. Based on the long-term goal promoting the 
integration of South Korea and North Korea, peaceful reunification of the country needs 
to be achieved through overcoming the heterogeneity and conflict so far developed and 
establishing a national community (Kim S 2004, Unification Policy 2006). It may be 
wise to gradually implement measures for inter-Korean exchange and cooperation, 
which is now in its early stages, as they are likely to undergo trial and error in the 
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course of implementation (Woo S 2003). That is, it is necessary for South Korea to 
achieve the progress of economic engagement, but more importantly, openness on the 
part of North Korea should be accomplished in the first place (Woo S 2003). 
2.5.2 North Korea's Reunification Strategies 
Since the division of the Korean peninsula, North Korea has developed its reunification 
strategy with the basic object of 'the communistic reunification of the Korean 
peninsula' (Lee S 1998). The roots of North Korea's reunification policy are people's 
democratic revolution strategy based on soviet communists' strategy (Lee S 1998, Lim 
Y 1997, Nam G 1991). 
In the context of the division of the Korean peninsula, both the South Korean and the 
North Korean regimes, in fact, have known North Korea's different social and political 
system respectively (Lee S 1998). But in tenns of political awareness in North Korea, 
the idea of reunification has continued to prevail with the view that both divided sides 
of the Korean peninsula must be, some day, united as one Korea (Lee S 1998). This 
concept results in the reunification issue being one of the most critical national tasks of 
the Korean people, both in South Korea and in North Korea (Lee M 1990). 
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Moreover, while the achievement of reunification must be achieved in a peaceful way, 
the peace which North Korea has advocated remains at the level of revolutionary 
strategy and tactics as the essential means of reunification (Park J and Park J 2001). The 
reunification strategy of North Korea is based on Marxism-Leninism which emphasizes 
class-state theory, proletariat dictatorship (Chyung D 1984). Especially, so called the 
'Reunification Formula for the Democratic Federal Republic of Korea' proposed by 
North Korea has became a barrier against the reunification movements due to its idea 
and contents which were exposed as consisting of North Korea's tactics to make the 
entire Korean peninsula communist under the guise of peace rather than for the 
achievement of a peaceful reunification (Park J and Park J 200 I). 
Originally, the target of the international communist world revolutionary movement, 
people's democratic revolution, was transplanted by Soviet communists during their 
military occupation of the area .after 1945 and was increasingly settled on as the 
revolutionary strategy and tactics to be used against the southern part of the Korean 
peninsula (Lee S 1998). 
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North Korea proposed in the year 1960 the 'Formula for the South-North Korea 
Federation', and in the year 1973 North Korea renovated the formula into the 
'Reunification Formula for the Democratic Federal Republic of Korea', and in the 
1980's the North Korea proposed again the Koryo Democratic Federal Republic Plan 
(Chyung D 1984, North Korea website). In the 1990s, North Korea shows a theoretical 
change in the gradual completion of the federation system by insisting on one race, one 
state, two political systems, and two governments. That is, South Korea has taken a 
gradual functionalistic approach to reunification, while North Korea has taken a 
federation approach, which leads to no realization of a mutual agreement (see table 2.3). 
To achieve this objective North Korea has been trying to strengthen the Three Great 
Revolutionary Potentialities: to strengthen revolutionary potentialities as a revolutionary 
basis of North Korea, to strengthen revolutionary potentialities in order to establish 
people's regime and bring people's democratic revolution into South Korea; and to 
strengthen international revolutionary potentialities to push forward the forces 
supportive of North Korea and to encourage the international isolation of South Korea 
(Lee S 1998, North Korea website). 
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Therefore, the two Koreas' reunification strategies have tried to lay stress upon security 
and simultaneously to absorb the other state on one side, while they could not but be 
sunk into a dual dilemma to discuss reunification as they were on the other. This led 
discussions of reunification to be misused as a means of regime maintenance and 
system reinforcement and subsequently talks between the both Koreas to a lack of 
sincerity. With such efforts both Koreas need to find the value of Korean nationalism 
and the value of a settlement of peace over the Korean peninSUla. 
2.5.3 The Importance of the Border area towards Reunification 
Since the 1990s, Russia and former soviet block countries in Eastern Europe have 
dispensed with ideological boundaries and focused on economic growth (Rhee K 1993). 
In the meanwhile the political environment of the Cold War has changed, because of 
North Korea and the USA have de-nuclearization and energy cooperation by signing an 
agreement on 18th October 1994 in Geneva (Choi B 1997). This agreement helps the 
atmosphere of cooperative peaceful reunification. 
The two Koreas have maintained a hostile relationship politically and economically 
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until the late 1990s. Accordingly the purpose of border area management is that South 
Korea and North Korea attempt to seek a strategy of economic cooperation in territorial 
development projects to restore the infrastructure for reunification since the top leader's 
meeting in 2000. 
It is said that the two Koreas should develop a functional integration regime whereby 
the two economies gradually integrate into a common economic community 
overcoming embedded differences. In doing so, both Koreas could prepare an economic 
integration and eventually reunification through mutual trust and a confidence building 
process. 
North Korea and South Korea have enhanced bilateral cooperation to create a stable 
political and economic environment in the border area. North Korea and South Korea 
have been working hard and jointly to set up a 25km railway reconnection project for 
economic cooperation through the border area. That is the first milestone for 
reunification on the Korean peninsula. According to the project documents, the 27.3-
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kilometer railway connects the two border cities of Munsan and Dorasan station in33 
South Korea and Gaeseong in North Korea (Ministry of Construction and 
Transportation, 2004). 
Figure 2.5: The map of rail connection between the two Koreas 
Source: http://www.sciencetv.kr 
Although the railway length is approximately 25krn in total, this project symbolizes 
South-North Korean cooperation and commitment to peace on the Korean peninsula 
(Kim H 2002). If South Korea and North Korea railway is linked transport, interchange 
and cooperation are activated. 
J3 Dorasan Railway Station is located in the civilian passage restriction area, some 60 kilometers north of 
Seoul. Dorasan Station is a symbol of the inter-Korean exchange programs. 
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The railway reconnection project in the border area is now under way in South Korea 
due to the agreement made in military talks between North Korea and South Korea. The 
South Korean government believes that after the railway connecting construction is 
finished, personal exchange, travel, economic exchange (trade), reunion of dispersed 
families and visit to hometown, and economic cooperation will be possible (Jin H 2003). 
Therefore, it is the goal of border area development projects to forecast goods transport 
after the starting of the operation of the railway between North Korea and South Korea. 
In addition, economic exchange and goods transport will have positive effects for South 
Korea and North Korea both economically and socially (Kim J 2000). It will also give 
momentum to reunification of South Korea and North Korea and increase employment 
in both places. 
In addition, Kim J and Shin Y (2003) showed that the plan consisted of tourism 
development, agriculture development, railroad construction and improvement, and 
watershed development in the border area. The plan has a three step timeframe and is 
designed to support cooperation between the two Koreas in agriculture and irrigation. It 
also supports a large number of local residents through its transport and tourism 
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resources development in the border area. 
Therefore there is a need for economic cooperation between North Korea and South 
Korea. In particular, increasing of economic cooperation is cultivating South Korea and 
North Korea talks and it is of service to the improvement of South Korea and North 
Korean relations. That's why the border area development projects should be concerned 
about South-North Korean economic exchange towards the reunification. The border 
area, which comprises the main trade and logistics cooperation area, follows the 
peaceful mode of one area linking two nations, inside the border. Furthermore, it is a 
symbolic space, for local economic development, inter-Korea cooperation and a 
peaceful mode of reunification on the Korean peninsula. 
2.6 The South Korean Government Development Policies in 
the Korean Border area 
Since the Korean War's end, the DMZ, with limited civilian's access, has been made as 
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ecologically the most unique area in the Korean peninsula. Nowadays the DMZ has to 
be changed into the ground for economic cooperation projects between the two Koreas 
towards the reunification on the Korean peninsula (Joo S and Sim U 2004). The DMZ's 
peaceful economic projects and its usage of surrounding areas' infrastructure has the 
potential to give many benefits to the two Koreas. 
This section seeks to the South Korean government's policies in the border area, 
including the DMZ. Officially and independently, the North Korean goverument has 
made no progress any development projects in the border area. It is said that only the 
North Korean government support the South Korean goverument's projects in Gaeseong 
and Geumgang areas in the border area of North Korea. 
2.6.1 The South Korean Government Policies in the DMZ 
The DMZ on the peninsula has been studded with military antagonism and tension as 
the world's last Cold War spot. The peaceful use and preservation of the DMZ would 
play an important role to speed up the reconciliation between South Korea and North 
Korea. 
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a) The South Korean Government Policies between the 1970s and 1990s 
The principal of the UN Representative of the Military Armistice Commission, Mr. 
Feliz H. Rogers, made suggestions for peaceful use of the DMZ at the 31 i h general 
convention in June 1971 (Kim I and Kim J 1999). With the rapid improvement of 
relations between communism (North Korea) and democracy (South Korea) in the 
Korean peninsula, many local govemments (in South Korea) have shown interest in the 
peaceful use of the DMZ. 
According to the Ministry of Reunification (1990), the South Korean government is 
directing great efforts toward the development of natural resources in the DMZ. There is 
no doubt that the cooperation development projects of the DMZ will serve as an 
experimental stage for Korean reunification, strengthen the opportunity for reunification 
with the resulting improvement of international relations in the DMZ, alleviate military 
tension between the two Koreas, and contribute toward the abolition of mutual 
antagonism coming from the two different political ideologies and systems as 
representatives from both come to work face to face (Lee J 2001, Lee S 2003, An Y and 
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1. Establish a recreation center and cooperate in the development projects in the 
Sorak mountain in the North Korea border area and Geumgang mountain in the 
South Korea border area. 
2. Establish a cooperation fishery area in the Imjin river. 
3. Build a sports stadium in the DMZ for friendship matches between South Korea 
and North Korea. 
4. Execute cooperative scientific investigation of the ecosystem in the DMZ. 
5. Remove all military facilities in the DMZ to mitigate military tension between 
South Korea and North Korea. 
Also, in 1988, President Tae-woo Noh suggested a peace city in the DMZ during the 
UN General Assembly speech: 
" ... dispersed families which were separated for more than 40 years may meet 
freely within a peace city in the DMZ as the middle of Korea, and establish 
national culture, art and science exchange, international trade centre for wide trade, 
interchange ... (The Ministry of Re unification 1990: 40)." 
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Noh's suggestion included a North-South Korea free trade zone, establisJunent of a 
peace area, and a joint resort development project in the DMZ. The Korean community 
reunification plan also proposed a unity railway station in the DMZ, a meeting point for 
dispersed families, a national cultural centre, a warehouse centre between South Korea 
and North Korea, a sports stadium and a meeting place for religious services. The 
economic cooperation projects between South Korea and North Korea may bring a 
mood of peace and have positive effects upon of Korean reunification. 
At the last stage of cooperation, the whole area may be opened to the general public on 
both sides, which will surely play an important role in the restoration of national 
homogeneity, thus contributing toward the building of the groundwork for national 
reunification (Lee J 2001). The South-North Korea Adjustment Committee for peace 
talks, in operation35, seems best suited for the initiation of cooperation development 
projects. A Joint Development Committee may be formed, along with a management 
committee for the execution of policies and the maintenance of order in the border area 
3l The main goal was undoubtedly to achieve peace and prosperity on the Korean peninsula. Since the 
15th June Joint Declaration in 2000, inter-Korean exchanges and economic cooperation have been the two 
main streams of South-North Korean ties. Through the 2007 Summit, however, peace and prosperity have 
become the two main parts that define inter-Korean relations (Kim K 2006). 
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under economic cooperation projects. 
Since the development projects should be comprehensive and scientific, social scientists, 
natural scientists, and administrators take part in the drawing up of development plans 
(Kim Y and Lee M 2004). The Ministry of Reunification (1982) states that first priority 
should be given to economic cooperation projects which will have great effects. 
Planning should be related to the development of the Korean peninsula after 
reunification, and any harm to the preservation of the ecology and natural views of the 
area should be avoided. When development is launched, the area will prove to be a 
DMZ in the full sense of the word. 
b) The South Korean Government Policies in the DMZ during the 2000s 
Peaceful use of the DMZ was seen as important in inter-Korean high-level talks held 
from the 1990s. An important feature is that the both Koreas began to approach the 
peaceful utilization issue of the DMZ practically from the point of view of transforming 
it to an economic cooperation area (Son K 2000) . 
• A Designed Transboundary Biosphere Reserve in the DMZ 
According to IUCN data, in 136 places around the world, two or more natural protected 
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areas adjoin across 112 (36%) of the world's 309 international boundaries. Since most 
are examples of ecosystems arbitrarily divided by political boundaries, bioregional or 
ecosystem-based management would require international transboundary cooperation. 
However, Transboundary Peace Park could help to reduce the military tension and 
promote spirits of cooperation and harmony in local regions and along intemational 
boundaries (Brunn and Munski 1999). For example, "The transitory nature of many of 
the peace motifs in Northern Ireland is evidence of the fragile state of the current peace 
agreement (Paul 2000: 225)." And "the boundaries of protected areas changed from 
wall and fence to filters, no longer necessarily keeping humans out supposedly 
int~grated into the human use of the land (Fall 2005: 43)." 
The DMZ Biosphere Reserve stretches 155 miles (248km) across the middle of the 
Korean peninsula. The width of the DMZ measures 4km and covers an area of 992km2• 
Over a half-century since the agreement of the armistice was concluded (Kim Y and 
Lee M 2004), the natural environment was well preserved in this zone by limiting the 
entrance of humans. To fully populate within the reserve is impractical due to the 
number of military camps. There is one village whose total population ranges from 300 
to 500 inhabitants (Arthur 2000). The primary sodo-economic activities include 
tourism and agriculture. 
The ecological data has confirmed that the DMZ has some 2,200 species of wild birds, 
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animals and plants inhabiting the zone, including a number of endangered ones (Cheon 
S et al 2003, John et al 2003). The only nesting population of rose black swans is 
located in the DMZ, and it contains an immense biodiversity: one third of 2900 plant 
species (in the illustrated book of Korean flom), one half of 70 mammalian species (in 
the illustrated book of Korean fauna), and one fifth of 320 bird species (in the illustrated 
book of Korean birds) are being discovered (Lee J 1995, Cha et al2000, Kim G and 
Cho D 2005, Lee C et al 2007). The ecosystem and the characteristics of the biota are 
determined by the weather and by topographical differences of mountain range, rivers~ 
and seas. Based on inspection results, the ministry drew an ecological map36 that will 
be used to classify the regions by ecological importance. 
The South Korean Ministry of Environment made public a plan to preserve the area, 
which envisages the division ofthe DMZ and its vicinity into several areas according to 
the status of the landscape, ecosystem and species they contain for their protection (Jeon 
S et al 2003). The South Korean government has a DMZ environment policy that 
follows the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation 
(UNESCO)'s Man and the Biosphere (MAB) programme, therefore they are trying to 
36 This map is divided the area into three sections i.e. west-coast area, mid mountain area and east coast 
area. 
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design a Biosphere Reserve according to UNESCO guidelines. 
In 2005, the Ministry of Environment (South Korea) suggested the design a TBR in the 
DMZ by the both Koreas. This proposal has including the ecosystem research by the 
both Koreas, the discussion on management of the DMZ by the experts, etc. To design a 
TBR in the DMZ, the South Korean government established the Committee of the 
Ecosystem Conservation in the DMZ. But, the North Korean government did not agree 
this co-project due to the same reasons, officially, the North Korean government 
insisted that the South Korean government use the DMZ to make their own financial 
benefits (Jo D 2007). This project could not be approved by UNESCO unless both 
Koreas agreed the design a TBR in the DMZ. Nowadays, the South Korean government 
still contacts the North Korean government to cooperation of the design a TBR project. 
2.6.2 The Economic Cooperation Projects in the Border area 
Since the start ofthe National Plan for Economic Development in 1961, the border area 
has been economically less affluent than other regions in South Korea, as it was 
excluded from the development plan because of the difficulties in establishing 
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infrastructure for industrialization in the border area (Choi C 2005, Lee Y 1997). The 
plan has greatly contributed to the transformation of South Korea into an industrial 
society from.an agrarian one. However, there has been some inequality in the regional 
development in the process of the nation's economic development. 
As a result, there have appeared unbalanced area developments such as the border area, 
and some of countryside. Therefore, in the 4th National Territory Utilization and 
Management Plan by the South Korean government, the government has had to focus 
more on those areas (The South Korean government 2000). The most important purpose 
of the border area is reunification based on the 4th Nation Territory Utilization and 
Management Plan from 2000 and 2020 (The South Korean government 2000). 
Moreover, it is certain that the border area development policies are intended to ensure 
the balanced and sustainable development of South Korea in accordance with the basic 
objectives of reunification and development for the local residents. For this reason the 
South Korean government established the Border Area Support Law. 
The Border Area Support Law was established for the improvement of local 
development projects and economic activity in the border area (Jin H 2003). It is 
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determined by a presidential decree that depends on the distance from the DMZ and 
geographical distance from the border area. Kang J and Park W (2004) described that 
this law targets spatial integration of the border to prepare for communication between 
South Korea and North Korea, peaceful reunification, activation of local development, 
achievement of sustainable development, and nature conservation. The composition of 
the Border Area Support Law (the act: 5th August 2006) is focused on improving the 
quality of life for the local residents and on providing resolutions necessary for building 
a viable infrastructure for reunification in the near future . 
• Gaeseong Industrial Complex 
South-North Korean exchange and cooperation in the Gyeonggi Province is a very 
important matter. Gaeseong Industrial Complex is the special economic zone where 
South Korea has developed an industrial complex on North Korean territory. For 
example, Gaeseong Industrial Complex (this complex is located on the North Korean 
border area) is the project in which both countries may achieve mutual economic 
benefits with the capital and the technology provided by South Korea and the land and 
the labor provided by North Korea (Choi K 2004). 
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In 2006, South Korea and North Korea opened a joint economic cooperation office in 
North Korea's border city of Gaeseong (Choi K 2004). It marks another milestone in 
inter-Korean relations because it is the first time since the national division that 
government officials from South Korea have taken residential office duties in North 
Korea. The office is entrusted with promoting economic cooperation between the two 
sides. Major projects include connecting cross-border railway between the two sides, 
fisheries cooperation, expansion of the Gaeseong Industrial Complex and cooperation in 
the development of natural resources in the border area (Choi K 2004). 
Gaeseong Industrial Complex37 is becoming a matter of major importance in inter-
Korean relations. Joo S and Sim U (2004) have shown that North Korea is so 
enthusiastic about the construction of Gaeseong Specialized Economic Zone in order to 
overcome current economic troubles that it is a big gap of the two Koreas' economy. 
South Korean companies also have been troubled with rising labor costs and land prices, 
especially small and medium size enterprises. Gaeseong Industrial Complex can be a 
good way to meet both of their needs at the same time. 
37 The project period (first stage) between 2003 and 2007, the budget is 22 million USD in Gaeseong 
Industrial Complex (Kim Y 2006). 
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Hyundai and North Korea made a contract to construct a 65.7km2 sized industrial 
complex and the housing estates near Gaeseong in 2000 (Korea Development Institute 
2005). They agreed that the Korea Land Corporation, and with investment by the South 
Korean government, would participate in the construction of the industrial complex 
together (Choi K 2004, Cho H 2003). After the agreement, several meetings have been 
held to specify the project between North Korea, the South Korean government and 
Hyundai. After the ground-breaking ceremony on 30th June 2003, continuous efforts to 
complete the investment conditions and to set up the master plan of the industrial 
complex have been carried out side by side (Choi K 2004). 
Shim G and Kim G (2003) identified several aspects of competition concerning the 
Gaeseong Industrial Complex. Considering product quality, if technical instruction and 
training are' provided systematically to employees along with incentive wages, then 
North Korean laborers can manufacture high quality products. The industrial enclave is 
expected to accommodate 2,000 companies employing 600,000 people to reach an 
annual production worth 16 billion USD (Kim Y 2006). With an estimated population of 
one million residents, the Gaeseong Industrial Complex aims to attract 1.25 million 
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tourists every year (Kim Y 2006). 
Cho H (2003) argues that with regard to price competitiveness with other countries, 
each North Korean laborer will be paid 57.50 USD per month including medical fees 
and social-welfare-costs; this cheap manpower has market competitiveness in 
comparison to China. In addition, he points out that land rent is more expensive than the 
Chinese Industrial Complex in North Korea, but after the re-link of the inter-Korean 
railway, distribution costs will be decreased enough to make up for the land rent. 
Considering the reduction and exemption of taxes, Gaeseong Industrial Complex is 
believed to have an advantage over the Chinese Industrial Complex. 
Gaeseong Industrial Complex could help South Korea overcome a weakness in 
international competitive power caused by a loss of wage competitive power and 
improve a weakness in the basis of manufacturing production caused by moving 
manufacturing equipments to foreign countries with lower wage levels (Joo S and Sim 
U 2004). In the short-run North Korea could acquire foreign currencies earned by 
workers in the Gaeseong industry, and in the long-run they could increase their 
production capability using the advanced technology and the capital of South Korea, 
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thereby reducing their economical difficulties (Choi K 2004). 
Table 2.4: An expected direct economic benefit from Gaeseong Industrial Complex 
1 ,I Stage 2nd Stage 3M Stage Total 
South Korea 5800 Million USD 13000 Million USD 656000 Million USD 844000 Million USD 
North Korea 1300 Million USD 3300 Million USD 103000 Million USD 149000 Million USD 
Source: Korea Development Institute (2005) 
However, Choi S (2000) emphasized that despite these investment systems into North 
Korea, some Korean companies still worry about North Korea's uncertain political 
system and lack of implementation of the agreed laws and rules. Regarding export 
conditions, North Korea is grouped by the USA into the state sponsors of terrorism38, 
and the products made in North Korea do not benefit from the Generalized System of 
Preference (GSP) (Kim Y 2006, Lee Y 1997). 
These circumstances make North Korea unable to export to the USA market at the 
moment, but exporting to the Japanese and the EU markets seems possible if the price is 
affordable and quality is being controlled satisfactorily (Jeong H et aI2003). In view of 
38 The Bush administration decision to remove North Korea from the USA list of state sponsors of 
terrorism on 11 October 2008 (Chosun newspaper 12 October 2008). 
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these conditions, South Korea will become the main market. of Gaeseong Industrial 
Complex, at least for the time being. 
Shim G and Kim G (2003) argued that it is important to set up the institutional 
framework and to keep executive ability in order to promote the Gaeseong Industrial 
Complex successfully. Mutual collaboration between North Korea and South Korea is 
expected to lead to development goals. The utmost support of North Korea is essential 
for the establishment of an investment climate that is favorable to South Korean 
enterprises. Thus, North Korea should make efforts to improve tangled relations with 
the USA and South Korea should lead North Korea in the transition to an open society 
and market economy. 
It is needless to say that expanding economic cooperation contributes to reducing 
military tensions and promoting reconciliation between the two Koreas. The South 
Korean government hopes the opening of the office will help accelerate projects the two 
sides have been discussing and find new fields of cooperation that can benefit the two 
Koreas. Gaeseong Industrial Complex will play an important role in improving mutual 
dependence between South Korea and North Korea, ultimately leading to an economic 
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reunification . 
• Geumgang mountain Project 
In 1998, when the Hyundai business group visited Pyongyang, the agreement to develop 
the Geumgang mountain was made between Joo-young Chung, the honorary chairman 
of the Hyundai Business Group, and the authorities from North Korea (from 18 
November 1998 to 16 June 2000, about 250,000 South Koreans visited the Geumgang 
mountain (Kim Y 2001). 
CHINA 
Figure 2.6: Map of North Korea 
Source: www.theodora.comlmaps/korea_north_map.html 
Geumgang mountain is located in the North Korean border area (Fig.2.6) and covers an 
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area of about 530km2• Due in part to the development project of the Geumgang 
mountain, a sense of peace and reconciliation has been built up between the two Koreas 
(Kim S 2000, Lee H 2000). Various exchanges in such areas as sports, arts, politics, and 
economy have increased (Kim S 2000). 
As collaboration for the development of the Geumgang mountain and its joint 
marketing are the first and largest scale joint-venture project between North Korea and 
South Korea, it is assumed that the project will create a friendly and amicable effect on 
the minds of South Korean and North Korean people. The South Korean people has 
evaluated this project as a significant achievement and as having a symbolic meaning 
for reunification. Lee H (2000) pointed out that owing to the Geumgang mountain, 
Korea will come to have another chance for peace, reconciliation, exchanges in many 
areas and a good prospect for "One Korea, One people" . 
. 2.7 Conclusion 
Part of the Cold War was played out on the Korean peninsula. In fact, the efforts of the 
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USSR to support North Korea collided with UN and American interests in the Korean 
peninsula. The Korean War broke out amid the growing Cold War tensions and the 
North Korean attempt to re-unify the Korean peninsula by military force. 
In terms of the different structure of politics, South Korea and North Korea established 
their independent governments based on the ideology of capitalism and socialism 
respectively in 1948. Park K (2006) stressed that South Korea has amended its 
constitution eight times since then and has managed to settle on a power structure in 
conformity with a liberal democracy. 
However, North Korea has amended its constitution three times (1972, 1992, 1998) and 
has degenerated into a rather closed and dictatorial power system. North Korea's power 
structure provided in its current constitution, which was amended with a view to follow 
the testament left by Chairman Il-sung Kim after his death, is inconsistent with the 
actuality, thus causing many difficulties in understanding its general power structure. 
Among the many problems, the difficulties involved in the establishing of a sustainable 
and workable power structure and political system in the unified Korea will pose the 
most difficult and urgent problem. 
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Therefore, the economic exchange and cooperation activities between South Korea and 
North Korea may minimize the states' disparities and improve their inter-relationship, 
which will consequently produce mutual benefits. Furthermore, such activities may 
contribute to forming the conditions and environments in which North Korea can 
transform of its own accord. The South-North Korea interchange and cooperation 
programs implemented by Dae-jung Kim government have significance in two respects. 
The first is to achieve peaceful reunification to fundamentally eliminate the agony of the 
divided Korea. The other is to have proven that promotion of the inter-Korean 
interchange will improve South-North Korea relations and help restore national 
homogeneity leading to an overall change in North Korean society. 
In particular the South Korea government's positive policy towards North Korea began 
producing concrete results in the field of inter-Korean exchange and cooperation. Dae-
jung Kim's government's objectives of the North Korean policy were centered on the 
improvement of inter-Korean relations through peace, reconciliation and cooperation. 
To achieve such objectives the South Korea government actively pursued the policy of 
the refusal of any provocative acts resorting to arms and national reunification by 
annexation while actively promoting the policy of reconciliation based on cooperation. 
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Through an exploration of the two Koreas' historical context, we examined what 
happened in the Korean peninsula since independence from Japan, how the different 
political and economic structures affected reunification and what kinds of projects have 
progressed in inter-Korean border area. Then, in a theoretical context, we need to find 
out why nationalism is important in Korea reunification, what concepts of border are 
needed to understand the inter-Korean border area and what are the lessons gained from 
three other countries involved in unification processes. 
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Chapter 3: Literature Review: Korean 
nationalism and the issue of borders 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter investigates the concept of nationalism and tries to describe Korean 
nationalism. It describes the origin of Korean nationalism, thus showing its 
characteristics and significances in various stages in Korean history. This chapter 
provides an essential background of the geo-politics of borders such as border security, 
military activity, identity and territorial disputes through a theoretical and empirical 
approach. 
The chapter provides understanding of nationalism and the specific characteristics of 
Korean nationalism in the context of the history of Korea. I explain the premise that 
Korean nationalism is different from the western concepts in view of its origin and 
identity. It also examines relevant case studies such as the ethnic conflict in Cyprus, the 
process of the reunified Germany and Yemen's unity. These case studies provide 
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important lessons for the Korean peninsula and investigation of the international 
relations in these three cases shows hOw international power politics influences border 
areas and their unification. 
3.2 Political Geography 
Political geography is the study of political phenomena in their spatial relationship and 
in terms of their relationship within the world order and amongst international powers, 
which constitutes the subject matter of broadly defined human geography. Political 
geography could contain the politics and conflict relevant territory (Flint and Taylor 
2007), especially in terms of political geography's study of boundaries, country, state 
and nation, elections, social integration of states, air space (Anderson 1999) and its 
study of the research of political territorial units, boundaries and administrative 
subdivisions (Alexander 1963). Therefore it embraces a multitude of interactions. (Jones 
et aI2004). 
Systematic modem political geography, which began from Ratzel's Politische 
Geographie (1897) was constructed on the basis founded by Carl Ritter (J ones et al 
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2004). "Ratzel argued that the state could be conceived of as a living organism and that 
amount ofterritory from which to drew sustenance {lones et a12004: 5)." Ratzel's ideas 
were developed by Kjellen. According to Kjellen's theory, political geography is the 
study of the state as a geographical organism or phenomenon in space that includes land, 
territory, area, or a country (lones et al 2004). In that sense, political geography is the 
study of the country from the point of view of its location, form, and area. Therefore, 
political geography should investigate the relationship between politics and the 
geographical environment in the same way as the relationship between history and 
geography that has long been studied (Jones et aI2004). 
Moreover, Karl Haushofer defined political geography as the science of the earth 
relationships of political processes. However, Haushofer's writings found favour with 
the Nazi leadership, and his ideas were used to justify German expansion during the 
Nazi era (lones et a12004, Mark 2005). Hence, the study of political geography also has 
the potential to provide the tools for political action and directives in political life as a 
whole. On the other hand, an American scholar, Nicholas Spykman, said that political 
geography offers an analysis of the position of a country in terms of geographical 
realities and all forms of national power (Mark 2005). "Spykman's views were widely 
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read in US policy circles, but beginning in 1942 the term political geography, if not the 
concept itself, was increasingly off limits in the USA due to the alarms that had been 
raised in the US media about German geopolitical thinking and Haushofer's influence 
on Hitler (John 2006: Monthly Review: Vol. 57, No. 8)." It seems that the USA was on 
the base of SpyIanan's Rimland theory toward world order. Thus, "Geographical 
interest concerns the superpowers' perceptions of each other's territorial ambitions, and 
of their own locational positions and contexts (Pepper 1985: 2)." Geography and foreign 
policy, particularly issues of war and peace, are associated (Flint 2005). That is, political 
geography is the interaction between politics and geography, implying that geography in 
one way or another fundamentally conditions political process and behavior (Shamsi 
2005). 
3.2.1 The Concept of Nationalism 
Nationalism is a concept of identity which members of a particular state, ideology, 
society, or territory's community of feelings (Smith 2001). There are nation-states in 
which almost everyone accepts the state as theirs and makes it the primary home of their 
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political identity and loyalty (Smith 2001, Hutchinson and Smith 1994). 
, 
Nationalism has had an enormous influence on world history. Nationalism appeared 
after the latter part of the eighteenth century and first stood out from the period of the 
French Revolution (Schroeder 2000). The French Revolution added dynamic power to 
this new movement and it was the most powerful factor in strengthening and expanding 
nationalism. However, it was not the beginning of nationalism (Hutchinson and Smith 
1994, Schroeder 2000). As all other historic movements, nationalism is deeply rooted in 
the past. The pursuit of modemization and the ideas of liberty and equality formed the 
nature of modem nationalism, which has been continually developing formality until 
rationalization (Lim K 2000). These ideas were, however, in existence as a goal or an 
ideal, therefore the modem nationalism accomplished these ideas as a reality. 
Nationalism began to spread all over the world and the European nationalistic age of the 
nineteenth century developed into a world-wide nationalism in the twentieth century. 
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Nationalism spoke for the desire of all human beings for equality and dignity. It has 
been the most powerful and fatalistic motive for one country's ruling over another 
country (Smith 2001). 
Nationalism has been modified throughout the course of history and since the French 
Revolution has had various characteristics leading to today's modem society, and 
nationalism is the product of history's vital forces (Day and Thompson 2004). Therefore 
it is continuously changing and does not assume a definite form, but is a collective body 
with various characteristics that involves multiple significances (Hutchinson and Smith 
1994). The factors that contribute to nationalism include race, language, religion, 
history, tradition, custom and locality (Smith 2001). Nationalism relates to people being 
recognized or recognizing themselves as members of a given country (Wollman and 
Spencer 2002). In the modem era, the nation-state has become the dominant form of 
societal unit (GelIner 1983, Imhof 1997). Handler (1998) defined that 
"Nationalism is an ideology about individuated being. It is an ideology concerned 
with boundedness, continuity, and homogeneity encompassing diversity (p 6)." 
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The modernistic perspective regards nationalism as a new and unique one which is not 
connected with past history under the scheme of tradition and modernity (Gellner 1983). 
And nationalism is also considered as a motivation of social change and an important 
underpin to nnderstanding the relation between the collapse of tradition and the 
construction of the future (Gellner 1983). 
Understanding the political ideology of a nation is a necessary condition for grasping 
the essence of the political phenomena of that country, because it underpins both the 
mental and material aspects of a society (BiIIig 1995). Smith (2001) mentioned that 
nationalism is a sort of patriotism, culturally homogeneous. In terms of thinking of 
nation, ethnic dynamics play an important role in the constitution of culture and people, 
not just on the political part (Day and Thompson 2004). 
Originally, Gellner (1983) makes a comparable point when he states that "Nationalism 
is not the awakening of nations to self-consciousness: it invents nations where they do 
not exist" (P7). In fact, all communities larger than basic units of direct contact are 
imagined. Moreover, communities are to be distinguished, not by their genuineness, but 
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by the style in which they are imagined (Malesevic 2006). Moreover, Benedict 
Anderson's 'Imagined Communities' has been considered one of the most crucial 
contributions to today's theory of nation and nationalism (Anderson 1983). The 
significance of the work lies in his notion of the nation as an imagined community, as a 
cultural artifact that is equivalent to a sign system, in contrast to the politically oriented 
theories of nationalism. However, as his subtitle "reflections on the origin and spread of 
nationalism" suggests, Anderson seems to argue that nation as an imagined community 
naturally brings about nationalism. 
Since his argument of nationalism focuses on the role of leaders in the construction of 
nation-states, his theory of nationalism is incompatible with his theory of nation as an 
imagined community. This is because the imagined community of the nation is, in 
principle, based on the collectivity of people in a given area. Hence, between the nation 
of the collective community and the nationalism of the political movement lead by 
national elites for the building of a nation-state an unbridgeable gap exists. 
The strongest impacts on those colonized were on their economic interactions (Hoang Y 
2002, Wollman and Spencer 2002). Nationalism for the national development of each 
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nation-state has endlessly struggled against the colonial states and it has helped to 
increase international tensions in the gaining of independence since Second World War 
(Smith 1989, Breuilly 1993). The Korean nationalism provided the guiding principle of 
the awareness to realize the Korean nationalistic movement towards freedom, and 
escape from the suppression of Japan. 
Post-colonialism is a critical attempt to reveal the vestiges of colonialism which existed 
after the Third World's independence following the colonial period (Cooppan 1999). It 
is the ultimate purpose of post-colonialism to resist colonial ideology and redefine the 
identity of colonized people (Cooppan 1999). In this point, the developing countries 
would have significant meaning culturally in the situation of international politics and in 
the progress of world history (Seo Y 1994). Hoang Y (2002) said that developing 
countries' nationalism is created from external suppression. The ending of colonial rule 
and empire followed long and bloody struggles in some places. It's difficult to 
understand the modem era as a whole if we do not understand the dynamic of that part 
of it which has endured and struggled against colonialism. 
Gellner mentioned that the rise of cities through industrialization created modem 
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nationalism (Hoang Y 2002), The movement away from the field of agriculture, farmers 
existences to one of nineteenth century's market economy births to the belief that there 
was no nationalism before industrialization, and after it there wil! be nothing in the 
future other than nationalism (Gellner 1983). That is, nationalism has been focused on 
identity and ideology, but now, the meaning of modem nationalism is connected to 
market economy in the world. 
Such nationalism is good in that it brings unity during times of national interest. But 
such nationalism may at times be detrimental to the interests of South Korea in terms of 
both the reality of things, and the perception of the reality of things when it comes to 
South Korea's strengthening efforts (Seo Y 1994, Noh T 1997). Therefore, South Korea 
chooses one type of model of nationalism towards reunification. Of course, every nation 
is nationalistic, but how and to what extent such nationalism is leveraged is critical in 
terms of nation-state development. Since the mid-1970s, sales, finance and production 
(i.e. all three circuits of capital: trade, finance and production) as well as the 
concentration and centralization of capital, have been internationalized to an extent that 
has never been seen before in Korea history (Hoang Y 2002, Kim J 1994). 
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It could be that Korean Nationalism is defined as 'the discourse formation that 
constructs traditions, interests and missions of a nation', and 'reunification discourse 
(Kim H 1995, Kim H 1996). Both the North Korean and the South Korean regimes run 
the risk of reproducing the system of divided Korea by modifying the discourse of 
nationalism to fit the changes in their circumstances (Yoon M 2002). 
3.2.2 Boundaries in General 
Borders define geographic boundaries of political entities or legal jurisdictions, such as 
governments, states, or countries (Jones et al. 2004, Anderson 1996, Wilson and 
Donnam 1998). The frontiers are the outcome of political processes among nations, the 
outcomes between values and interests (Anderson 1996). 
Nowadays "border security" is a fashionable concept used by decision makers in the 
field of national security. For example, 11th September 2001 and the subsequent impact 
of global terrorism have caused a significant shift in most government policies toward 
their boundaries. Olmedo and Soden (2005) emphasise that after 11 th September 2001, 
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the political lock-down at the USA border area occurred with greater social and 
economic impact, and the security measures deployed following 11 th September 200 I 
further increased waiting time to pass through the border lines. 
In recent times, international boundary conflict is less about the meaning of the place of 
sovereign territory and more about preventing the work of armed rebels and terrorists 
(Snyder and Tilly 2004). Anderson (1996) mentioned that many recently independent 
and post-conflict states face the difficult task of securing their borders but only some 
manage to create stable, well controlled boundary regimes. 
The 1980s and 1990s were characterized by a move toward the opening of interstate 
borders as a means of enhancing economic trade and freedom of movement in an era of 
globalization (Anderson 1996, Taylor 1993). Kolosov (2005) has shown that 
globalization and liberalization of economies makes less important national boundaries. 
It means a borderless world is coming and the borderline is useless to understand the 
world's economic system and ethnic structure. However, the border still exists. It is just 
specialized in three functions: ethnic boundary (Cyprus case), political boundary (Korea 
case) and economic relationship between two nations (Glassner and Fahrer 2004). It is 
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certain that each boundary moves, remains or expands. Economic cooperation and trade 
through boundaries especially seems to expand more and tends to build a new regional 
barrier. 
However, Newman and Passi (1998) noted that 
" ... While globalization may provide important explanatory factors for some of the 
changes in international power relations, this is not necessarily reflected in changes 
in local or regional identities (PpI99)." 
Borders are returning to their traditional role as barriers to movement, rather than as 
bridges to movement, and as points of contact between peoples within border areas 
(Wilson and Donnam 1998). The role of boundaries as spatial factors have been varied, 
and ideas regarding boundaries have been related closely to their historical nationalism 
(Jones 1959). 
3.2.2.1 The Concept of Boundaries 
Boundaries have often been the cause of security disputes in international relations and 
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the imprint of boundaries into the landscape near the line has been deeply rooted. High 
iron fences, manifold wire entanglements, many boundary markers, and wild plants 
growing abundantly in the border area are apparent expressions of boundary 
crystallization. 
Borders may foster the setting of buffer zones. The threatened passing of the state, in 
turn, heralds the weakening of most ofthe world's existing political, social, and cultural 
structures and associations (Glassner and Fahrer 2004, WiIson and Donnam 1998, 
Fawcett 1921). 
In the past, many boundaries were not clearly defined lines but were neutral zones 
called marchlands (Fawcett 1921). Jones (1959) noted that the doctrine of natural 
boundaries was a product of the age of reason and of nationalism chafing at old 
restraints. A line drawn in various ways, a border, marks the place where adjacent 
jurisdictions meet (Anderson 1996). This combined conjunction and separation of 
national laws and customs creates a zone in which movements of people and goods are 
greatly regulated, examined, and discussed (Kolossov 2005, Anderson 1996). 
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3.2.2.2 Politics, Power and Place 
Originally, in the geopolitical setting that arose from the late 1940s onwards the 
ideology of the Cold War developed (Agnew 2002). Then the victory of the USA in the 
Cold War left it the sole superpower, and with a degree of military preponderance over 
all rivals perhaps never before seen (lones et al. 2004). Likewise, with the demise of the 
communist alternative, political and economic values championed by the USA were to 
dominate the world. Nevertheless, Olmedo and Soden mentioned that post 9/11 reaction 
varied in the USA's border area and that while the role of free trade remains intact it has 
come with additional burdens passed on to consumers and that individual behavour has 
altered significantly (2005:763). 
"Prior to 9/11, real-world geopolitics was creating a new peace discourse, but this 
has once again been pushed aside in favour of a (re)newed securitization and threat 
discourse (Reuber and Agnew 2004: 628)." 
However, despite the appearance of dominance, the position of the USA is perhaps not 
as unassailable as either its proponents or detractors would lead other countries to 
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believe (Waltz 1993). Challenges come not only in the form of terrorists, but also in the 
more traditional form of geopolitical rivals (Olmedo and Soden 2005). 
Jones et al. (2004) have noted that Japan appears to finally be coming out of its decade-
long financial crisis and is keen to "normalize" its foreign affairs, the USSR is 
reinventing itself as a great bastion of energy resources and also seems to have finally 
halted its own economic slide and no well-informed reader needs to be reminded of 
China's rise as the most prodigious challenger in both economic and military terms. The 
USA is increasingly more of a "first among equals" than a super power. The 
international boundaries of the world are in turmoil. International boundary disputes are 
affecting cultural, economic and ideological issues (Anderson 1999). Changes in the 
world geo- political boundaries have often been the outcome of wars and conflicts 
associated with major geopolitical transitions. 
3.2.2.3 Borders and Nationalism 
The characteristics of territorial conflicts are shaped by the history of national boundary 
formations and nationalism. As the territory has been regarded as the object of national 
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dignity and nationalism irrespective of its value, territorial disputes have been settled by 
military methods such as the Second World War (Prescott 1987). In the globalizing post 
Cold War era, the scope of controllability has been expanding. This has had the specific 
issue that economic and environmental issues need to be controlled in the same manner 
as peace and security (Laitinen 2004:18). Fawcett (1921) has identified that traditionally 
recognized modes of acquiring territory have been categorized as occupation, 
prescription, conquest, and accretion. 
After the end of the Cold War in the late 1980s, a new international order emerged and 
was perceived as a new era of peace and reconciliation, departing from an era of 
conflicts (Russett 1993). Unlike such optimistic expectations, however, disputes in 
many parts of the world have not ceased to take place, and rather situations have even 
been exacerbated (Prescott 1987). This is attributable to the fact that conflicts and 
disputes among countries are unavoidable in situations where interests of countries as 
members of the international political system are at stake (Prescott 1987, Taylor 1993). 
Among different types of disputes, territorial disputes take place when countries claim 
territorial rights to a specific territory. 
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Borders and nationalism are the very areas where resolution of the issues is the most 
difficult, as they are directly linked to national interests. Anderson (1997) pointed out 
that most territorial disputes are treated as political conflicts, because the result of the 
settlement is closely related to the vital interests of the countries, and the disputing 
countries do not want to solve the question by judicial methods. Using three case-
studies (below section 3.7), the international and domestic impacts of reunification 
negotiations are explored. 
3.3 One Race and Two Ideologies in Korea 
Before the Korean War occurred, both domestic and international factors contributed to 
a failure to build one nation-state and thus there emerged two national states (Malesevic 
2006). International politics were led by the two world powers, the USA and the USSR 
during the Cold War (Gellner 1983). 
More specifically, the two great nations sought in the unstable international environment 
to satisfY their particular needs and ideas, to expand their divergent interests and 
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principles. Americans were universalist on behalf of an ideology linking peace, 
prosperity, democracy, and the open door policy. Russians, on the other hand, preached 
a universal message of inevitable proletarian revolution (Sharp 2000). Americans 
reached for foreign outposts and markets to meet their strategic-economic needs and, 
the Soviets found as well that their security and economy required expansionism (Sharp 
2000). And both the North Korean and South Korean regimes established the system of 
division by internalizing ideologies of the Cold War. 
Seong-man Lee's39 government tried to reconcile a national identity with an ethnic 
identity in the divided state. The Korean War started with the provocation by North 
Korea which justified Seong-man Lee's argument that communists are not included in 
our nation. Escaping from the defensive position before the Korean War, Lee's anti-
communism became the sole national ideology in South Korea. In this way, communists 
were excluded from the category of the nation in South Korea. After Lee's government, 
a national identity in the divided state conflicted with an ethnic identity which has 
historically united a society in terms of kinship and culture for a long time (Seo J 2000, 
Do J1997). 
39 Seong-man Lee's regime was the fIrst administration in South Korea (1948-1960). 
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At that time, nationalism and anti-communism were most directly affected by the 
contradiction of divided countries, and that still has an important role in South Korea 
(Lee H 2004). Moreover, in the sense that the cause of the special relation between 
North Korea and South Korea to date has lain in nationalism, and that communism and 
anti-communism has been the main cause to interrupt the solution of the problem of 
nationalism, the two ideologies are closely linked. 
It was the Korean War that brought the change of the concept of nation and nationalism 
on the Korean peninsula (Lyu S 1991), and there have been several historical 
evaluations of the Korean War from the viewpoint of the Cold War era, the emergence 
of a new pattern of local wars, and effects of worldwide postwar depression (Robert 
2007, Foot 1985, Jervis 1980). If the territorial division of the Korean peninsula was a 
product not of ideological confrontation between the Korean people but of the Cold War 
between the West and the East, it is correct to regard the Korean War as a product of 
outside conditions rather than as a manifestion of the will of Koreans (Kim Y 1998, 
Stueck 1995) because the Korean War was fundamentally the World-communists (North 
Korea, the USSR and China) armed attack over the demarcation line of the 38th Parallel 
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agreed by the USA and the USSR in August 1945. 
In Lee's perspective, the Korean War was for state-building in order to establish an anti-
communist state, South Korea, and in this process, the contradiction between the 
existing notion of ethnic nation and the newly emerging concept of state nation clearly 
appeared by receiving death threats during the war40 (Kang H 1999). It was necessary 
for anti-communism to operate as an ideology to choose people. That is, one ofthe main 
functions of anti-communism was to include or exclude people during the War period 
(Kang H 1999). 
In fact, the massacres during the Korean War were mostly committed by the character of 
war itself, and retributions among civilians also showed revenges against unilateral 
violence in the pre-war period and retaliating revenges when occupation or re-
occupation during the War period took place (Lyu S 1991). Accordingly, massacres and 
retributions could be regarded not as results of political intention, but as results of the 
fundamental character of war. 
40 Many Korean people died in the Ko~ean War depend npon whether they have communism or anti-
communism. 
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However, those violent affairs, by extinguishing the idea of ethnic nationalism, carried 
out a very political function of strengthening the modern idea of nationalism (An C 
1994). Moreover, in the perspective of state-building by the War, that is, collectivity of 
memory, the massacres and retributions acquired the meaning of including and 
excluding people selection by anti-communism (An C 1994). 
The state incessantly dichotomized 'us' and 'them' through mobilizing anti-communism, 
and executed violence and massacres toward 'others' who were not acknowledged as 
part of the South Korean (Jeon M 2003). South Korea was a coercive state which 
disciplined and punished its people during the Korean War, rather than protecting their 
properties and lives. It is said that the Korean War witnessed an active process of 
nation-building in which South Korean people had a strong membership and loyalty to 
the state (Choi H 2006). 
Experiences under the rule of the South Korean govemment during the Korean War 
made South Korean people hostile toward communism, uniting the South Korean 
people as one nation against North Korea (Yoon M 2002). At this moment, anti-
communism had become not only a ruling ideology but also a substantive force (Park C 
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2000, Choi H 2006). Therefore, anti-communism contributed to forming a complete 
political community overcoming an anti-nationalist sentiment which had formed before 
the Korean War. 
3.4 Korean Nationalism 
3.4.1 The History of Korean Nationalism 
Both Koreas have historically shared an enormous spirit of common society thr~)Ugh the 
process of overcoming many invasions (Yoo K 2001). Consequently, the historical 
uniqueness of Korea and the spirit of common society have been reflected in the 
viewpoint of Korean people living in modem times. There is a homogeneous 
consciousness formed by the thought, "we come from the same ancestors" and the 
consciousness that ''we have the same destiny," "we are the Korean nation." 
Korean nationalism was originated by the effort of the Shilhak scholars who tried to 
feature the individualistic character of the Korean nation vis-a-vis the China-centered 
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world outlook (An J 2004, Lee S 1984). Originally, Shilhak has the meaning that it 
refonns the existing thought system. It occurred in the Chosun Dynasty's latter term 
(1750-1800) (Lee S 1984, Noh D 1999). The China-centered world outlook held by this 
group of Korean scholars was in line with their utilitarian way of thinking which 
involved the strengthening ofthe nation and the enrichment of the people (Lee S 1984). 
This attitude on the part of the Shilhak scholars naturally led to specific policy 
recommendations of a nationalistic nature in order to tackle the socio-economic and 
foreign relationship problems of the time (Oh J 1998, Noh T 1999). The Shilhak group, 
in spite of its role in initiating modem Korean nationalism, became activated (Kim K 
1989). 
Lee G (1985) stressed that the significance of this group lies in the fact that modern 
Korean nationalism originated in the process of its recognition of the pressing matters 
for the country and these scholars suggested various policy recommendations to 
overcome problems 41. The persecution of the Shilhak scholars by conservative 
government officials was in this sense a tragedy, thus leaving the country drifting in the 
41 For example, the structure of social positions, corruption, closing policy towards foreign countries. 
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wake of impending encroachment by western imperialist powers (Noh T 1999, Kim K 
1989). 
Table 3.1: The development of Korean nationalism 
The failure of the Korean nation as a whole in taking steps for refonn recommended by 
the Shilhak scholars aggravated the situation as the country became more and more 
embroiled with western expansionism in the latter part of the 19th century (Lee S 1984, 
Oh J 1998). By this time, the country had to adjust itself to the newly emerging situation 
in which imperialist powers sought their own political and economic interest vis-a-vis 
Korea (An J 2004). The policies of the Taewongun42 who was in power at the time 
were to finnly repulse any sort of compromise with the western powers under the 
banner of closing the country and expelling barbarians while renovating governmental 
structure and implementing measures to enrich the people (Kim Y 1999, Yoon J 1996). 
Their domestic policies were in fact aimed at expanding the capability of the nation 
42 The Taewongun's regime was between 1820 and 1898. 
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based on egalitarian treatment of the people of all strata in Korean society (Kim B 1991, 
Yoon J 1996). His foreign policy to resist any sorts of foreign attempts led western 
powers (which had no vital interests in the Korean peninsula by that time) to abandon 
their design to open Korea (Song Y and Kim C 2000). 
By the time when reform measures taken by the Taewongun on the domestic scene 
began to bear fruit, he lost power in the government, thus his nationalistic policies were 
frustrated (Yoo K 1994, Kim Y 1999, Kim C 2002). Negotiations for diplomatic 
normalization with the Japanese government (in which the idea of 'conquering Korea' 
were prevailing) by the opposition party and Taewongun's policies, domestic as well as 
foreign, were totally discarded (Yoo K 1994). 
In the last decade of the nineteenth century, Korean nationalism was transformed into a 
mass movement based on peasants, who formed the great bulk of society (Koh G 1993). 
The Tonghak (Eastem Learning) started in the 1860s with the ideas of 'building up the 
nation and providing for the welfare of the people' and 'conformity of heaven and man', 
and later adopted the stance of national independence in the face of foreign 
encroaclunent and equality amongst people of all social classes (Lee H 2005, Hwang S 
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2004). Tonghak ideology and organization had been further developed by combining 
Korean nationalism with the peasant rebellions (Kim Y 1987). 
Instead of accommodating and implementing the demands of the Tonghak, the Queen 
Min clique tried to crush the Tonghak movement with the help of foreign countries' 
powers, and this peasant-based mass nationalist movement was frustrated by the 
combined attack of Japanese troops and the progressive party which joined the 
conservative government (Lee H 2005, Kim H 1996). Those events meant that the 
Korean nation lost the last opportunity to maintain national independence in the face of 
foreign expansioriism. It is supposed that Korean nationalism has been affected from the 
spirit of the Tonghak peasant's army, which was based on the Tonghak thought43 (Ra D 
2002, Kim H 1996). 
After the annexation of the country by Japan in 1910, Korean nationalism once again 
erupted in 1919 in the fonn of nationwide mass demonstrations against Japanese 
colonialism (Kim C 2002, Noh T 1999). The 1st March Independence Movement was in 
that sense not only the culmination of anti-colonialism but also a starting point of a new 
43 Based on the doctrine of the salvation of fanners suffering in their destitute life (Ra D 2002). The 
Tonghak thought entails 'In-Nae-Chon (,{)-'-ll-~)', thought, which means that 'Man is Heaven' or 'Man 
equals Heaven' . 
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Korean nationalism (Noh T 1999). That is, the movements towards independence 
became leading elements in the domestic scene (Seo Y 1994). 
Shin Y (1990) described that the history of the Korean nationalism has three periods 
with different features. In the first period, from the end of Chosun Dynasty44 to the 
independence movements 45 in 1919, the Koreans' national consciousness about 
colonialism take practical and dynamic methods of independence from Japan such as 
street movements rather than take the attitude of an onlooker. In the second period, from 
the independence movements in 1919 to the Independence Day (15th August) in 1945 
the character of the nationalism focused against Japan was all along the lines of colonial 
nationalism and therefore it was about the recovery of sovereignty and the struggle 
against the persecution of Japan (Seo Y 1994, Kim H 1994). In the third period, from 
after Independence Day in 1945 to the present, Korean nationalism grew, faced with 
severe ordeals such as the Korean War and financial crisis, having an immediate object 
for a national reunified state as one nation in one state. 
44 The last and longest-lived imperial dynasty (1392-1910) of Korea. 
45 The non-violent peaceful movement had occurred across the country for quite a long time since Korea 
was forced under Japan's imperial rule in 1910. 
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Do J (1997) described that character of the Korean nationalism may be a resisting 
nationalism, whether the resistible target is the aggression of the alien influence, 
colonialism, imperialism, a social and economical inequality or communism. 
There is no doubt that Korean nationalism is generally an idea driving forward a 
national identity, reunification. Park C (2000) referred to Korean nationalism as an idea 
and movement heading for the independence and reunification of the two Koreas, so 
Korean nationalism contributes to the reunification of the Korean nation and the 
significant character of Korean nationalism is the resistance against the suppression of 
hindrances. 
3.4.2 The Contemporary Concept of Korean Nationalism 
There have been reunification issues between South Korea and North Korea that are 
hard to explain as phenomena, if not related to nation and nationalism in Korea. Lim K 
(2000) mentioned that the nation still strongly exists in Korea as an objective to seek or 
as an object that must be excluded or overcome. In the historical dimension, Korean 
nationalism itself has been changed in accordance with social contexts (Jeong H 1986). 
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Considering the phenomenon mentioned above, there might be difficulties to define 
Korean nationalism and the characteristics of nationalism (Lee W 1997, Kim H 2005). 
However, there are several fixed stereotypes about Korean nation and nationalism 
which in occupied Korea are the subjects that cause difficulties in analyzing the current 
characteristic of the nation and the nationalism (Chen H 1999). In contemporary Korea, 
the perspective of the Korean nation as a continuous and united entity is dominant over 
the others. In other words, the Korean nation has been recognised as a real entity based 
on the territorial, cultural, and linguistic identity (Chen H 1999, Kim S 2005). This 
recognition of the Korean nation has been lapped over the fact that the nationalism has 
been used as a dominant ideology by the power of countries (the USA and the USSR) in 
the Korean modem history, and thus it brings critical discussions; most of these are 
about the exclusive and repressive characteristics of Korean nationalism (Lee W 1997). 
In the past, the national movement could be shown as a mobilization or a repression 
because it was confined only to political circumstances (Kim D 1997). However, Korea 
has changed very much from the past. Thus, the national movement in South Korea no 
longer exists only for political purposes (Kim H 2005). 
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3.4.2.1 Nationalism in North Korea 
Nationalism in North Korea has shown dramatic changes since 1945. The establishment 
of 'Juche,46 was arguably a historic turning point in North Korea (Yoon 1986). In the 
early period, North Korean nationalism was similar to Stalinism in the fonner Soviet 
Union (Seo 2001, Park 2007). However, the declaration of the 'Juche line' in the 1960s 
changed the concept of nation in the North Korean context. This does not mean that 
North Korea has accepted and has conceived nationalism in a positive light, but rather 
has conceived and has used it as a means to promote Socialist Patriotism or Patriotism 
(Yoon 1986, Park 2007). Since the 1960s, North Korea has begun to establish its own 
concept of nation in the place of Stalinism. The common language and blood-relations 
were the most essential concepts reflecting the particularity of the people on the Korean 
peninsula (Jeong 2001). 
In the 1980s, the concept of nation was systemized and. North Korea defined the nation 
as a historical community based on a common language, blood relations and place (Park 
2007). The factors that caused the change in the concepts of nation and nationalism 
46 It teaches that "man is the master of everything and decides everything," and that North Korean people are the 
masters of Korea's revolution, 
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were the fonnulation and establishment of Juche ideology, the division of the peninsula 
and the request for reunification, and the change of external conditions (Seo 2001). 
Since the 1980s, North Korean Nationalism has been expressed as North Korean style 
Socialism (Y oon 1986). However, this should not be thought of only as a response to 
the crisis of socialism (i.e., collapse of Communist bloc) because the fonnulation began 
prior to the 1980s, especially in the case of North Korean style Socialism, which began 
in 1978 (Seo 2001, Park 2007). However it is true that these concepts were transfonned 
into a regime-defence logic after the collapse of the Communist bloc. 
Nationalism, as it is understood in North Korea, underwent further redefinition in the 
1990s. In 1991, Il-sung Kim distinguished true nationalism from bourgeois nationalism, 
and furthermore, he contended that true nationalism is progressive (Y oon 1986, Seo 
2001). However, as in its redefinition, North Korean nationalism could be in conflict 
with South Korean nationalism, as was hinted by the expression of Jeong-il Kim's 
Nation. The change of nation and nationalism in North Korea will have profound 
implications for the construction of common so cia-cultural values for reunification in 
the future (Jeong 2001). 
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3.5 Korean Reunification and Nationalism 
Korean nationalism could be produced by the situation of division of the two Koreas 
toward reunification (Do J 1997, Yoo K2001). The situation of division goes on without 
anything to predict reunification though over a half-century has passed since Korea 
divided into two nations. 
Such a conflict of the nationalistic theories between the two Koreas materialized in their 
own reunification policies; the 'Two Korea' strategy from South Korea and the 'One 
Korea' strategy from North Korea (Do J 1997). And, the two Koreas have discussed 
with each other a large number of strategies for reunification but there is not any official 
agreement between South Korea and North Korea (Narn S 2004). 
The reunification policy of South Korea is to construct a national identity and solidarity 
through reciprocal collaboration. The aim is a re-unified democratic state. (Lim H 1998, 
Han J 1994). Accordingly, the task of Korean nationalism as the ideology of 
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reunification is the security and the maintenance of national identity. 
Therefore, Korea's reunification needs to be accomplished in terms of reciprocal 
collaboration (Nam S 2004). The both Koreas have to realize the national reunification, 
achieving its nationalism according to reciprocal efforts between South Korea and 
North Korea. And it is very important that the two Koreas have to prepare a foundation 
to produce harmony towards the reunification (Lim H 1998). 
3.6 Lessons from other Reunification Cases 
These case studies deal with circumstances and conditions related with the unification 
of Germany and Yemen and intends to present meaningful suggestions to improve the 
North-South Korean relationship. Furthermore the Cyprus case shows the ideology 
conflict between Greek Cypriot community and Turkish Cypriots and domestic affairs 
affected by international power. Cyprus is a reasonably well documented example for 
the ethnic conflict within one nation but this case has problems which have not been 
resolved yet. 
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The other side, the German case is one that is sometimes cited in Korea's situation as an 
example of successful reunification and so there is potential to learn from the German 
case. The German case shows that economic connection was important and international 
power politics was important as well. In addition, this section examines the specific 
problem of North Yemen and South Yemen's 1990 unification as a case study of power-
sharing in a regionally divided country. Through these cases' exploration, unification is 
relative to international power and domestic efforts. 
3.6.1 Cyprus: Ethnic conflicts and international politics 
Cyprus is located in the Eastern Mediterranean (Cyprus Overview website). However, there are 
both Greek Cypriots (the majority ethnic group) and Turkish Cypriots (the minority ethnic 
group; 31 %4\ And Cyprus, like Korea, is a divided nation. The division of Cyprus is 
essentially along ethnic lines (Greek Cypriot and Turkish Cypriot communities) rather than 
ideological lines (Capitalism: South Korea versus communism: North Korea). 
47 The total population (including estimates of Turkish Cypriots) on Cyprus reached approximately 
854300 in 2005 (source: statistical service~ of republic Cyprus 2005). 
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Figure 3.1: Cyprus and surrounding countries 
Source: Centre for Nonproliferation Studies 
The Greek Cypriot community is much larger than the Turkish Cypriot population, and 
the island is located closer to Turkey than it is to Greece (Joseph 1997). Typically, 
Greek Cypriots speak Greek and are Christians whereas Turkish Cypriots speak Turkish 
and are Muslims (A Country Study: Cyprus). The Greek Cypriot area is richer than the 
Turkish Cypriot zone (A Country Study: Cyprus). The Greek Cypriot area especially is 
heavily dependent on tourism (Altinay and Bowen 2006, Timothy 2001, Cyprus: 
political). 
The Greek Cypriot goverrnnent, which controls most of the island's territory, has been 
recognised by many foreign country powers48 whereas the Turkish Cypriot government, 
" Joseph (1997) mentioned that the outside powers are Greece, Turkey and Britain. 
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which runs the north part, has been isolated diplomatically49 (Richmond 1998). As such, 
northern Cyprus is not an internationally recognised state. 
Although Cyprus has been independent for more than four decades, the British still 
retain a couple of large military bases on the island. But the British are not the only 
foreign troops on Cypriot land. Turkish units have been stationed in the North since 
1974 (Tarnko9 1988). To further complicate the security picture, the de facto border 
between the Greek and Turkish areas is guarded by UN troops (Richmond 1998, James 
1989). The UN forces came to the island in 1974 in the wake of fighting between the 
two ethnic groups (Richmond 1998, James 1989). The UN supervised buffer zone is 
300 kilometers long and covers around three per cent ofthe whole Cyprus' territory (the 
UN Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus). There are five inhabited villages, and approximately 
8,000 people who live in the buffer zone (the UN Peacekeeping Force in Cyprus). 
49 So far, only recognised by the Republic of Turkey. 
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1 •• 1 United Nations-administered buffer zone 
III United Kingdom Scvereign Base Areas 
Figure 3.2: The boundaries of Cyprus 
Source: Cyprus geography 
• ~ '. Area north of buffer zone j!i .. administered by Turkish Cypriots 
O Area south :)f buffer zone a,:Jministered by Gree< Cypriots 
The UN peacekeeping forces monitored and defused hostilities between Greek Cypriot and 
Turkish forces in the buffer zone which divides the island (Richmond 1998, UN website). 
This is, in fact, the most critical issue. There are a myriad of other vexing issues: 
mobility between zones, security guarantees, presence of Turkish troops, and status of 
Turkish immigrants (Richmond 1998). 
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Figure 3.3: The UN buffer zone 
Source: Nicosia Buffer Zone 
A solution to what both sides call the Cyprus problem is long overdue. But Cypriots 
need a solution that will survive, enabling them to live together in harmony. However, 
leaders of Cyprus' two communities failed to make any breakthrough for the 
reunification process in June 2007 (Independent Media Centre). 
In 1974, the then military regime of Greece sponsored a short-lived coup on Cyprus 
(Grant 2003, Loizos 1981) and the coup prompted a unilateral military intervention by 
Turkey and Turkish troops quickly occupied the northern portion of the island. Turkey 
has stationed troops in northern Cyprus ever since. Hence, there has been a de facto 
division ofthe island since 1974 (Grant 2003, Loizos 1981, Turkish Invasion of Cyprus). 
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In the aftermath of the Turkish intervention, many Greek Cypriots fled the North for the 
South while a somewhat smaller number of Turkish Cypriots fled the South for the 
North (Joseph 1997). As a result, the ethnic divide has become much more pronounced 
(Joseph 1997). The situation on Cyprus has also strained relations between Greece and 
Turkey. 
After a couple of series of talks between the leaderships of the two communities failed 
to reach a settlement, eventually, in 1983, the authorities in the Turkish Cypriot zone 
declared themselves to be a fully independent state called the "Turkish Republic of 
Northern Cyprus" (TRNC) (Tamkoy 1988). However, the action was condemned by the 
UN Security Council (Richmond 1998). Moreover, the statehood of the TRNC has only 
been recognised by Turkey (Cyprus Overview, Tamkoy 1988). Hence, in a formal 
diplomatic sense, the TRNC is more of an international outcast than even North Korea. 
North Korea is at least a member of the UN General Assembly and Pyongyang (the 
capital city of North Korea) is recognised diplomatically by a number of foreign states. 
The TRNC has been isolated economically since its international trade is essentially 
conducted indirectly through Turkey (Okumus et al. 2005, Cyprus: political economy). 
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Not surprisingly, the TRNC is considerably poorer than the rest of Cyprus. Richmond 
(1998) has pointed out that even after the TRNC was proclaimed in 1983, the UN has 
been periodically involved in talks to resolve the Cyprus problem. This is quite different 
from the situation in Korea where both North and South have repeatedly stated that the 
Korean situation should be resolved between the two Koreas. James (1989) has argued 
that even though the UN has not solved the Cyprus issue, the involvement of the UN 
has arguably helped to preserve peace on the island. 
The breakthrough in the Cyprus problem might come about with the campaign of the 
Greek Cypriot leadership to join the European Union (EU) (Diez 2002). The Republic 
of Cyprus was included along with Malta and several Eastern European states in the 
latest EU accession treaty (Ozturk et al. 2006). 
Originally, many people hoped that Cyprus would have been able to join the EU as a 
reunited entity. "The leaders of Cyprus and Turkish Cyprus have agreed to new talks 
that could lead to reunification" (11 th July 2006 World Peace Herald). 
However, at present, that seems unlikely. One of the problems is that Greece is already a 
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member of the EU while Turkey has not even been able to begin formal membership 
negotiations (Ozturk et al. 2006). Turkey's large population, relatively low level of 
economic development, and poor human rights record are all problems, but the key 
concern might be cultural in nature namely, Turkey is mostly Muslim while the EU is 
predominately Christian. By contrast, the political and economic structures of the two 
Koreas are very different from one another despite the common language and the basic 
cultural identity shared by North Koreans and South Koreans. Korea has actually been 
divided for a longer period than Cyprus. 
3.6.2 The Process of German Reunification 
Since the end of the Second World War, the global structure was divided into two, 
which was called 'The Cold War Structure' (Tanaka 2005). Korea and Germany were 
internationally divided into two nations. On 3rd October 1990, however, the two 
Germanys achieved a peaceful reunification after 45 years of division (Thomanec and .... ..-~.~. 
Niven 2001). But unfortunately Koreans are still living in a divided nation. 
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3.6.2.1 Internal Context for the Reunification 
East and West Gennany concluded the Basic Treaty on 31 st December 1972 (Leonhard 
and Funk 2002, McAdams 1994, CordeIl 1990). On the basis of this treaty, various 
exchanges between East and West Gennany were enlarged in the spheres of economy, 
the press, culture, sports, communications, education, and science (Cordell 1990). These 
exchanges reduced the mutual distrust, regained mutual trust and gave them more 
reasons for reunification (Thomanec and Niven 2001, BlackseIl 1997). After that, these 
exchanges culminated in the Unification Treaty on 31st August 1990 (Thomanec and 
Niven 2001, Blacksell 1997). Gennan reunification was announced on 3rd October, 
1990 since tens of thousands of East Gennan people destroyed the Berlin Wall to enter 
West Berlin on 9th November, 1989 and thus destroyed the East Gennan country. By 
this internal environment which harmonises with the international environment, 
Gennany could be unified. 
3.6.2.2 International Context for the Reunification 
In the Gennan reunification, a socialist East Gennany made its own decision to be 
absorbed into the rich capitalist West Gennany through free voting. The procedure 
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observed domestic and international law in peace. The international environment of 
German reunification was made by West Germany's 'Ostpolitik' for the first time 
(Thomanec and Niven 2001). This 'Ostpolitik50, relaxed tensions between Germany and 
other related states and the neighboring countries recognised the possibility of German 
reunification (Thomanec and Niven 2001). 
In particular, Billy Brandt's 'Ostpolitik' has been appreciated as a good model of 
national reunification policy for divided nations, because it was designed to embrace 
East Germany with tolerances and leniencies for a long time. South Korea seems to be 
obliged to learn a valuable lesson from the German reunification. It is clear that the 
Government of South Korea cannot ignore the costs of national reunification. The West 
German government had been spent 700 billion US dollars from 1991 until 1997 (Kwan 
K 1995). It is supposed to be the North Korean economic situations are poorer than the 
past East Germany, and the South Korean may need to spend more money for national 
reunification. In addition, there will be various obstacles towards reunification such as 
closed society of North Korea, wide economic gap between two Koreas. 
so "As part of the policy of Ostpolitik, the Basic Treaty was signed in 1972. In this treaty the Federal 
Republic of Germany and German Democratic Republic committed themselves to developing normal 
relations on the basis of equality, guaranteeing their mutual territorial integrity as well as the border 
between them, and recognizing each other's independence and sovereignty (spartacus educational 
website)" 
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In order to solve such obstacles between the two Koreas, Brandt's Ostpolitik may give 
South Koreans many insights. With such a basic conception in mind, this German case 
was aimed at reviewing the ways, in reference with the Germany's model, to promote 
the peaceful coexistence and reconciliation on the Korean peninsula and thereby, 
advance our national reunification. 
In the second part of the 1980s when international affairs had been changed, German 
reunification was considered affirmatively (Kwan K 1995). Gorbachev's perestroika 
created the conditions for Russian reform (McAdams 1994). Following on from this 
process, Eastern European states changed themselves (McAdams 1994). Also the 
European Community and the Council on Security and Cooperation in Europe settled 
the question that the unified Germany should remain in the North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization (Kahn 2000). 
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Figure 3.4: The map of Gennany 
Source: Map or Germany 
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However, the most important thing was ' the Two Plus Four Talks ' involving the four51 
victorious states direct ly related to German division (German reunification Case Study). 
The Four Powers had the rights and responsibilities for Berlin and Gennany as a whole 
with the ending of the Second World War (Mearsheimer 1990). 
Therefore, it was crucial for Germany, with the intention of regaini ng the fu ll 
SI The USA, Britain, France, and Russia. 
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sovereignty and responsibilities relating to Berlin and Germany as a whole, to involve 
the four powers in the negotiations (Mearsheimer 1990). It is certain that the 'Two plus 
Four talks' was the special institution to resolve these problems. Germany could achieve 
its rapid reunification because the two German states and the four powers were able to 
resolve all the external problems for German reunification through the 'Two plus Four 
talks ' . At last, in this reunification environment, a reunified Gennany was generated on 
3rd October 1990. 
3.6.3 Yemen's Reunification 
Yemen is located in the Arabian Peninsula in Southwest Asia (Kim G 1993). Before 
1990, Yemen was divided into two countries with different ideologies. North Yemen 
subscribed to capi talism, South Yemen practiced communism. However most of 
Yemen's people are Arabs (Katz 1992). North Yemen territory was bigger than South 
Yemen (Hudson 1994). But the population of North Yemen was four times bigger than 
South Yemen. 
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At the time of divi sion, Korea was similar to Yemen. In other words, Korea and Yemen 
are alike in the aspect that they rejected fo reign infl uences and fo rmed modern nation-
states, and by the fact that they were both divided due to the deepening conflicts 
between domestic and international political powers of surrolmding countri es (Jang M 
1992). 
In addi tion, in the case of Yemen, the confli cts between ideologies and structures were 
not extreme due to the confirmation of a cultural homogeneity, Islam (Katz 1992). 
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Therefore, with Islam as a common denominator, North Yemen and South Yemen were 
able to achieve reunification by mutual agreement in 1990. But four years later, due to 
imperfections in mi li tary integration, problems in distributing pol itical power and 
problems in the process of the integration of ideologies, society and economy, Yemen 
was reunified by means of force (Hudson 1994). 
3.6.3.1 The Process of Yemeni Reunification 
Mutual distrust between the two Yemenis characterized In the 1970s, and tensions 
fl ared into a series of short border wars in 1972, 1978 and 1979 (Arab net). Two 
presidents of the Yemen Arab Republic were assassinated during this period. 
By the end of 198 1, a constitution had been drafted in order to implement a merger 
between the two states (Arab net, Glosemeyer 1993). Attempts to consolidate this, 
however, were delayed by political instability in the People's Democrati c Republic of 
Yemen (pDRY; South Yemen) and it was not until the 22nd of May 1990 that the 
merger was made official (Carapico 1993). The unjon was not immediately successfu l 
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and disputes broke out, leading to a war in 1994 which was won by the northern Yemen 
fo rces. 
3.6.3.2 Integration of the Two Yemens 
At fi rst, Yemen seemed to prove that it was poss ible to combi ne two opposing systems 
which are capi talist and communist, through goverrunenta l communicatio n peacefully 
(Carapico 1993). North Yemen claimed most of the cab inet seatsS2 while South Yemen 
was ab le to secure qui te a few positions in the proportional representatives (Glosemeyer 
1993). For equity in the power distribution, the national anthem was fro m South Yemen, 
the national fl ag fro m North Yemen except the green star in the midd le (see figure 3.6) 
(Kil11 G 1993). 
North Yemen ( 1962-1990) Soulh Yemen ( 1945- 1990) Reunitied Yemen (after 1990) 
Figure 3.6: National fl ag of Yemen 
Source: Flags of Yemen: http://www.geographic.orglnags/newl/yemen_nags.html 
" North Yemen took 20 seats out of29 cabinet members in 1990. 
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The President of Yemen was selected from North Yemen, the vice President from South 
Yemen5J (Lee K 1990, Dunbar 1992). However, after the national election, there came 
a crisis against a unified country as the gap in the political opinions about the structure 
and directions of ruling between the former North and South Yemen was amplified and 
the conflicts between leaders were apparent (Kim G 1993). Dunbar (1992) mentioned 
that in the economy, the unified Yemen experienced serious economic trouble resulting 
in demonstrations and street riots in 1992 and once at the general election in April 1993, 
the socialist party from South Yemen lost significantly, there occurred a military 
collision between North Yemen and South Yemen and, as a result, North Yemen used 
military power to absorb South Yemen. 
Gennany and Yemen are the two countries that were retmified in the latter half of the 
20th century. Among them, it seems, Korea can take useful lessons from the Yemen case 
in the sense that there are similarities between Korea and Yemen 111 such factors as 
ethnicity, language, culture, ideological confrontation (Lee K 1990, J ang M 1992). 
However, it is needless to say that Korean reunification must be achieved neither by 
53 The Yemeni President was former North Yemen president Ali Abdullah Saleh, the Vice-President was 
former leader of the Social Party in South Yemen who Ali Salim aI-Bid (Dunbar 1992). 
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force nor by mergence, but by peaceful means of conci liation, mutual cooperation and 
consensus (Jeong Y 1990, Dunbar 1992). 
3.7 Preliminary Lessons for the Study of the Korean 
Reunification 
3.7.1 Lessons from the Cyprus case 
The Cypriot unification process shows there are many similarities compared to the 
Korean case. There is the UN supervised buffer zone, Turkish support for the Turkish 
Cypriots while Greece supports for the Greek Cypriots which is similar to the South 
Korea- US alliance, and the North Korea-China alliance and they have experienced the 
Cypriot War in 1974 that led to invasion by the Turkish Cypriots. In contrast, there are 
points of difference compared to the Korean case. For example, Cyprus has ethnic 
group differences which are the Turkish background in North Cyprus and the Greek 
background in South Cyprus. 
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According to the Cyprus case, the conflict in Cyprus is not onl y a domestic affair 
(difference in religion and ethnic group) but also the antagonism between Greece and 
Turkey. That is, divided countries may be categorized as international politics or 
domestic affai rs on the basis of the cause of national division. Therefore, Cyprus' 
unifi cation issue is affected by the regional powers (Greece, Turkey). In Korea, the 
antagonism between the two Koreas and their supporters led to the Korean War. There is 
still the antagonism of Russia, and China against the USA in the Korean peninsula. It is 
certain that even though the reunifi cation issue belongs to domestic affa irs, the issue 
should be solved through international politics. Moreover, international powers 
surrounding the Korean peninsula can never be free from responsibility for the delay of 
Korean reunification, but the Korean people have to admit that more serious 
responsibility wi th the Korean people's aspiration towards reunification. 
3.7.2 Lessons from the Germany Case 
Lessons to Learn from the German Economic Integration 
The reunification of Germany showed us that one nation which had been divided into 
two parts for a long time and hostil e to each other could be unified, and furthermore the 
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reunification was accomplished democratically and peacefully. Though there are 
similarities between Germany and Korea, many differences still exist. Rhee K (1993) 
argued that compared with Germany, Korea is at a di sadvantage economically and the 
infonnation interchange between the North Koreans and South Koreans is insuffi cient. 
Korea learns much from the case of inter-German economic cooperation that can help it 
prepare for reunification (Rhee K 1993). 
Comparing with the German case, Leonhard and Funk (2002) and Rhee K (2003) has 
described that forms of economic integration for Korean reunification should be 
prepared, and South Korea should set up its overall plan to implement economic 
integration with North Korea gradually. Lastly, Korea should establish a stab il ization 
policy during the stage of economic integration and develop a strategy for integrating 
economic development, and integrated economic expansion should be established 
(Maretzki 2005, Sirll H 1994). Long-term employment policy, finance policy, industri al 
sector restructuring measures and international economic cooperation plans should be 
prepared so that integration expansion effects wi ll occur (Seliger 2001 , Maretzki 2005). 
For example, before reunification, West Germany first set up a master reunification 
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strategy called "Change along with approach" (Der Wandel durch Annahrung) and 
focused on building up mutual reliable relationships and a national community based on 
exchange and collaboration between East and West Gennany so as to establish the 
infrastructure of political integration (Hancock and Welsh 1994, Sinn H 1994). 
Similarly, the President Dae-jung Kim's "Sunshine Policy" (Engagement Policy toward 
North Korea) has stimulated inter-Korean economic cooperation. South Korea's 
assistance will be absolutely necessary for North Korea to effectively implement its 
recent economic structural refonns. Revitalizing inter-Korean economic cooperation 
will help to revive North Korea's moribund economy. This in turn will provide a 
foothold for Korean reunification. 
It wi ll likely be difficult for South Korea to finance reunification costs in its current 
economic state. Therefore, South Korea should secure sufficient funds for the future 
reunification of the two Koreas by establi shing a separate reunification fund and a 
separate inter-Korean cooperation fund for economic integration and reunification in the 
future. 
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3.7.3 Lessons from the Yemen Case 
Yemen's partition and the process of unification were not a matter of concern until the 
Yemenis declared their reunification. The reunification of the Yemenis by mutual 
agreement was unexpected because of the opposition of political ideas and because of 
the lack of information about Yemen in the outside world as well (Dunbar 1992). Also, 
the USA, Russia and Saudi Arabia on which Yemen was very dependent had the 
influencing power on the reunification of Yemen (Lee K 1990). 
Korea has learned that there are a few ground works to achieve reunification; the 
personal and material interchange, the mutual belief through the interchange, the 
leaders ' aspiration for the reunification, the persistence of the spirit of reunification by 
mutual agreement. 
The South Korean government has the basic policy that reunification should be made by 
the peaceful and normative agreement, not by armed or absorbed reunification. So, the 
Yemen case is a warning lesson to South Korea. However, North Korea and South 
Korea have already agreed to practice the Korean Cooperation Reunification Plan which 
is based on 3 principles such as independence, peace and democracy. Therefore, the two 
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Korean govemments have moved towards peaceful talks on reunification. 
The South and North Korea's reunification should be completed by the way of 
democratic and peaceful agreement in which both countries win together, not by the 
way of absorbed reunification in which one of them wins. To do that, not the result of 
reunification but the process of reunification should be important. It can be 
accomplished by the "harmonized reunification." North Yemen and South Yemen's way 
of agreement is an instructive model to Korean , because the way is the same as the 
Korean reunification policy which is a gradual and peaceful one. 
3.8 Conclusion 
Korean nationalism has been continuous for it owes much to anti-colonialism during the 
colonial period and anti-communism has been the important political view of South 
Korea after the Korean War. Hence, through understanding Korean nationalism based 
on Korea's history, it helpful to confirmed the idea of one ethnic Korea on the Korean 
peninSUla. And nationalism can be the most effective ideology to unify South Korea and 
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North Korea having been divided fo r a long time by the different political systems and 
ideologies. However, there are similarities and differences between the nationali sm of 
South Korea and North Korea at the same time. This difference between South Korea 
and North Korea gets to be closely related with their viewpoints of reuni fication. In 
recognizing and overcoming the difference of nationalist di scourse between the two, 
South Korea and North Korea can also communicate with each other by means of their 
nationalism. 
The reunifi cation of the divided Korean peninsula can be regarded as the national 
calling of Korean people, but tri als and efforts for the reuni fication of Korea have been 
insufficient. To attain this call ing, it is req uired to rehabilitate national homogeneity and 
reciprocal trust fo r achieving reuni ficatiol1 . In addition the talks between South Korea 
. and North Korea have to be continued. It is certain that the construction of national 
identity, national so lidari ty and reciprocal coll aboration will be the result of the South 
Korean reunification policy. 
From the case studies, the reunification of Germany and the conflict in Cyprus give us 
some valuable lessons. Preparing for the reunifi cation of Korea, Korea should give 
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priority to the vitalisation of the economic interchange between South Korea and North 
Korea through the border area. It could be that the border area is gate way to 
interchange and cooperation between South Korea and North Korea. And it is certain 
that the international relationship with its neighbor countries is also an important point 
to achieve Korean reunification. The reunification of South Korea and North Korea 
does matter not only to Koreas, but also to surrounding countries as with the case of 
Germany, Cyprus and Yemen. As we have seen, Cyprus' border issues were affected by 
the regional powers (Greece, Turkey), 
The political , economic and social gap between two Koreas in the aftermath of 
reunification may be quite severe. Therefore, instead of a political reunification in name 
only, devising a unification plan to solve the social and economical problems after 
reunitication and to induce the integration of the people would seem to be the best 
policy. So instead of Germany's rapid absorbing reunification, the consideration of a 
gradual reunification plan in which the South Korean government induces the 
conversion of North Korea 's system to capitalism and slowly integrates the two 
structures will be the lesson learned from the Germany and Yemen cases. 
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Korea should realise an ideal reunification, prepare for the possible conflicts the 
appreciable tension between North Korea and South Korea creates by studying and 
comparing the cases of previous conflicts such as the reunification process of Yemen. 
As a lesson from the reunification of North Yemen and South Yemen, militarily-
enforced unification must be discarded. However, considering the re-organizing process 
of international politics and the circumstances of the northeastern region of Asia, the 
prospects of North Korea and South Korea overcoming their ideological differences and 
uniting are hopeful. 
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Chapter 4: Research Methodology 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the research questions, the research methodology, data used in the 
inquiry, the criteria used to ensure quality of knowledge and the process of compi ling 
this thesis. The purpose of this chapter is to detail the processes conceming the date for 
the research to be obtained, questionnaire design, piloting phase, conduct of the research 
survey, and analysis of the data. 
Two methods of data collection are used: a questionnaire survey of people living in the 
border area and in-depth interviews with relevant stakeholders. The survey data 
collected is analysed using the statistical software SPSS (version 15 .0), and Paju City 
(the biggest city in the South Korean border area) is selected as the sample area for the 
questionnaire survey. 
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4.2 Principal Research Questions 
The main research question of this thesis IS why Korean nationalism and 
environmentally tTiendly development projects In the border area are important In 
relation to reunification. The empirical research deals with analysis of in-depth 
interviews and analysis of a questionnaire survey of a set of particular views of the 
border issues, concerning the South Korean government projects in the border area 
aimed towards reunification. It focuses on the balance between environmental 
sustainability and development. Therefore, to seek the significant data, both qualitative 
and quantitative research strategies are used. 
The principal objective of this research is to evaluate the effectiveness of the methods 
chosen to achieve the South Korean government's strategies for reunification through 
the border area economic cooperation projects, and environmental consideration of the 
DMZ. The idea of economic cooperation projects were part of the South Korean 
governments' strategy between 1980 and 200754 . It is necessary to examine the rationale 
behind the ' toward the reunification' plan promoted by the South Korean government 
and the chosen methods for implementing economic cooperation projects in the border 
54 This research is covered until the end ofNoh's South Korean government (2007) . 
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area. The survey was carried out between July and October in 2006, with the following 
time-table: 
I. July 2006: formal letters sent to the potential interviewees to arrange for the in-depth 
interview and face to face interviews. I contacted the Ministry of Construction and 
Transportation and research institutes. 53 questionnaires were completed by residents 
at the walkway, schools, and public offices in Paju City. 
2. August 2006: an interview with representatives from the ENGOs in Paju City and 
research institutions. 287 questionnaire responses were obtained at churches and the 
park in Paju City. 
3. September 2006: 452 questionnaire responses gained at the shopping centre, the Paju 
City Hall and schools!college, and appointments were made with relevant people 
whose work is related to the border area at research institutes. In addition, people who 
were working at the Ministry of Construction and Transportation, the Ministry of 
Envirorunent and Paju City Hall were interviewed. 
4. October 2006: Data were evaluated and an extra appointment was made with the 
South Korean government officers at the Ministry of Environment and the Ministry 
of Construction and Transportation. In addition it was decided to add to the sample 
populations by including UK-based South Korean 55 students. A further 51 
questionnaires were completed by a combination of direct contact or E-mail. 
55 No one from the overseas respondents used to live in Paju City. 
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4.3 Research Methods 
4.3.1 Analysis of Official Documentation 
Chapter 2 and 3 are based on secondary sources, but are worth mentioning in this 
research because of the importance of official documentation. So, this analysis of the 
South Korean govemment's documentation considers the Korean War and examines the 
basic factors that have caused such severe differences between North Korea and South 
Korea SlJ1ce 1945. The secondary data used for identifying and evaluating key 
developments and changes in the relationship between the two Koreas since 1980. 
The most important documents were used to identify the rationale for the economic 
cooperation projects in the border area and the relationship between the two Koreas for 
implementation of reunification strategies. Documents by the South Korean govemment 
between 1980 and 2007 are directly relevant to this research as they were published by 
the South Korean govemment ministries that have played a central role in the border 
area projects. 
Therefore, the South Korean govemment documents were important to thi s research in 
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terms of providing relevant general background information on how the government 
projects has been influenced by the major changes in politics and economics in the 
border area. The South Korean government official documents and academic journals 
were reviewed. The following documents demonstrate how the South Korean 
government processes and to achieve the economic cooperation projects in the border 
area and concept of the Korean nationalism and reunification on the Korean peninsula: 
• Young-bong Kim, Mon-woun, Lee (2003), A Study on the Peace Bell Blueprint 
in the Border Area, Korea Research Institute for Human Settlements, Seoul, 
South Korea 
• Gui-gon Kim (2000) Environmentally Sound and Sustainable Development in 
Gyeonggi56 Northern Province, the United Nation Development Programme, 
Seoul National University, South Korea 
• Jin-soon Do (1997) Korean Nationalism and Relationship between North and 
South Korea, Seoul National University Press, South Korea 
• Yong-hwa Seo (1994) 'Reunification and Korean nationalism ' , The Journal of 
Reunijicalion Studies, Vol.ll, pp 73-85 
56 Geographically, the border area of South Korea consists of northern Gangwon Province, northern 
Gyeonggi Province and a part of lnehen City. 
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• Seong-yoon Kim (2004) 'Two leader 's summit and economic cooperation', 
Peace Research, Peace Research Institute, Vol. 29, No. I, pp 23-39 
• Board of National Unification (1 989) The Korean Community Unification Plan, 
Board of National Reunification, Seoul, South Korea 
• Seong-woo Cheon, Byung-seol, Byun and Byung-jun, Lee (2003) Conservation 
plan in the DMZ and Surrounding area, Korea Environment Institute, Seoul , 
South Korea 
• Buk-rak Choi (1997) 'The reunifi cation lesson of Germany and Yemen and the 
study on the unification plan of Korean peninsula' , Journal of Government Vol. 
32, pp 131-155 
These documents provided justifications of, and rationa les for, the South Korean 
government projects and reunification strategies for the goals in the border area. 
4.3.2 In-depth Interviews 
A core element of this research is open-ended interviews with experts, broadly from the 
government and the ENGOs' sphere who are relevant to the border area projects. In this 
research, qualitati ve data provide particul ar ins ights into the views key stakeholders. 
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L-___________________ _ _ __ _ 
Through the interviews with people belonging to the South Korean government, 
ENGOs, research centres and universities, I could explore potential differences of 
opinion in tenns of the development and environmental issues in the border area. In 
particular through the interviews with scholars I could examine the role of the border 
area projects in moving towards Korean reunification and the relationship between 
economic cooperation projects and Korean reunification. 
a) Questionnaire Distribution 
After requesting cooperation by letter and E-mai l, these open-ended question responses 
were collected. The questionnaire survey was posted to interviewees who were working 
in Paju City Hall , the South Korea ministries, Korea Research Institute of Human 
Settlement, The Regional Research Institutes, Universities and ENGOs. When 
conducting this postal questionnaire survey, numbers and corresponding names or 
addresses were recorded, self-addressed stamped envelopes were enclosed when 
necessary, and a suggested reply-by date was included. 
b) Interview with Stakeholders 
Interviews of stakeholders were undertaken during the summer of 2006. These 
interviews with the government's officers and researchers would be used to compare 
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with the responses gained from the individual interviews. The interviews of 
stakeholders were interviewed in different meeting areas (normally in their office). The 
discussions lasted for approximately one hour each. The interviewees acted as 
interviewers for all of the discussions. 
In this research, questionnaires were completed by South Korean respondents. Munn 
and Drever (1990) mentioned that the advantages of a questionnaire are assunng 
anonymity for the respondents and the high response rates. For example, the relation of 
the two Koreas is a highly sensitive issue among Koreans. Therefore, some of the 
officers who were working for the South Korean government did not want to record 
their identity, even their personal background, and it is said that the possibility of 
receiving a high response rates was an important consideration on the empirical research. 
The first set of stakeholder interviews was undertaken with the public officers who were 
involved in the economic cooperation projects. The interviews focused on the effect of 
economic cooperation projects in the border area. The second set of stakeholder 
interviews was conducted with the ENGOs' officers in environmental conservation. The 
interviews focused Oil the environmental considerations of the DMZ and their point of 
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views of the government projects In the border area. And then the third set of 
stakeholder interviews was undertaken with researchers and pro fessors whose work was 
related to the border area issues. 
c) Limitations 
The experts were interviewed and included researchers, public servants and officers 
from ENGOs. More than 50 experts whose work relates to the border area projects were 
contacted to conduct the interviews. However, only 2 1 people accepted the interview 
request. Many of them did not reply or refused to be interviewed, mentioning that they 
could not do the in terview because they did not want to talk about the government 
projects and they did not want to argue between conservation and development issues in 
the border area. Lastly, they did not want to say anything about the relationship between 
South Korea and North Koreas7 
51 When I was contact ing them, North Korea carried out a miss ile test. The test raised tensions between 
the two Koreas. 
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Table 4 . 1: Profiles of the interviewees 
Group Name and Position Organisations 
Senior officer, Number I (Officer) 
The Ministry of Construction and Transportation 
Number 2 (Officer), Director 
The firs t group of stakeholders: Desk Officer Paju City Hall 
South Korean government Officer 
The Ministry of Reunification 
Researcher 
Number 1,2 and 3 (Officer) The Ministry of Environment 
The second group of s takeholders: 
Campaign officer Local Agenda 21 for Paju 
Director) Officer Paju Federation of Environmental Movement 
the ENGOs 
Policy officer Green Korea United 
Senior Researcher Korea Research Institute of Human Settlement 
Professor Inha Universi ty, South Korea, Incheon city 
The third group of stakeholders: Researcher Korea Environment institute 
Ins titutions Professor Seoul National University, Seoul 
Number I, 2 (Researcber) Gyeonggi Development Research Institute 
Number 3, 4 (Researcber) Gangwon Development Inst itute 
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d) In-depth Interview 
An in-depth interview is a qualitative research tec/mique that allows person to person 
discussion. It can lead to increased insight into people 's thoughts, feelings, and behavior 
on important issues . An in-depth interview is an open-ended method that is well suited 
for describing outcomes from the perspective of the key stakeholder (Hall and Hall 
1996). The in-depth interview uses a flexible interview approach. It aims to ask 
questions to explain the reasons underlying a problem or a practice in key stakeholders. 
The goa l of the interview is to explore deeply the respondent's point of view, feelings 
and perspectives. These interview questions consisted of environmental and 
development sections. In the environmental section, the interviewees were asked about 
environment conservation in the DMZ and surrounding areas, and environmental 
schemes on the border area projects. In the development section, the interviewees were 
asked about current and ongoing economic cooperation projects in the border area 
including the purpose of the projects, long term and short term goals, and their overall 
evaluation of the projects. Interview questions were prepared in advance and helped me 
to focus on running the interviews and giving the interviewees time to think. 
In my qua.Iitative research, using a contact at the Korea Research Institute of Human 
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Settlement, and access to three ministries was obtained. The questions for the 
questionnaires and the interview schedule were worded in English with the guidance of 
my supervisors. After getting comments, several revised versions were tried. FinalJy, the 
questions were translated into Korean. Before contacting interviewees, questionnaire 
forms were sent in advance to indicate the scope of the interview and to allow 
preparation for the interview. 
4.3.3 Background of Paju City 
Paju City is located in the central part of the Korean peninsula near the military 
demarcation line facing North Korea. Paju City consists of 3 Towns, 11 Townships and 
125 villages (paju website) . As per land use of Paju City the total area is 682.34km', 
arable land is 33 .03 %. The population has decreased since the middle part of the 1980s, 
while manufacturing industry has been increased since the I 990s (Paju website). 
The process of development projects is comparatively slow in Paju City cause the 
impact of the military area. However, it has sufficient potential to be rapidly developed, 
if the condition of South Korean and North Korean relations improves, because it is a 
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metropolitan area adjacent to the capi tal city of South Korea. Paju area has a good 
geographical location to progress the development projects to supply the Gaeseong 
Industrial Complex. If any economic cooperation projects develop with North Korea, it 
would be well placed. 
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The Joint Security Area is located in Paju area (to provide a peaceful meeting between 
South Korea and North KDrea), the third tunnel (North Korea built to be used SDuth 
Korea attack) are situated alsD is a security area for national security. GeDgraphically, 
there are impDrtant places due tD national securi ty. 
TherefDre, implementatiDn of development projects in such a symbDlic place can be 
connected with national security as well as peaceful reunificatiDn. These kinds of 
geographical accessibi lity are being cDnsidered as an impDrtant factDr of the 
questionnaire survey. Therefore Paju City was chDsen for the research 1I1 order to 
explore popular opinion about reunification and the border issues. 
4.3.4 Questionnaire Survey 
In the quantitative research, the aIm was to determine the relationships between 
different variables (age, gender, occupation etc) and responses to questions about the 
border area and the roles played by both governmental and non-governmental 
organizatiDns. Although the majDrity of respondents were based 111 Paju city, the 
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inclusion of the sub-population of UK based Korean university students allowed the 
influence of the proximity to the border to be explored. Through results I would hope to 
demonstrate how people's views of the border area projects and environmental 
considerations in the DMZ depend on their different personal backgrounds. The 
important thing is that this research will show the extent of South Koreans' 
consciousness of reunification and, particularly in the case of the Paju respondents, how 
economic cooperation projects: (e.g. Gaeseong Industrial Complex, Mt. Geumgang 
tourism project, and rail reconnection project) directly affect their real lives. 
The questionnaire surveys were to investigate perceptions on 23 questions in relation to 
border area issues by frequency and importance among the South Korean respondents 
living in the border area and the UK based. The questionnaires that consisted of four 
sectors, it provided an overall direction for the research question of the thesis: 
(I) What are respondents ' views about the economic cooperation projects in the border 
area? 
(2) What are respondents' views about the nature of the DMZ? 
(3) What are respondents' views about understanding of the border area issues? 
(4) What are respondents' views about the ENGOs' policy and media 's opinion on the 
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South Korean government projects in the border area? 
To obta in the questionnaire data, I chose Paju Ci ty because the city is the biggest city in 
the South Korea border area. This means that it is easier to meet people and easier to get 
questionnaire data from residents compared to other smaller towns in the border area 58, 
and the transportation system is good, and it is also easy to find accommodation. Lastly, 
In fact, the people living m the border area have big aspirations for reunifi cation, a 
strong fee ling that the level of military tension depends on the relationship between the 
two Koreas and have a deeper understanding of the economic cooperation projects and 
governmental reunification strategies compared with other South Koreans li ving Jl1 
other provinces in South Korea59 
After I had decided the location of the questionnaire survey, I visited crowded places 
such as the city centre or parks, and met the peo'ple to complete them face to face, and 
" According 10 Korea Nalional SI.lislic.1 Office (2005), the density of population in Paju City is 451.9 
people/ km,.Yeoncheon-lown: 70.8/ km,. Chuncheong City: 23 1.21km" Yanggu-town: 33.IIkm" Inje-
town: 19.8Ikm" Cheorwon-town: 59.5/km" Hwacheon-Iown: 25.2Ikm, . 
s, Having compared wi th research resulls of the 2003 research of nalional consciousness by Ihe South 
Korea Research Council for Humanities and Social Sciences, and the 2004 national consciousness survey 
by the Advisory Council on Democratic and Peaceful Reunification, That is, the border area people have 
a more positive attitude toward North Korea and reunification issues by 10% compared with the national 
average: the border area res idenls preferred the mixed syslem by 24%, backed the engagement policy on 
North Korea by 5-8%. Therefore, the border area residents were observed to have more favorable allitude 
in a progressive manner by about 10% than the national averages concerning the issues of North Korea 
and rcuDification. 
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questionnaires were also distributed to people at schools and public offices. Also the 
author met South Korean students in Manchester and Loughborough, UK60, because this 
control group is important compared with Paju people's views. 
a) The Questionnaire Design 
Basically, the success of research by questionnaire survey depends on the quality of the 
response. An indicator of an excellent questionnaire is a high reply rate that provides 
meaningful valid data. Therefore, a questionnai re needs to be interesting, purposeful and 
easy to complete. 
A closed format was used on these questions which take the form of a multiple-choice 
question. There is no clear consensus on the number of options that should be given in a 
closed format question. Satasco (1997) mentioned that there need to be sufficient 
choices to fully cover the range of answers but not so many that the distinction between 
them becomes blurred. The hypotheses are that there are differences in views according 
to the respondents' personal background, and the following hypotheses were to frame 
the questions: 
60 The author used to live in Manchester for two years and has been living in Loughborougb since 2005. 
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• respondents will show a good understanding of the reunification issues on the Korean 
peninsula . 
• respondents will show differences 111 awareness of the South Korean govemment 
projects according to the group of gender, group of age, and type of job. 
• There wi ll be significant di fferences in awareness of the projects according to the 
location61 . 
• There will be significant differences in awareness of the projects according to which 
newspaper they read62 
Each set of responses were coded to enable later analysis with the stati stica l software of 
SPSS (15.0), and there were 807 respondents with 35 errors (no answers). 
b) The Pilot Study 
The pilot survey was vital to the process of improving the validity of the questionnaire. 
It was suggested by some pilot respondents that the questionnaire size should be 
reduced. The questioJ1Jlaire was developed in the initial stages in discussion with 
61 Comparison belween South Korean students in the UK based and the Paju City. 
62 A di fferent polit ical view of newspaper implies such as conservative, labour, liberal demography. 
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supervlsors. [n May (2006) a draft copy of the questionnaire was ready for piloting. 
Prior to this, to make a revised version of the questionnaire, the questionnaire was sent 
to South Korean university students living in the UK (10) and South Korea (20). The 
following comments were obtained: 
"The questionnaires are very sensitive issues in the South Korea." 
"This has an unclear meaning and needs explaining more clearly." 
"Why is there no 'other ' option here?" 
"It might be that people in Paju City are extremely well infonned about all the debates -
but you haven 't done anything in this questionnaire to establish that fact. " 
"Despite the problems identified above these appear to be good options for the 
respondents to choose from." 
Through the piloting phase, the questionnaires were revised following the useful 
feedback. This is because respondents were chosen who were known to be sympathetic 
to the projects and who would be honest in their criticism. 
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c) Analysis of Demographic Profile 
Paj u City is located in the northwestern part o f Gyeonggi Province to the west of the 
Korean peninsula, and the total population of the city (in 2005) was 267,607 (including 
fore igners), 137,472 males and 130,135 fe males. The male group is a bit bigger than the 
female group because of the 'Son' preference which is a topic of concern in Korea. 
11 H' p, 11 
Figure: 4.2: Map of South Korea 
Source: http://www.t ib.utexas.edulmapslmiddle _east_and _asials _ korea _rol_95.jpg 
The effects o f gender preference on fertility are usually detected by examining the 
gender ratio of newborns. [n addition, the unbalanced regional development projects for 
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capital formation caused such a great deal of disparity between urban and rural areas, 
between the biggest city (Seoul) and small cities that people left their farms and towns 
for the prosperous better life of the cities, especially a few of the largest ones of the 
nation. 
Table 4.2: The population trends between 1995 and 2007 in Paju City 
1995 2000 2006 
Females 82,563 94,607 141 ,147 
Males 86,240 99, 11 2 146,383 
TOlal 168,803 193,7 19 287,530 
Source: htlp://www.pajuro.netJ 
Table 4.2 shows the population trends between 1995 and 2006. In the 2000-2006 period, 
population growth increased rapidly, because the South Korean government projects 
towards reunification changed and the Border Area Support Law has been enforced 
since 2000. 
In the demographic profile of the survey data, the respondents consisted of 53.2% men 
and 46.8% women. It is clear from table 4.3, keyage groups were the 30s and the 40s 
group, whilst people between 21 and 29 were particularly over represented with respect 
to the general population. The most under-represented age group was the over 60 group. 
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Table 4.3: Compari son of the age structure of the Korean population that of Paju City 
and of the respondents from Paju City 
South Korea (2005) Paju City (2004) Survey in Paju City 
Below 20 12,086,651 (25 .7%) 62,590 (23.3%) 76 (10.1%), Only 19,20 years old . 
2 1-29 7,333 ,970 ( 15.6%) 33,799 (15.3%) 220 (29. 1%) 
30-39 8,209,067 (17.5%) 46,730 (19.7%) 202 (26.7%) 
40-49 8,023,940 ( 17.1 %) 38,173 (17. 1%) 182 (24%) 
50-59 5,133735 (10.9%) 21,68 1 (10%) 65 (8.6%) 
Over 60 6,254,07 1 (13.2%) 34,685 (14.6%) 11 (1.5%) 
Total 47,041 ,434 (100%) 237,658 (100%) 757 (100%) 
Source: Korea National Stati stical Office (2005), my own research data 
d) Cross-Tabulation with Chi-Square Analysis 
The chi-square test was run for di fferent demographic specifications. Gender, age, job, 
newspaper readership, and living location made significant differences, and the chi-
square test was run to obtain di stribution di fference of different types of respondents. 
Cross Tabulation is a frequency table between two or more variables. Depend ing on the 
number of questionnaires the result varied regarding attitudes towards the government 
projects, the understanding of the DMZ, and the types of the border people's opinions 
towards the government projects in the border area. 
In probability theory and stati stics, the chi-square distribution is one of the theoretical 
probability distributions most widely used in inferential statisti cs and in statistical 
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significance tests. It is useful because, under reasonable assumptions, easily calculated 
quantities can be proved to have distributions that approximate to the chi-square 
distribution if the null hypothesis is true. If probabili ty is lower than 0.05 , the two 
variables have relationship, otherwise if there is a probability of more than 0.05, the 
hypothesis will be rejected. 
4.4 The Data Evaluation and Interpretation 
A documentary analysis, with the collection, organization and summary of information 
about the research topic being studied, is concerned with making complicated things 
understandable (Dey \993). The literature review of South Korean government 
documents identified what the reunification strategies are. Thus the first research 
question, "What are development projects in the border area?", was answered. Similarly, 
the literature review on all aspects of the overall South Korean government perspective 
identified what is the main purpose for overall projects in the border area. 
The interviews were considered as representative of the government statements on 
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economIc cooperation projects In the border area, and the ENGOs' opinions and 
documents were considered as arguing and debating about the South Korean 
government projects in the border area in respect of reunification. 
The interviews were carried out with three different groups of stakeholders. Then, 
interview transcripts are transcribed, and then the interviews data analysis contributes to 
the development of interview themes, within the research questions. All transcribed 
interviews are re-arranged through interviewee's statements. 
From the 21 interviews it was clear that their different ideas for the development 
projects in the border area and the reullification. The differences are interesting because 
in a situation where officers within the South Korean government have perceptions 
regarding the development projects in the border area, envirollmental issues, and any 
opinion in relations to Korean reunification. 
SPSS, the statistical package, was extensively used to conduct the statistical analysis on 
the data from the questionnaire survey among the South Koreans . Appropriately varied 
respondents of questionnaires are important as perceptions of priorities among 
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conservation and economic development projects in the border area may depend on 
different personal backgrounds. The research hopes to investigate how the economic 
cooperation projects and the DMZ can be evaluated and assured from South Koreans. 
Hakin (1987) noted that data analysis begins with the field note-taking of the 
interviewers. As a first step, therefore, the research coordinator must ensure that all field 
data including notes, comments, and recordings (if any) are recovered from the 
interviewers. Most in-depth research can easily be analysed by hand though there are 
various computer programs that have been developed to assist this process (Hakin 1987). 
The assistance of an experienced resource person is especially important during data 
analysis. The analysis of these data used Oey (1993)'s approach for qualitative data . He 
suggested that the key to quantitati ve analysis consists of the description, classification 
and interconnection of data. In the analYSis, the chi-square test has been used because it 
is the central teclmique for testing the statistical significance of associated cross-
tabulated frequency data. 
Statistical analysis used to determine if any difference the respondents' attitude of the 
South Korean government's cooperation projects in the border area. The chosen statistic 
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was the chi-square test, the most commonly used statistical analysis in questionnaire 
surveys. 
4.5 Conclusion 
This chapter explains the methods adopted in this research. The methodology has been 
linked to research objecti ves to clarify the whole picture of this research. The use of 
questionnaire survey and interviews as data collection methods has been discussed. The 
research methodology chosen for this research is a quantitative approach using a written 
questionnaire survey for data collection, and a qualitative approach using an in-depth 
interview related to the border projects. These quantitative and qualitative approaches 
helped me answer the research questions. Through the interview data, I would gain 
significant insights into the opinions of stakeholders and the degree of consensus 
amongst them about Korean reunification, Korean nationalism and environmental 
concerns 111 the development of Korea's border area. Moreover, the result of 
questionnaire survey will provide insights into how the border people view development 
and environmental issues and the extent to which they favour reunification in the near 
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future. 
SPSS has been used to analyse data from the questionnaire survey of South Koreans on 
economic cooperation projects with environmental issues. Two methodologies were used 
for the analysis of projects; the collection of current South Korean government projects 
manuals maintained by the Korea Research Institute of Human Settlement and interviews 
with the South Korean government administrators conducted to confirm, update, and 
expand on information contained ll1 the initial reviews. The review of economic 
cooperation projects related to reunification used the most recent manuals and updated 
sections that were available at the time. Information from updates or new manuals that 
was identified during the South Korean government projects makers' interviews were 
incorporated into the final profiles on which this analysis is based. 
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Chapter 5: The North-South Korean Border 
Area: South Korean government projects and the 
EN GOs' advocacy 
5.1 Introduction 
It is certain that the inter-Korean border area is a potential area for development 
assisting reunification. The economic cooperation projects in the border area and its 
potential future allow a geographical investigation into the interface of geo-political, 
environmental and development considerations. Therefore, this chapter IS also an 
investigation into the roles of nationalism and environmental concerns in the 
development of inter-Korea's border area as part of a reunification strategy. Particularly, 
it examines the effectiveness of South Korean government projects in relation to 
preparation for reunification in the border area. It also looks at ENGOs' advocacies in 
the DMZ relative to the government of South Korea's development projects, based on 
the interview transcripts . 
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5.2 Government Perspectives 
5.2.1 Nationalism and Reunification 
There IS no doubt that both Koreas compnse one ethn ic group, but there are two 
di fferent ideologies. A researcher (the Institute of Reunifi cation) said the two di fferent 
ideologies is one of the barriers to Korean reunifi cation, therefore the two Koreas' top 
leaders discussed ideas for a method of reunifi cation of Korea in 2000. 
"The Korean reunification mentioned in the IS1h June Joint Declaration in 2000, has 
to progress toward a united Korea and a federal Korea. In Korea's case, when we 
think about reunifi cation of Korea, there is onl y one common denominator between 
the two Koreas which is Korean nationali sm. It could be that capitali sm and 
sociali sm should not be the ideology of reunification." (A Researcher; the Institute 
of Reunification) 
Therefore thi s govenunental offi cial stressed the importance of Korea's pure blood 
nationalism as the only stance that would lead to Korean reunification. 
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"We could say Korean nationalism is ethnic nationali sm. This means ethnicity is the 
key determinant towards Korean reunification. Most Korean people say we are all 
brothers and sisters regardless of different residence and different ideology. I think 
that reunifi cation itselfis not national policy. But it must be understood that uni fying 
the two Koreas peacefully based on ethnic hannony." (An Officer; the Ministry of 
Reunification) 
Interviewees agreed that when Korean nationali sm provides a strong impetus towards 
one Korea, it becomes an ideal foundation for ethnic Korean reunification. But, the two 
Korean governments have the different approaches of the reunification and they 
entrenched their own political systems. 
"Reunification di scourse of both North Korea and South Korea IS di vided 
nationalism. This theory implies that both Koreas have never considered 
reunification other than each regime's own way and both kept trying to absorb the 
other. In this sense, both Koreas share the same object of the maintenance of state 
power and unilateral reunification." (A Researcher; Insti tute of Re unifi cation) 
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In response to some of these issues the South Korean government's suggested scheme 
of confederation of Korea which has one nation but two government systems might be a 
way forward, but with each government having their own authority over diplomacy and 
military operations. 
"Both Koreas should learn to overcome heterogeneity through reconciliation and 
cooperation and get rid of the negati ve views of the two regimes. One of the major 
steps in uni fying two countries is the role of the confederation to clear up the 
di fferences between the nations. This Korean nationali sm will lead to compromise 
and reuni fication of the nations and result in political and economic improvements." 
(An Officer; the Ministry of Reunification) 
Thus, Koreans'shared nationalism provides a foundation to establish better relationship 
by focusing on reconciliation and economic cooperation but also by breaking up 
antagonistic viewpoints and feuds. It should be based on open and innovative 
nationalism. Recently however the three episodes of North Korea 's submarine intrusion 
into South Korean waters, the missile launches and nuclear programme have promoted a 
strong form of anti-communism within South Korea. 
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Interestingly the interviewee said the biggest barrier to achieve Korean reunification is 
the South Korean's anti-communist consciousness. Due to the military confrontations 
between South Korea and North Korea, the importance of Korean nationalism has 
gradually been supplanted by an anti-communist ideology and this has become an 
important issue in South Korea. 
"After the Korean War, the hostility towards each other was becoming even more 
serious and eventually both Koreas fonned different political ideologies. This led to 
the advent of a dogma setting an anti-communist ideology that was forwarded by the 
South Koreans. Although the anti-communist consciousness of the South Korean is 
not so much positioned with Korean nationalism, I think that many of the South 
Koreans still have a strong anti-communist consciousness." (A Researcher ; Institute 
of Reuni fication) 
Interviewees whose job roles were to do with reunification tended to agree that South 
Koreans should stop crying out for anti-communism but instead claim peace in the 
Korean peninsula and it is better to focus on the peaceful reunification of Korea so that 
South Korea would embrace North Korea for cooperation and reconciliation towards 
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Korean reunification. The border between the two Koreas provides a focus for both war 
and peace in the Korean peninsular and the next section explores the nature and 
importance of development and other projects within the DMZ. 
5.2.2 The Development of the DMZ 
The DMZ is a 248-kilometer-long and 4-ki lometer-wide belt stretching from the east to 
west coasts in the Korean peninsula. The ENGOs have proved it to be an ecological 
treasure, with rare species of fauna and flora completely protected from human 
harassment. 
President Moo-hyun Noh said 63 the two Koreas will cooperate to build an 
environmentally friendly community, wi th the first steps being the environmental 
restoration of a long range of mountains running down the Korean peninsul a, and the 
development of an eco-themed park in the heavily fortified DMZ. 
In fact, the South Korean Ministry of the Environment is responsible for the 
6J This news artic le comes from KYllnghyang newspaper (on 18th Jan 2004). Former president Moo-hyun 
Noh had continued his predecessor's 'Sunshine Policy' of engagement toward North Korea. 
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environmental protection projects and their management. The extract below from an 
interview with an officer is relevant to environment management policies of the DMZ. 
The officer of the Ministry of Environment described the value of ecological resources 
in the DMZ: 
"As the DMZ IS well known for its unique eco-system, I believe that it a 
Transboundary Biosphere Reserve (TBR) will easily be accepted by UNESCO, if 
North Korea could cooperate with thi s project. Although no obligations follow the 
designation, it will have significant meaning as the DMZ will be internationally 
acknowledged for its rich ecological value, resulting in facilitated environmental 
research on the region. We hope that the designation will help to press forward the 
legislation of domestic laws to restrict development in the DMZ .. . The ecotourism 
project invariably pursues such themes as peace, life and ecological awareness, but 
its real purpose is raising community income ... . " (An Officer (I); Environment 
Policy Bureau, The Ministry of Environment) 
The officer (I) confirms the ENGO view that the DMZ is a wealth of ecological 
treasure. The ecotourism project brings about the peace between the two Koreas, 
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benefits to the regional governments and ecological awareness to South Koreans. In fact, 
under the various regulations, there was no development to be allowed in the DMZ 
except for projects with focus on reunification and those to improve the local economy 
as well. 
However in order to progress the cooperation projects in the border area, there are some 
restrictions which must be taken into account. One is that the border area is covered by 
military regulations. The DMZ itself remains strictly under military control, technically 
by the army, so civi li an access continues to be prohibited. Another is that there are 
several regional governments, including in each province and county, in the border area. 
Each has a different development policy. For example, several regional counties desire 
to build new towns and several development projects to improve the region 's economy. 
A professor whose research interest is environmental management in the DMZ said that 
peace and development have become an important part of the reunification in the DMZ. 
"The purpose of the DMZ in the truce agreement is to mitigate hostilities and to 
promote the mood of peace. Even in the agreement between the two Koreas, the 
Joint Military Committee regulates the peaceful use of the DMZ to estab li sh military 
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confidence. The Korean community reunification plan also designates the DMZ as a 
peace area to ultimately develop " the Peace and Reunification City." In other words, 
the DMZ is expected to introduce peace in the short tenn and reunification in the 
long tenn." CA Professor: Department of Public Administration, Inha University) 
Even though there is substantial military tension in the area, the Professor (Inha 
University) suggests that building activities should be undertaken in the DMZ. This 
city-build project had already been suggested by the foreign minister in South Korea, 
Young-sik Kim in 1972. In terms of planning controls some town-build projects are 
processed by the regional government in the border area. A representative of one of the 
local ENGOs in the border area, Paju Federation of Environmental Movements, 
described one such project; 
"The local government has a town build project m the border area. With ti1e 
investment of 2.6 billion pounds (GB), the Ministry of Culture and Tourism and 
Gangwon Province agreed to progress a tourism zone named "the North Korea and 
South Korea Tourism and Exchange Town" covering Goseong County and some 
parts of Gangwon Province." (A Director, Paju Federation of Environmental 
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Movement) 
While the DMZ on the Korean peninsula has been bristling with border tension as the 
world's last Cold War, the local residents desire the development for the improvement 
of their quality of life. Therefore, a provincial assembly has the aspiration to establish 
special regulations to govern development projects by the regional governments in the 
border area. 
"The mayors of counties and cities in the border area suggested di scussing measures 
with the cen tral government of South Korean and the Ministry of Defence for the 
lifting of restrictions on civi li an areas in the DMZ." (A Desk Officer in Paju City 
Hall) 
The officer (2) in the Department of Environmental Conservation, the Ministry of 
Environment said that the Ministry of Environment has obligated 15 cities and 98 
administrative offices in the border area to include environmental protection measures 
in their regional development plans. The South Korean government will not repeat the 
errors shown in the existing development projects of the border area. In addition, the 
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relatively well-conserved natural environment with less development laid a good 
foundation for nurturing tourism as a strategic industry to develop the area, based on the 
interview with the researcher (3) from Gangwon Development Institute. 
Regarding the developments of tourist resources in the DMZ, there are lots of ideas 
from the regional governments, such as to demilitarize the DMZ (which is currently 
heavily militarized), peace cities, develop peace parks, meeting places for separated 
fami ly members, linked developments of Geumgang mountains ecotollrism, national 
security tourism and historical and establi sh cultural sightseeing places. But at the 
moment, few of them have been realized. The national security tourism resources are 
already developed and being developed and recently ecological tourism is under 
development in the border area. 
There is no doubt that the development projects are important for Korean people, 
especially the border people, and fo r effective environment conservation as well. A 
professor (Seoul National University) said that the DMZ is now a unique area on the 
Korean peninsula where Korea's biodiversity remains intact. Therefore, the ecology of 
the DMZ as in-situ bio-reserves is of great importance. 
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"We should remember that money does not always come from the development 
projects, but can come from the environmental management. When we have 
succeeded in securing peace, lots of touri sts from a11 over the world wi11 come to see 
the wonders of the DMZ. We could call tourism an industry without smoke. We can 
have a highl y profitable industry along the 4-km wide area without destroying the 
ecosystem. " (A Professor: the Department of Landscape Architecture, Seoul 
National Uni versity). 
Strengthening infrastructure and transport linkages is also an integral part of any 
move towards both the development of the border area and of reunifi cation and the 
nex t section considers the importance of the rail way reconnection proj ect. 
S.2.3 The Railway Reconnection Project in the Border area 
The railway between the two Koreas which has been di sconnected for a hal f century has 
been connected again through the historical agreement of the two top leaders (North 
Korea and South Korea) of the Korean peninsula. 
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"I would like to say something about the background of this project. As you know, 
the two Koreas pledged to reconstruct the railway, which has remained severed 
Sll1ce the end of the Korean War." (An Officer ( I); territory policy team, the 
Ministry of Construction and Transportation) 
And then the officer pointed out the profits from the rai lway project. He said that 
through the development of infrastructure to transport system, the two Korea should 
grow as a hub of northeast Asia through the railway network. And the officer of the 
Ministry of Construction and Transportation also mentioned that thi s railway project 
will bring Korea substantial income from logistics and charges of passage. 
" I am not a specialist about that project. In my view, connecting an inter-Korean 
rai lway reconnection is of more than symbolic importance. Widely touted as the iron 
si lk road during North-South talks, it would connect South Korea to the trans-
Siberian and trans-China railways ." (An Officer (2), the Ministry of Construction 
and Transportation) 
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According to the view of the Ministry of Construction and Transportation, they have 
high expectations about the profits to be made by the reconnecting the rai lway through 
the Eurasia continent. 
On the other side, the Korea Forest Research Institute said that the DMZ was fo und to 
be the habitat fo r about 2,200 living creatures in its study conducted between 1995 and 
2005. In particular, the institute discovered about 100 rare, endangered and unrecorded 
species of plants, animals and microorganisms living in the 90,803 ha of ' no-man 's 
land' that separates the two Koreas (An Offi cer (4) in Gangwon Development Institute). 
The DMZ' s ecosystem was enriched by its half-century as a buffer zone between the 
two Koreas. In fact, some of natu ral system may be destroyed by the rai l project in the 
DMZ. Therefore, the South Korean government is considering embedding 
environmental conservation within the rail project. 
H •• • The inspection was conducted alongside the proposed route of the railway. 
Based on the outcome of the inspection, the Ministry of Construction and 
Transportation held eight rounds of meetings with related ministri es, including the 
Ministry of Defence and the Ministry of Reuni fication, to draw up the measures 
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aimed at minimizing the projects' impact on the environment." (A Director of 
regional development policy team, the Ministry of Construction and Transportation) 
A director said that due to enviroIUnental protection in the project area, the project has 
had to build as many as 11 eco-bridges to reconnect the railway over ecologically 
important areas. And 25 ecological corridors and two artifi cial tunnels were built along 
the road to allow wild animals to safely cross the railway. In addition, it is said that the 
two Koreas have joined the railway to ease mi litary tension and establishing peace in 
the Korean peninsula. 
"There is a possibility of economic cooperation between South Korea and North 
Korea through the railway project. lt will be a good opportunity for peaceful 
reunification to be accomplished and will be a fertil e base for finding out the 
similarities between South Korea and North Korea." (A Researcher (2) , Gyeonggi 
Development Research Institute) 
To sum up, the railway reconnection project gives lots of benefits to the two Koreas in 
respect of economic aspects and the affirmati ve effect is much brighter than the current 
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situation. It is expected that goods delivered from South Korea to North Korea and 
China can be transported through the railway. 
S.2.4 The Peace Belt Plan 
The Peace Belt Plan covers Gyeonggi64 Province, Gangwon Province, and some parts 
of Incheon City, which lies adjacent to the boundary between North Korea and South 
Korea. The border area was selected for the Peace Belt Plan because of its low level of 
development compared to other provinces in South Korea. 
Peace Belt Plan 
Scope of peace Belt plan 
Eootourism park 
Transboundary 
_ biosphere reserve 
Flshery oooperation 
Figllre 5.1: Matrix of Peace Belt Plan 
Fishery cooperation 
" Geographically, the border area of South Korea consists of northern Gangwon Province, northern 
Gyeonggi Province and part of Incheon City. 
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Source: Kim Y and Lee M (2003). A Study on the Peace Belt Blueprint in the border Area 
"The Peace Belt Plan was built m three stages ' the preparation period' ' the 
formation period ' and ' the completion period ' . In the preparation period, our team 
suggested the restoration and expansion of transportation between the two Koreas. 
During the fo rmation stage, these included established cooperation and exchange 
zones, the preparation of measures to uti lize the zones based on their function and 
capabili ty. For the last stage, this team proposed the establishment of special 
economic zones near the west coast, special travel programs from South Korea's 
mountain Sorak to North Korea's Geumgang mountain." (A Senior Researcher, 
Northeast Asian Regional Development Centre, Korea Research Insti tute of Human 
Settlement}." 
In fact, a senior researcher, his research team is responsible for designing the Peace Belt 
Plan, showed that the plan consisted of touri sm development, agriculture development, 
railway construction and improvement, and watershed development. As the researcher 
outlined, it has a three step time frame and is designed to support cooperation between 
the two Koreas through agriculture and irrigation components. It also supports a large 
number of the local residents through its transport and tourism resources development 
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projects in the trans-boundary area. 
"We are one Korea. As I said, I have focused on the importance of preserving the 
environment in promoting inter-Korean tourism cooperation in the border area. If 
South Korea and North Korea co-develop touri sm sites, special attention should be 
given not to demolish the ecosystem of North Korea's border area with 
indiscriminate development." (A Senior Officer; Territory Policy Team, the 
Ministry of Construction and Transportation) 
During the impl ementation of the Peace Belt Plan, severe problems led to a first stage 
cost ovenun that required the South Korean regional govenunents to provide an 
additional 150,000 pounds (GB) fo r railway construction 65 (the Ministry of 
Construction and Transportation 2004). The plan was simply too ambitious for the 
South Korean government. Inherent institutional weaknesses, which should have been 
diagnosed at the planning stage, meant that there was a Jack of capacity to spend money 
as the first stage had pl anned. 
os The railways reconnection project's budget was 2 million pounds (GS). 
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A bias towards expenditure on physical infrastructure was consistent throughout the 
plan. For example, the South Korean government granted a five-year period for the 
completion of infrastructural components such as a railway reconstruction project (Kim 
Y and Lee M 2004). But, the South Korean government's project budget was reduced 
by political considerations, and the South Korean government's development projects 
were also slightly changed by North Korea's attitudes to the South Korean government. 
However, the South Korean government should keep process that the development 
projects focused on the restoration of homogeneity and as a long cherished national 
desire. 
A consequence of the narrow concentration on the provision of physical construction 
has been severe maintenance problems in the period after first stage plan completion. 
The railway built through the plan has been turned over to a provincial level agency that 
was known to be already under-resourced in relation to its pre-existing maintenance 
responsibilities. But the peaceful solution of North Korea's nuclear development issue is 
becoming the most imminent task on the Korean peninsula, and this is having a direct 
effect on the Peace Belt Plan. 
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However, through the Peace Belt Plan, the border area development projects cannot be 
realized merely by adjusting such economic variables as investment and saving ratios to 
a desired rate of income growth to the two Koreas. Instead, it should be understood as a 
process which is reali zed only when overall political, social and economic institutions 
have undergone considerable change in the Korean peninsula. 
5.2.5 The Natural Environment of the DMZ 
The border area between the two Koreas is becoming a hindrance factor in interchange 
and cooperation due to the army camps of North Korea and South Korea, wi th military 
installations such as military facilities and various mines located in the area surrounding 
the MOL. 
The preservation of the DMZ corridor for conservation is tenuous at best and 
continually threatened by economIc development forces. Therefore, the ENGOs' 
representatives agreed that no efforts should be spared for promoting biodiversi ty 
conservation and educating the public. 
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"The Seasonal Bird Arrival Point at Saemtong sees about 30 species of rare 
migratory birds such as cranes, wild geese, wild ducks and eagles migrate to thi s site 
near the natural spring which does not freeze in the winter. Another security tourism 
spot is the city of Chuncheon and Hwacheon County. The many man-made lakes 
made by the Soyang, Chuncheon and Uiam dams have made Chuncheon al so known 
as the " Lake City" or "Venice of Korea." Wi th some of the hardest fought 
battlefi elds of the Korean War, including Paro Lake and Hwacheon Dam, many war 
monuments are scattered throughout Hwacheon County, an important point on the 
security tour." (A Researcher (2)66, Gangwon Development Institute) 
"These touri st potentials should be developed as resources which can be sustained 
from the past to the future, not simply limited to one period. Therefore, their roles as 
tourist resources are to have hi storic meanings in the development of national 
security, show the process of reunifi cation and remain attractive in the fu ture even 
after reuni fi cation. We, who are in the middle of preparing ourselves for one Korea, 
should incorporate the meanings and contents of past histori cal events into the 
66 It is the same as the government representatives. 
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generations to come." (A Professor; the Department of Public Administration, Inha 
Uni versity) 
These statements are the dream of development in the DMZ. It is certain that while the 
DMZ is our pai nful heritage, it can make tourists as well as nationals understand its 
meanings. As a result, it helps to shape the image of the Korean peninsula as a place that 
can contribute to world peace. Therefore the scholars interviewed agreed that the 
development projects in border area should be focused on the preservation of hi stori cal 
security sites on natural zones as ecotouri sm places rather than just standard 
developments such as towns or city- build projects. 
"As the times change, touri sts' desires are diversified so it is very urgent to develop 
new touri st resources to satisfY touri st desires as well as to meet tourists' di versified 
desires. Developing sightseeing places and tourist resources related to national 
securi ty in the DMZ is the characteristic tourist attraction, which can be directed 
under special conditions, and is di fferent from other tourist resources." (A Professor, 
the Department of Public Administration, Inha University, South Korea) 
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The officer in the Ministry of Environment said that while the relations between the two 
Koreas have been strengthened, the cooperative environmental research is not operating 
yet in the DMZ. 
"We are willing to cooperate with the North Korean government to seek ways to 
preserve the natural environments in the DMZ and develop natural wetlands through 
cooperative-research." (An Officer (3), the Ministry of Environment) 
Cooperative research is expected to enhance the nation' s image in environmental issues 
as it represents the world conununity's recognition that the nation' s projects for 
protecting the natural environment have reached the intemational level. 
5.2.6 A Transboundary Biosphere Reserves of the DMZ 
Biosphere reserves are areas of terrestrial and coastal ecosystems that are internationally 
recognised for their environmental value within the framework of the UNESCO's MAB 
67 Transboundary biosphere reserves are those that spread across two countries and. in many cases, face 
political conflict. 
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"We will apply for the designation of the DMZ as a TBR after closely cooperating 
with North Korean representatives on the matter. For the region to be designated, 
North Korea and South Korea must hand in joint management preservation plans to 
UNESCO after conducting an environmental assessment of the area." (An Officer 
(2), the Department of Environmental Conservation, the Ministry of Environment) 
The officer (the Ministry of Environment) said that a TBR in the DMZ may offer a 
momentous opportunity for the anned forces of the two Koreas to work together on 
non-military projects. 
"Fonner President Dae-jung Kim's idea of requesting UNESCO to designate the 
Sachon River area in the buffer zone as a TBR is timely and welcome, in that such a 
designation would enable the two Koreas to mobilize international expertise and 
support in preserving the ecosystem in the DMZ. The designation would also 
provide a new momentum to South and North Korean cooperation m the 
environmental field, which fonner President Dae-jung Kim and North Korean leader 
Jeong-il Kim pledged in their joint declaration on 151h June 2000." (A Desk Officer, 
Paju City Hall) 
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Interviewees agreed that through a TBR project, the two governments could monitor 
and research together, and both Koreas could make a long tern1 plan to preserve the 
DMZ. For the TBR project, the both Korean governments need to work carefully. 
"After joint investigations are initiated, the DMZ area wi ll be qualified to receive 
the designation as a TBR by UNESCO. Upon designation, the South Korean 
government will continue to monitor the area with North Korea to preserve it as a 
unique ecosystem." (An Officer (3), the Department of Environmental Conservation , 
the Ministry of Environment) 
"A TBR can be established jointly by the countries concerned m one step, the 
principle that can be applied to the case of the two Koreas. In both cases, the 
governments of the countries concerned are required to sign an agreement regarding 
a TBR and work toward common objectives and measures, work plans, time tables 
and budgets." (A Desk Officer, Paju City Hall) 
Some ecosystems in the DMZ occur across national boundaries, which may result in 
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different or even conflicting management and land use practices in the same ecosystem. 
In this case, a TBR can be established as a half functional biosphere reserve (on I y South 
Korea part of the DMZ). Therefore, the South Korean government needs to cooperate 
from the North Korean government to the TBR project. 
5.3 The ENGOs' Perspectives 
In South Korea, citizens' concern for environmental issues is rising and many ENGOs 
have been launched as the ENGOs are at the forefront of strengthening civi l society in 
South Korea, drawing many of the South Korean citizens into environmental acti vities. 
5.3.1 The Environment of the DMZ 
According to the document from the Local Agenda 2 1 for Paju, the DMZ's flora 
consists of a total of 1,194 species of plant while its fauna compri ses about 660 species 
of vertebrates and invertebrates. In addition, about 340 species of microorganisms were 
also found in the DMZ. Based on an interview with researchers in Gyeonggi 
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Development Research Institute, ecological research in the DMZ may offer a 
momentous opportunity. A Campaign Officer (Local Agenda 21 for Paju) mentioned 
that the DMZ is Korea 's nature heritage. 
" It is a unique area with rare habitats for flora and fauna , separating the two Koreas. 
The DMZ ecosystem requires joint research and effective management by the two 
Koreas. The signi ficance of the joint effort would even transcend the national 
boundary. The buffer zone, guarded with barbed fences and land mines, not only 
symbolizes Korea's tragic modem history, but it also remains the last vestige of the 
Cold War confrontation among the superpowers in the 20th century." (A Researcher 
(I), Gyeonggi Development Research Institute) 
"The prohibited area provides a unique case where the once devastated land has 
been left untouched by humans for a half century while nature reclaimed life on its 
own, fonning a system of biosphere reserves and corridors." (A Researcher (1), 
Gyeonggi Development Research Institute) 
However, the professor (Seoul National University) warned of the environmental 
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degradation due to the South Korean government development projects in the border 
area. 
" It was supposed that the railway reconstruction project has caused serious damage 
to the environment of the DMZ. Moreover, if we construct other projects in the 
DMZ, including a couple of peace cities, and including the industrial complex 
proposed by Pro f. Shin (Seoul National University), a well-preserved ecosystem wi ll 
be on the way to the beginning of devastation. We already know thi s kind of thing 
has happened in so many places in South Korea by the voracious people who put 
priority on development projects focused on reunification rather than environmental 
conservation in the DMZ." (A Professor, the Department of Landscape Architecture, 
Seoul National University) 
Therefore, some of the ENGOs insist on their envirornnental policy towards the 
envirornnental conservation 111 the DMZ. Green Korea United IS one of the leading 
envirornnental organizations 111 South Korea. Green Korea United's68 (GKU) policy 
officer said that the GKU have strongly suggested one thing for the DMZ wildlife 
68 The Green Korea United is a civic organization working to protect ecosystems and to promote public 
awareness in order to hamlonize people with nature. 
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protection. The GK U suggestion is that South Korean government proj ects should make 
a wildlife corridor in the fence between North Korea and South Korea for the DMZ 
mammals so that they can move freely to the other side of the land. This way, the South 
Korea government can solve the inbreeding problem between the species and expand 
the genetic diversity within the DMZ mammals. This also means ' the reunification of 
wildlife between the North Korea and South Korea.' But, thi s suggestion is difficult to 
achieve due to security issues in the DMZ, because the DMZ has been heavily mined. 
In the developing project (railway reconnection project) area of the border area, about 
97 species of naturalized plants, along with newly built railway, were found to have 
been disturbing the DMZ and other ecosystem regions nearby (the Ministry of 
Construction and Transportation 2005). A campaign officer pointed out that to have 
effecti ve environmental management, the South Korean government has to make an 
ecological map of the border area. 
"The inter-Korean railway under construction will pass the ecologically important 
area former President Dae-jung Kim said could become a world-class ecological 
tourism destination. Meanwhile, the Ministry of Environment plans to draw up an 
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ecological map to protect the precIOus environment In the DMZ from mounting 
development as rapprochement between the Koreas takes place. The ecological map 
will classify the regions by ecological importance. Any kind of development activity 
will be prohibited in first class regions deemed to have the highest ecological value, 
including the DMZ." (A Campaign Officer, Local Agenda 21 for Paju) 
GKU argued that development projects will worsen the environment, which has already 
been damaged by the construction of a railway and an immigration office in the border 
area. The development falls in the area that is non-accessible to civi lians, and is the 
habitat of many unique species. 
"The border area, the rich ecology area on the Korean peninsula, is suffering from 
various development projects. The ENGOs fully recognised that these development 
projects were linked to reconci liation and cooperation between South Korea and 
North Korea . But damaging the border area without considering its ecological effect 
wi ll lead to irreparable damage in the DMZ." (A Campaign Officer, Local Agenda 
21) 
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In tenns of the project of creating a TBR, the South Korean government is seeking to 
include the designation of the DMZ as a TBR on the agenda for inter-Korean talks. 
During the manager-level South-North military talks started in 2005 , the southern side 
reportedly proposed that the two Koreas build ecobridges that will enable the cross-
border movements of wild animals and bridges for protection of wetIands near the 
Sachon River inside the buffer zone. 
In addition, the Paju City's desk officer sa id that the idea of building eco-tunnels for the 
movement of wi ld animals originally came from the ENGOs in South Korea, The 
Ministry of Environment unveiled environmental features in the design of an inter-
Korean railway that focus on minimizing the railway's impact on the DMZ ecosystem. 
However, the ENGOs called for a halt to development projects in the border area, 
saying they severely damage the ecological area. 
"We strongly demanded that the government shift the location of railways in the 
DMZ to reduce damage to the ecosystem in the DMZ. But the government 
completely ignored our suggestion (A Director, Paju Federation of Environmental 
Movement) ." 
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It appears that, despite the ENGOs' concerns, the South Korean government thinks that 
development that gives people economic profits cannot be stopped for the invisible 
value of the environment. The development projects between South Korea and North 
Korea can be made in various fields and areas from global ecosystem conservation to 
environmental infrastructure constructions in the DMZ. The environmental change 
methods for specific projects to promote environmentally friendly development projects 
can make both Koreas winners. 
5.3.2 The Debate between Development and Environment 
The ENGOs see themselves as opposed to development projects in the border area. A 
researcher, at the Environmental Planning Centre, Korea Environment Institute, believes 
the projects threaten the ecosystem in the DMZ; there are two problems relevant to 
environmental issues surrounding development projects in the border area. One is a lack 
of professional experts to solve sensitive problems. The other is that there is not enough 
budget for the environmental facilities. 
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"The local assembly and local public service officials lacked the professional 
expertise to take a lead on environmental problems objectively. The subject of 
envirorunental problems requires high ly trained professional expertise. However, the 
local assembly people and local public service officials had no professional expertise. 
There was a limit in the local financial resources for investment in envirorunental 
facilities. The envirorunental facility investment requires huge funds supported by 
the central government or public authorities." (A Researcher, the Envirorunental 
Planning Centre, Korea Environment Institute) 
A researcher, at the Environmental Planning Centre, Korea Envirorunent Institute, 
argued that the local people suffering from envi ronmental destruction in the border area 
are easi ly overlooked. Such a practice may be very dangerous when it comes to the 
envirorunental issues. 
"The government view emphasized that even if it was not proven that specific 
adverse envirorunental impacts would have resulted from the development projects 
such as the railway reconnection project, as long as the possibility of a serious 
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harmful impact existed, the project should be considered in light of the special 
nature of the environment." (A Director, Paju Federation of Environmental 
Movement) 
In addi tion, the professor (lnha University) pointed out that regarding the environment 
concerns and development projects of the border area, there are various discussions 
ongoing but no definite directions have yet been estab lished. 
"We need to seek reasonable plans that are a balance between conservation and 
development, not to burden the DMZ with the confl icting dual rule of conservation 
and development. Massive development and buildup of facilities which destroy the 
nature and the characteristics of the environment in the DMZ should be controlled 
and excluded ... .That IS, the way to strike a balance between conservation and 
development is to first do exact ecological investigations on the DMZ, decide the 
value of each area considering the characteristics and conditions of locations, and 
then establish the master plan." (A Professor, the Department of Public 
Administration, lnha University) 
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Through his comments, he argued that if the development projects are implemented 
then the Korean territory will face further envirorunental destruction. Many large scale 
land development projects under construction are also supply oriented and ecological 
efficiency and environmental impact is not taken into full consideration. Those 
development projects in the border area are believed to lower the productivity of the 
land and aggravate the envirorunent. 
While hasty and biased arguments are made between conservation and development, the 
local border people's attitude towards understanding the governmental projects in the 
border area is weakened. 
"Actually, the border people just aren't interested in the governmental projects in the 
border area, because most projects (the rai lway, TBR, Gaeseong, and Geumgang 
projects) are not directly connected to local people's financial benefits. It seems that 
the projects are more about improving relationships with North Korea rather than 
improving economic development for local people." (A Director, Paju Federation of 
Environmental Movement) 
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Of course, the first purpose of the projects is building bridges between the two Koreas, 
but the South Korean government must consider the improving their quality of life 
through the rural development projects in the border area. 
It could be that although there was a negotiation between development and conservation 
in the border area, popular opinion (local residents and central government) held that 
strong development in the border area for reuni fication and local economic growth was 
more important than the preservation of the enviromnent. In other words, the economic 
profit from development projects can compensate for the loss of environmental values 
due to destruction of the eco-system in the DMZ. 
Therefore, the ENGO's officer said that the ENGOs have found it hard to change the 
local residents' environmental awareness, because the local residents recognized 
environmental issues are not urgent ones. Therefore, the ENGOs' capacity has 
weakened more and more. The border people seem to be more concerned about the 
development projects rather than enviromnental conservation, because they expect 
economic effects through the rail project. 
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For example, the immigration offices are under construction in the DMZ. The officer of 
Paju Federation of Environmental Movement said the construction of the offices made 
the area "look terrible", and endangers species in the DMZ. While building the office is 
inevitable, the tourism belt can be built in another place outside the DMZ. And the 
Director of Paju Federation of Environmental Movement said that the South Korean 
government blasted the forest and expelled mammals such as otters, badgers and 
raccoon dogs ITom their natural habitat and reveals the tensions within government 
thinking: 
"It is ridiculous. One side of the government calls for the protection of the 
environment, and the other pushes for the development plan. The government 
bodies should examine the issue together and reach an agreement." (Di rector, Paju 
Federation of Enviromnental Movement) 
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Figure 5.2: Eco-bridges and escape device for animals in the DMZ 
Source: The Ministry of Construction and Transp0l1ation (2005: 127) the Report of Environmental Impact 
Assessment for the Railway Proj ect 
However, the Ministry of Environment has a plan to preserve the endangered species in 
the DMZ in cooperation with North Korea. The ministry said that it would designate the 
DMZ and the national park as centre for conserving wildlife in Korea. Nowadays, the 
South Korean government manages development projects from an environmental 
viewpoint to an economic viewpoint. And the ENGOs persist in viewing development 
affirmatively but emphasizing the importance of the environment in the border area. 
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5.4 Conclusion 
This chapter presents the results of a qualitative study of the aspiration of reunification 
based nationali sm, the government projects in the border area. In the intervi ews, J 
sought to present evidence of expectation of the development projects in the border area 
with environmental considerations and aimed at reunification. 
South Korea has believed that the economic cooperation with North Korea is an 
important stepping-stone towards reunification. Reflecting these circumstances, South 
Korea and North Korea have been developing various types of economic cooperation 
projects after the South-North Korea summit in 2000. To achieve reunification through 
development projects, development projects need to be attained in a balanced way 
without undue damage to the natural environment. These economic and environmental 
components can together achieve reuni fication in the Korean peninsula. If the 
development projects are a balanced development that simultaneously achieves 
environmental preservation and economic development, then the South Korean 
government will achieve sustainable development that can be defined in the border area. 
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In fact, the DMZ between South Korea and North Korea has served as a sanctuary for 
diverse ecological systems since the Korean War. It is said that development projects are 
part of a very important strategy in the border area aimed toward reunification. On the 
other side, development projects without environmental consideration will not only risk 
the ecosystem in the DMZ, but also lessen its potential economic value. The tensions 
within the South Korean government's policies of promoting both development and 
ecological conservation are revealed in some of the interviews. Reconciling the interests 
of these different types of project represents a major challenge to the South Korean 
govemment policy and to the reunification strategy. 
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Chapter 6: The Popular Opinion in Paju City 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the results of the questionnaire survey undertaken in Paju City 
and amongst a group of the UK-based Korean students. The effectiveness of 
development projects depends on taking the opinions of local people into account in the 
design and implementation of such projects. One of the purposes of thi s survey is to 
describe and analyze public support for development projects and awareness of 
envirorunental issues in the border area. [ seek to explore the popular opinion of the 
border people in relation to different personal backgrounds and examine how their 
opinions differ from those of people from the outside the border area as represented by 
the UK-based Korean students. 
6.2 Demographic Profile of the Sample 
Paju City is situated in the northern part of the Seoul metropolitan region close to the 
DMZ and within the jurisdiction of the Border Area Support Law. This law is focused 
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on improving the quality of life for the local residents In the border area and on 
providing resolutions necessary for building a viable infrastructure for reunification in 
the near future . 
Table 6.1: Number of valid responses by job category with gender in Paju City 
gender 
male female Total 
job self employed Count 13 12 25 
% wi thin gender 3.2% 3.4% 3.3% 
public servant Count 168 106 274 
% within gender 41 .9% 29.8% 36.2% 
company employee Count 72 67 139 
% wi lhin gender 18.0% 18.8% 18.4% 
house wi fe Count 2 67 69 
% wit hin gender .5% 18.8% 9. 1% 
universi ty student Count 75 50 125 
% within gender 18.7% 14.0% 16.5% 
no job Count 9 11 20 
% wi thin gender 2.2% 3. 1% 2.6% 
other Count 15 7 22 
% within gender 3.7% 2.0% 2.9% 
high school student Count 38 31 69 
% within gender 9.5% 8.7% 9.1% 
soldier Counl 9 5 14 
% within gender 2.2% 1.4% 1.8% 
Total Count 401 356 757 
% within gender 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
The data for employment status with gender for Paju residents included ill the survey 
are summarized in Table 6. 1. Some 54.6% of respondents were in fu ll time employment, 
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16.5% were univers ity students, 9. 1 % high school students and 1.8% soldiers. The 
largest job category for both males and females was public servant, and male public 
servants were over 10% higher than female public servants. The job category of 
"other69» included the respondents who refused to answer in the job category or j ob 
seeking. 
Table 6.2: Number of valid responses by gender with living area 
gender 
male lemale Total 
living Paju City Count 73 50 123 
area % within gender 73.0% 75.8% 74.1% 
The UK Count 27 16 43 
% within gender 27.0% 24 .2% 25.9% 
Total Count lOO 66 166 
% with in gender tOO .O% 100.0% 100 .0% 
Table 6.2 shows that the number of respondents (college/university students) in Paju 
City was three times higher than the respondents (college/ university students) in the 
UK. And the male respondents were a bit bigger than the female group in the both living 
areas. 
69 In the Korean culture, the males normally do not want to show their job category as housewife. Even 
though they are belong to housewife job group, they would say belong to "no job" or "other". Therefore, 
it is difficult to know how many male respondents belong to housewife job group. 
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To bl 63 N b a e urn ero f rd va I responses b y age group Wit newspaper rea ers Lip 
age 
below 20 20- 29 30-39 40-49 50- 59 over 60 Total 
newspaper Chosun Count 13 26 27 20 7 0 93 
% within age 17.1% 11.8% 13.4% 11 .0% 10.8% .0% 12.3% 
Jung-ang Count 45 132 123 120 50 9 479 
% within age 59.2% 59.7% 60.9% 65.9% 76 .9% 81.8% 63 .3% 
Hankyoreh Count 7 39 34 32 6 2 120 
% within age 9.2% 17.6% 168% 17.6% 9.2% 18.2% 15.9% 
Dong- ah Count 3 12 8 3 2 0 28 
% within age 3.9% 5.4% 4.0% 1.6% 3 . 1% .0% 3.7% 
Kyung -hyang Count 7 9 6 3 0 0 25 
% within age 9.2% 4.1% 3.0% 1.6% .0% .0% 3.3% 
In ternet searching Count t 3 4 4 0 0 12 
% within age 1.3% 1.4% 2.0% 2.2% .0% .0% 1.6% 
Totat Count 76 22 1 202 182 65 11 757 
% within age 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% t OO .O% 
Table 6.3 enables us to examine whether there are any trends in newspaper readership with age within Paju's population. The major five 
newspapers in South Korea are Jung-ang. Chosun70 , Hankyoreh71, Dong-ah. and Kyung-Hyang. Although the absolute numbers in the 
different age categories differ with the older age groups (>50) relatively under-represented, there are some trends in readership notably 
the increase in readership of Jung-ang with age. 
10 Chosun, Dong-ah and Jung-ang newspaper is often criticized for conservative bias. It means support for the conservative party. 
71 Hankyoreh newspaper was established with a liberal bias. Kyung-hyang is neutral bias. 
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However it is notable that even in the below 20 age group Jung-ang (a conservative 
newspaper) is read by the majority of the respondents. In addition, if the respondent 
read news articles from Chosun newspaper on the internet, the respondent was counted 
in the Chosun newspaper category. Also if the respondents did not know their internet 
news articles' politica l bias, they were placed in the "internet searching" category. 
6.3 The Analysis of the Popular Opinion in Paju students 
compared with the UK based Korean students 
The Korean border area is a sensitive issue among South Korean people both politically 
and socially. Border issues such as military tension and the development projects are all 
connected with the relationship with North Korea. This section seeks the di fference 
opinions between university students studying in Paju City and the UK. 
In these figures the views of the UK-based Korean students are used to represent the 
views of Korean people in general while the views from the border area are those 
expressed by Paj u Ci ty students ' population. 
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Figure 6.1: Why are the border area development projects more impOltant than other 
areas in South Korea based on the different in living area? 
Figure 6.1 shows what people recognize as the ptlrpose of the border area development. 
The most responses scored were "prepare for reunification" which is 52 .9% of 
respondents in Paju City. 37.2% of Korean cmiversity students in the UK said "the local 
residents' development aspiration." While Paju City 's university students were more 
interested in Korean reunification, the Korean students studying in the UK were 
interested in local development issues in the border area. The border area university 
students have more macroscopic views of the border area and the Korean sttldents 
studying the UK have more a microscopic view of the border area. These tendencies are 
however not statistically significant (p=0.202 ie. >0.05) and perhaps reflect the 
substantial difference in sample sizes between the UK-based (43) and Paju-based (123) 
student groups. 
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Figure 6.2: The first impression of the border area based on difference in living area. 
Figure 6.2 sets out the people 's tirst impression of the border area. Initial results of a 
pilot study indicated that people in the border area thought that there were three major 
interconnected issues: geo-political, economic development and environmental systems. 
This figure reveals that 27.9% of the university students in the UK. thought the "natural 
environment" as their first impression of the border area compared with 22% of the 
students in Paju City. Overall , when asked about first impressions of the border area, the 
students' answers were similar irrespective of their location although as before the 
agreement was not statistically significant (p=O.809). 
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Figure 6.3: What do you think that South Korea has a gap of balanced economic 
development among the provinces based on the different in living area? 
When asked about the relative development of different provinces in South Korea the 
respondents were in broad agreement with the majority view that the development gap 
was small (Figure 6.3). This figure shows the respondents in the UK have slightly more 
negative views of the gap of economic development among the South Korean provinces. 
However this minor difference in views is not statistically significant (p=O.625). The 
Border Area Support Law was established specifically to reduce the gap between the 
border area and other provinces in South Korea, for the improvement of local 
development and to override planning restrictions affecting economic activity of the 
border area. 
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Figure 6.4: The opinion of the Border Area Support Law by living area 
Figure 6.4 shows the opinjon of the Border Area Support Law by the different li ving 
area. While less than 30% of the respondents living in the UK have a positive attitude, a 
quarter of the respondents living in Pajl! said the Law is "very useful", nearly 30% of 
the respondents living in Paju and in the UK answered that "be ineffective" The 
respondents living in Paju were more aware of environmental disruption compared with 
the respondents Living in the UK. Overall , the border area students spoke for the 
negative effect from the Law compared with the respondents in the UK. 
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The analysis of the opinions of Paju-based students (n=123) compared with UK-based 
Korean students (n=43) showed no statistically signi ficant differences and the 
respondents' answers were similar irrespective of their location. 
6.4 The Analysis of the Popular Opinion in Paju City 
6.4.1 The Popular Opinion on the Border area 
Table 6.4 shows that there are three main sources of information about border area 
issues. Most people have heard about border area issues at a school or university, from 
TV channels, or from the intemet. The respondents who answered "other"" said that 
they have heard about border area issues from radio channels. This table reveals that the 
below 20 age group said that they got news about border area issues at a 
school/university (39.5% of the respondents) and on the intemet (56.6% of the 
respondents). Meanwhi le, the over 60 age group said that they got border area news 
from TV channels (54.5%) and that they had been educated about the border issues at a 
school or university7J (45.5%). Opinions were more equally divided in the 20-40 age 
groups between 20% and 30%, with school! university, TV channels and internet. 
72 Some of 'others' group respondents said that they do not know where the information comes from. 
7J Over 60 age group said they have information regarding the border area from school including adult 
learning centre, leisure centre and university including adult learning institute, 
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Table 6.4: Where did you get t le m onnatIon regar mg t le or . fi d' I b d er area Issues b d ase on e I erent age group . ; th d'ffi ? (P 0000) 
age 
below 20 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 over 60 Total 
how do you school/ University Count 30 65 48 48 11 5 207 
get the 
% within age information 39.5% 29.8% 23.8% 26.5% 16.9% 45.5% 27.5% 
about the TV channel Count 1 64 62 42 21 6 196 border area 
% within age 1.3% 29.4% 30.7% 23.2% 32.3% 54.5% 26.0% 
newspaper Count 2 32 43 27 8 0 112 
% within age 2.6% 14.7% 21.3% 14 .9% 12.3% .0% 14.9% 
in ternet Count 43 47 43 51 23 0 207 
% within age 56.6% 21.6% 21.3% 28.2% 35.4% .0% 27.5% 
tram friend Count 0 5 3 8 2 0 18 
% within age 
.0% 2.3% 1.5% 4.4% 3. 1% .0% 2.4% 
other Count 0 5 3 5 0 0 13 
% wi thin age 
.0% 2.3% 1.5% 2.8% .0% .0% 1.7% 
Total Count 76 218 202 181 65 11 753 
% within age 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% f OO.O% 100.0% 
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Table 6.5: The opinion of the Border Area Support Law by newspaper readership, (p~O .OOO) 
newspaper 
internet 
Chosun Jung- ang Hankyoreh Oong-ah Kyung-hyang searching Total 
What do you very useful Count 19 178 42 4 8 5 256 
think about % within newspaper 20 .7% 37.3% 35 .9% 14.3% 32 .0% 41.7% 34 . 1% the Border 
Law environmental Count 33 70 14 2 0 3 122 
disruption % within newspaper 35.9% 14 .7% 12.0% 7 .1% .0% 25. 0% 16.2% 
be ineffecl ive Count 21 108 30 8 3 2 172 
% within newspaper 22.8% 22 .6% 25.6% 28 .6% 12.0% 16.7% 22.9% 
do nol know Coun t 19 121 31 14 14 2 20 1 
% within newspaper 20.7% 25.4% 26.5% 50.0% 56.0% 16.7% 26 .8% 
Total Coun t 92 477 117 28 25 12 75 1 
% within newspaper 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100. 0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Table 6.5 reveals the opinion of the Border Area Support Law by the different newspaper readers. Through the result of the opinion of 
the Border Area Support Law by the different newspaper readers, we can see whether they support the Border Law and what the anti-
government (Chosun, Jung-ang, Dong-ah) groups think about the Law's aims of revitalizing the local economy. In this table, 
irrespective of which newspaper is read, people' s views of the Border Area Support Law are similar. For example the highest 
percentages of readers for both Jung-ollg (conservative bias) and Hallkyoreh (l iberal bias) newspapers 
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thought that the Border Law was "very useful". However, half of Hankyoreh group said that the Border Law was either " ineffective" or 
did not know about it. 
Table 6.6: The opinion of the Border Area Support Law by age group? (P=O.OOI) . 
Age 
below 20 20-29 30-39 40- 49 50-59 over 60 Total 
What do you very useful Count 22 63 74 59 33 5 256 
think about % within age 28.9% 28.8% 37.0% 32.8% 50.8% 45.5% 34. 1% 
the Border environmental disruption Count 20 28 32 32 10 0 122 
Law % within age 26.3% t2 .8% 16.0% 17.8% 15.4% .0% 16.2% 
be ineffeclive Counl 13 62 38 39 14 6 172 
% within age 17.1% 28.3% 19.0% 21.7% 21.5% 54.5% 22.9% 
do not know Counl 21 66 56 50 8 0 201 
% within age 27.6% 30. 1% 28.0% 27.8% 12 .3% .0% 26.8% 
Total Counl 76 219 200 180 65 t t 751 
% within age 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Table 6.6 indicates that the largest portion of respondents of the 30's, 40 's and 50's age groups thought that the Border Area Support 
Law was a useful approach to achieving the main goal in the border area. The majority of the 50's group has a positive opinion about the 
Border Area Support Law while the over 60s group was polarized with the majority considering the Law ineffective. 
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In contrast, for the below 20 group and the 30's group, opinions were more equall y 
divided, with approximately a quarter saying it was useful, another quarter saying it was 
mostly ineffective and another quarter indicating that they did not know what the law 
was. 
6.4.2 The Popular Opinion of Environmental Management in the DMZ 
As outlined in chapter 2, the DMZ has become a viable and valuable touri sm resource. 
It has potential for eco-tourism as a result of the bio-diversity generated by more that 50 
years of effective isolation. Many security and education tours already take place at the 
DMZ and it is hoped that, in the not too distant future, the area wi ll serve to break the 
ice between South Korea and North Korea in the event that the Korean peninsula is 
unified. 
Table 6.7 shows the different views of the state of the natural environment in the DMZ 
by age group. The majority of the relatively small group of respondents in the over 60 
age category regarded the DMZ as already disrupted. These people had experienced the 
Korea War as soldiers, refugees or as chi ldren. Most respondents the other age groups, 
lacking actual experience of the war considered that the DMZ area is well preserved. 
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Table 6.7: The difference opinion of the natural environment in the DMZ by age group? (P=O.OOO) 
Age 
below 20 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 over 60 Total 
natural well-preserved Count 41 115 133 106 46 1 442 
in the % within natural in OMZ 9.3% 26.0% 30.1% 24.0% 10.4% .2% 100.0% OMZ 
% within age 53.9% 53.0% 66.5% 58.6% 70.8% 9.1% 58.9% 
moderately preserved Count 19 51 28 23 I 4 126 
% within natural in OMZ 15.1% 40.5% 22. 2% 18 .3% .8% 3.2% 100.0% 
% within age 25.0% 23.5% 14.0% 12.7% 1.5% 36.4% 16.8% 
already under disruption Count 6 20 16 36 12 6 96 
% within natural in OMZ 6.3% 20.8% 16.7% 37.5% 12.5% 6.3% 100 .0% 
% within age 7.9% 9.2% 8.0% 19.9% 18.5% 54.5% 12 .8% 
do not know Count 10 31 23 16 6 0 86 
% within natural in OMZ 11 .6% 36.0% 26.7% 18.6% 7.0% ,0% 100.0% 
% within age 13.2% 14.3% 11.5% 8.8% 9.2% .0% 11.5% 
Total Count 76 217 200 18 1 65 11 750 
% within natural in OMZ 10 .1% 28.9% 26.7% 24. 1% 8.7% 1.5% 100.0% 
% within age 100 .0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Figure 6.5: How do you think the government should manage in the DMZ in terms of 
its border area development projects (by gender)? 
Pigme 6.5 illustrates people' s views of management issues in the DMZ and particularl y 
of the potential conflict between development and enviro nment. Some development 
projects, including the railway reconnection project, have already occurred in the DMZ 
so current debates concern how to minimize further resource destruction and how 
resources can be most efficiently used or conserved. As figure 6.5 shows, the majority 
of the male and female respondents thought that there should be a balance between 
development and conservation in the border area projects. The answers of the female 
and male groups were not significantly different (p=O.093). 
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The respondents seem to be suggesting that the sustainable development is necessary in the border area for effective development and 
environmental management. 
Table 6.8: How do you think the government should manage in the DMZ in terms of its border area development projects (by newspaper 
readership)? (P=O.OOO) 
newspaper 
internet 
Chosun Jung-ang Hankyoreh Dong-ah Kyung-hyang searching 
management development is essential Count 2 9 6 2 1 0 
in DMZ % within newspaper 2.2% 1.9% 5.1% 7.1% 4.0% .0% 
conservation is the Coun t 50 108 25 10 10 7 
priority % within newspaper 
53.8% 22.6% 21.2% 35.7% 40.0% 58.3% 
balance between Count 41 350 87 14 13 5 
development and % within newspaper 44 . 1% 73.4% 73 ,7% 50,0% 52 ,0% 41.7% conservation 
other Count 0 10 0 2 1 0 
% within newspaper 
.0% 2.1 % .0% 7.1% 4.0% ,0% 
Total Count 93 477 118 28 25 12 
% within newspaper 100,0% 100,0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Table 6.8 reveals that over 70% of Jung-ang (conservative bias) and Hankyoreh (liberal 
bias) newspaper readership answered that there should be a balance between 
development and conservation in the border area, whi le, in contrast, a half of the people 
who read the ChoslIn newspaper readership though that "conservation is the priority". 
Overall, it appears that the respondents expect the effective conservation management 
of the DMZ to go hand in hand with development projects. 
The designation of a TBR (Transboundary Biosphere Reserve) would enab le the two 
Koreas to mobilize international expertise and SUppOlt in preserving the ecosystems in 
the DMZ. Table 6.9 indicates that the majority of respondents thought that cooperation 
with North Korea was the reason for the designation of a TBR to the DMZ. The 
designation of the TBR by UNESCO requires the consent of both parties and is 
therefore contingent on the agreement of North Korea. Then, next question focused on 
the key objectives of the TBR. 
The results shown in Table 6.9 indicate that all age groups of the respondents believe 
that cooperation between the two Koreas is the key objective behind TBR project. The 
under 20's age group is also more strongly concerned about environmental issues in the 
DMZ compared to other groups. The interesting point was, although the TBR's original 
purpose is effective environmental management, most people answered that cooperation 
between the two Korea is more important than the original objective. 
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Table 6.9: What do you think is the most important objective for creating a TBR in the DMZ (by age group)? (P=O.OOl) 
Age 
below 20 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 over 60 Total 
transboundary cooperation among the Count 4 
biosphere local provinces 
26 20 29 9 0 88 
reserve in the % within age 5.3% 11. 9% 10.0% 16.0% 13.8% .0% 11.7% 
DMZ 
cooperation between N. Count 38 123 107 78 36 9 39 1 
Korean and S. Korea 
% within age 
50.0% 56.2% 53.2% 43.1% 55.4% 81.8% 51.9% 
effective environmental Count 31 39 37 42 11 2 162 
management 
% within age 40.8% 17.8% 18.4% 23.2% 16.9% 18.2% 21.5% 
international advertising Count 3 18 29 25 8 0 83 
% within age 3.9% 8.2% 14.4% 13.8% 12.3% .0% 11.0% 
other Count 0 13 8 7 I 0 29 
% within age 
.0% 5.9% 4.0% 3.9% 1.5% .0% 3.9% 
Total Count 76 219 201 181 65 11 753 
% within age 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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6.4.3 The Popular Opinion of the Economic Cooperation Projects 
Cooperation in economic relations between the two Koreas may provide the basis for 
preparation for Korean reunification as it is aimed at developing common prosperity. 
The development potential of the border area is an important factor in considering 
economic development projects. 
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Figure 6.6: The difference opinion of the basic potential economic value by gender? 
(p: o.oo l). 
People's views of the potential economic value of the border area are summarized in 
Figure 6.6. The natural resources of the border area are recognized by all respondents 
while the potential of cultural heritage is little valued. With this figure , it could be 
argued that that tbe male group is more interested in the DMZ natural resources (10% 
higher than the female group) because most of them have had experience in the DMZ 
during their military service74 
74 The South Korean male citizen must go to the army for a bit more than two years, because South 
Korea is still at war with North Korea since no Peace Treaty was ever signed. 
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Table 6.10: The most important objective for the government projects in the border area based on difference age group, (P=O.OOO) 
age 
below 20 20- 29 30-39 40- 49 50-59 over 60 Total 
the most improving of quality life Count 4 26 20 29 9 0 88 
important % within the most 4.5% 29.5% 22.7% 33.0% 10.2% .0% 100.0% 
objective important aim in policies 
in the % within age 5.3% 11.9% 100% 16.0% 13.8% .0% 11.7% 
projects cooperation with N. Count 38 123 107 76 36 9 389 
Korea % within the most 9.8% 31.6% 27.5% 19.5% 9.3% 2.3% 100.0% imporlanl aim in poliCies 
% within age 50 .0% 56 .2% 53 .2% 42 .0% 55 .4% 81 .8% 51.7% 
environmental Count 27 33 35 3 1 9 0 135 
conservation % within the most 20 .0% 24.4% 25.9% 23.0% 6.7% .0% 100.0% importanl aim in policies 
% within age 35.5% 15.1% 17.4% 17. 1% 13.8% .0% 17 .9% 
growth of local economy Count 3 10 12 9 1 0 35 
% with in the most 8.6% 28.6% 34.3% 25.7% 2. 9% .0% 100.0% important aim in policies 
% within age 3.9% 4.6% 6.0% 5.0% 1.5% .0% 4. 6% 
relieving overpopulation Count 0 1 4 3 2 2 12 
in the capital city % within the most 
.0% 8.3% 33.3% 25.0% 16.7% 16.7% 100.0% important aim in policies 
% with in age .0% .5% 2.0% 1.7% 3. 1% 18.2% 1.6% 
balanced economic Count 4 26 23 33 8 0 94 
development % within the most 4.3% 27.7% 24.5% 35.1% 8.5% .0% 100.0% important aim in pOlicies 
% within age 5.3% t1 .9% 11.4% 18.2% 12.3% .0% 12.5% 
Total Count 76 219 201 181 65 11 753 
% within the most 10.1 % 29. 1% 26.7% 240% 8.6% 1.5% 100.0% important aim in pOlicies 
% within age 100.0% 100.0% 1000% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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When asked about the most important objective of government projects in the border 
area, most respondents thought that the answer was in facilitating cooperation with 
North Korea. Four main projects are being promoted by the government in the border 
area: the railway project (part o f the Peace Belt Plan), Gumgang mountain tourism 
project, Gaeseong Industrial Complex development projects, and fina ll y the TBR 
project. The status of popular support for these projects can be gauged from Figure 6.7. 
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Figllre 6.7: Whjch of the government project do you rate most highly regarding the 
border area? 
This figure shows that the people in Paju City are interested in South Korea border area 
projects such as Peace Belt and a TBR in the DMZ, even though the TBR project has 
not started yet. 
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I wondered whether the different age groups amongst the respondents perceived the various projects in different ways. I assumed, for 
example, that perceptions of the Gaeseong and Geumgang projects might be hightened because both projects receive a lot of coverage 
on TV. A more detailed breakdown of the responses to the different government projects is given in table 6.11 . The level of support for 
the TBR project and the Peace Belt plan are both high although there are some subtle differences in level of support with the over 60's 
age group respondents more interested in the Peace Belt Plan compared with other groups. 
Table 6.11 The government project do you rate most highly regarding the border area by age group, (p=o.oo I). 
age 
below 20 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 over 60 Total 
government Peace Belt Count 26 75 56 44 29 8 238 
projects % with in age 34.2% 34.2% 27.7% 24.2% 45.3% 72.7% 31.6% 
Gaeseong Count 10 40 29 26 10 2 11 7 
% within age 13.2% 18.3% 14.4% 14.3% 15.6% 18.2% 15.5% 
Geumgang Count 14 22 30 29 6 0 101 
% within age 18.4% 10.0% 14.9% 15.9% 9.4% .0% 13.4% 
TBR in DMZ Count 20 77 80 82 18 1 278 
% with in age 26.3% 35.2% 39.6% 45. 1% 28.1% 9.1% 36.9% 
none Count 6 5 7 1 1 0 20 
% within age 7.9% 2.3% 3.5% .5% 1.6% .0% 2.7% 
Total Count 76 219 202 182 64 11 754 
% within age 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Table 6. J 2 The government project do you rate most highly regarding the border area by newspaper readership, (P=O.004). 
newspaper 
\nternel 
Chosun Jung-ang Hankyoreh Dong - ah Kyung-hyang searching Total 
government Peace bel t Count 26 163 26 10 7 6 238 
projects % with in newspaper 28.0% 34 .1% 22.0% 35 .7% 28.0% 50.0% 31.6% 
Gaeseong Count 12 60 35 6 3 1 11 7 
% with in newspaper 12.9% 12.6% 29.7% 21.4% 12.0% 8.3% 15.5% 
Geumgang Count 10 63 18 6 2 2 101 
% with in newspaper 10 .8% 13.2% 15.3% 21.4% 8. 0% 16.7% 13.4% 
TBR in DMZ Count 43 181 36 6 10 2 278 
% within newspaper 46.2% 37.9% 30.5% 21.4% 40 .0% 16.7% 36 .9% 
none Count 2 11 3 0 3 1 20 
% within newspaper 2. 2% 2.3% 2.5% .0% 12.0% 8.3% 2.7% 
Total Count 93 478 118 28 25 12 754 
% within newspaper 100 .0% 100 .0% 100 .0% 100 .0% 100 .0% 100.0% 100 .0% 
Using newspaper readership as a proxy for political opinions Table 6.12 shows that the majority of Ch.osun and Kyung-hyang 
newspaper readership said that a TBR project in the DMZ were the most important, while Dong-ah., Jung-ang newspaper readership 
favoured the Peace Belt Plan. The Hankyoreh readership favoured both the Gaeseong project and the TBR project and less interested in 
Peace Bel t Plan compared with other groups. The respondents with liberal bias respondents were therefore more concerned about the 
Gaeseong project compared to respondents with a more conservative bias. It appears that they are more interested in present benefits 
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from the project rather than future benefits from the projects. Many South Korean companies have factories working in Gaeseong 
Industrial Complex and Gaeseong City is not far away from Paju City (an hour's drive away) . 
Table 6. 13: What do you thin k b a out t le rai lway reconstructlOn project by newspaper readership? (P=0.003). 
newspaper 
internet 
Chosun Jung-ang Hankyoreh Dong-ah Kyung-hyang searching Total 
rai l re- connection appropriate Count 64 33 1 74 19 14 6 508 
between the two % within newspaper 68.8% 69.2% 63.8% 67 .9% 56.0% 50.0% 67 .6% 
states too soon Count 17 94 31 3 3 4 152 
% within newspaper 18.3% 19.7% 26.7% 10.7% 12.0% 33.3% 20.2% 
inappropriate Count 4 16 4 4 0 I 29 
% with in newspaper 4.3% 3.3% 3.4% 14.3% .0% 8.3% 3.9% 
do not know Cou nt 8 37 7 2 8 1 63 
% within newspaper 8.6% 7.7% 6.0% 7. 1% 32.0% 8.3% 8.4% 
Total Count 93 478 116 28 25 12 752 
% within newspaper 100.0% 100.0% 1000% 100.0% 100.0% 1000% 100.0% 
When asked about the timing of the railway project, nearly 70% of the respondents said that "appropriate" to the project. In the " too 
soon" sector, the Hankyoreh reader group has higher percentage than other conservative newspaper readerships such as Chosun. Dong-
ail and lung-ang. It appears that the respondents who have a pro-government view (liberal) are more in line with government project 
where the railway cOlmection is concerned. 
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The common support for the railway reconstruction project in the border area appears to 
show that there is a strong belief in eventual reunification. 
The ENGOs play a role in mobilizing popular opinion of projects in the border area. 
Table 6.14 indicates what people thought were the main obstacles for the South Korean 
government development projects in the border area. 
~ bl 6 a e b .14: Mam 0 stac es ~ h or t e govenunent deve opment proiects in the border area 
Cases 
Valid Missing Total 
N I Percent N I Percent N I Percent 
752 1 99.3% 5 1 .7% 757 I 100.0% 
Responses Percent of Cases 
N Percent N 
Uncooperative local media 75 5.3% 10.0% 
Local residents ' indifference 146 10 .2% 19.4% 
OpPosition of the ENGOs 208 14.6% 27.7% 
Lack of budget for projects 135 9.5% 18 .0% 
Con fli ct among the local governments 113 7.9% 15 .0% 
Tension with North Korea 463 32.5% 6 1.6% 
Pressure from various regulations 286 20 .1% 38 .0% 
Total 1426 1000% 189 .6% 
All of the 752 respondents living in Paju City were asked this question, and multiple 
answers were allowed. A total of 1426 answers were obtained. The biggest group of 
responses considered that "military tension with North Korea" is a main obstacle 
(32.5%) to government projects 111 the border area, while 20.1 % of responses said 
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"pressure from various regulations" to the process of the governmental development 
projects in the border area. In South Korea, the military installation protected law is the 
most influential law in the border area, and its various regu lations override the Border 
Area Support Law. That is one of the serious obstacles for the progress of the projects in 
the border area . Some 14.6% of responses mention "the reaction of ENGOs" which 
includes their campaigns against the government projects 10 the border area. When 
questioned about the weak points in government projects, most respondents mentioned 
environmental di sruption as a problem (Table 6.15). 
Table 6.15: The weak points of the govenunent projects in the border area 
Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Valid Percen t Percen t 
Valid regional sel l -
centeredne ss 88 11 .6 11 .7 11 .7 
environmental disruption 376 49 .7 50. 1 61.9 
increase in the 
government tax 230 30.4 30.7 92.5 
other 56 7.4 7.5 100.0 
Total 750 99.1 100.0 
Missing System 7 .9 
Total 757 100.0 
Table 6. 15 reveals people's perceptions of barriers to government projects in the border 
area with 80. 8% of the respondents indicating that the government projects are not only 
a negative influence on the natural environment, but also a negative influence on 
household economy as a result of the tax burden associated with canying out projects in 
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the border area. 
Table 6. 16: Main reason for changes in the development projects in the border area 
Cumulative 
Frequency Percenl Valid Percent Percen t 
Valid due to the change 
in the regime 195 25.8 25.9 25.9 
change of re lation 
500 with N. Korea 66 . t 66 .3 92.2 
media influence 50 6.6 6.6 98.8 
other 9 1.2 1. 2 t OO .O 
Total 754 99 .6 100.0 
Missing System 3 .4 
Total 757 100.0 
When questioned about the main drivers for change in development proj ects In the 
border area (Table 6. 16) over 66.3% of respondents thought that this was associated 
with changes in the relationship wi th North Korea rather than regime change in South 
Korea. Nearl y 26% of people thought that change of the South Korea regime, which 
means change of the president" in South Korea, affects projects indicating that the 
South Korean government projects towards North Korea are closely related to South 
Korea 's political colour" . Only 6.6% of respondents indicated that the development 
projects is changed due to media infl uence. 
" The South Korean president to be elected by the South Koreans every five years. 
76 Different colours imply the di fferent politics such as conservative, labour, liberal. 
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Figure 6.8: What is main reason of changes in the development strategies in the border 
area over the time (by job category)? (P=O.OOO) 
Figure 6.8 suggests that what people think affects development strategies in the border 
area over time depends on their job categories. The selt:employed group thought that 
development strategies could be changed by the new presidential regime (every 5 years). 
While public servants answered that they are more concerned about the effects of the 
relationship with North Korea than changes in the South Korea regime. 
The South Korean government projects in the border area particularly the cooperation 
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projects have significant impact on people's satisfaction the border area people. 
Table 6.17: Satisfaction with the government projects in the border area 
Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Val id Percent Percen t 
Valid very satisfied 
199 26.3 26.3 26.3 
satis fied 
325 42.9 42.9 69 .2 
average 
169 22.3 22.3 9 1.5 
dissatisfied 
52 6.9 6.9 98.4 
other 
t 2 1.6 1.6 100.0 
Total 
757 100.0 100.0 
Table 6.17 shows that there was a high percentage of respondents generally satisfied 
(69.2%), compared to the low percentage in the respondents (6.9%) which were 
di ssatisfied with the current government projects in the border area. Nevertheless 
economic cooperation projects have been problematic due to military tension between 
the two Koreas, political considerations in South Korea, environmental considerations. 
Nevertheless over 90% of the respondents expressed a positive view of the projects in 
the border area. 
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Figure 6.18: Satisfaction with the governmental projects by age group, (P=O.OIJ) 
age 
below 20 20-29 30-39 40-49 50-59 over 60 Tolal 
satisfied with very satisfied Count 11 5 1 54 61 21 1 199 
the % within age 14.5% 23.1% 26.7% 33.5% 32.3% 9.1% 26.3% 
government satisfied Count 32 97 B4 76 26 10 325 projects 
% within age 42.1% 43.9% 41.6% 41.8% 40.0% 90.9% 42.9% 
average Count 24 46 54 34 11 0 169 
% within age 31.6% 20.8% 26.7% 18.7% 16.9% .0% 22.3% 
dissatisfied Count 8 2 1 8 9 6 0 52 
% within age 10.5% 9.5% 4.0% 4.9% 9 .2% .0% 6.9% 
other Count I 6 2 2 I 0 12 
% within age 1.3% 2.7% 1.0% 1.1% 1.5% .0% 1.6% 
Total Count 76 221 202 182 65 11 757 
% within age 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100 .0% 100.0% 100.0% 
Over 40% of all age groups said that they feel satisfied with governmental projects in the border area. Specifically, the over 60's age 
group have a more positive opinion than other age groups. It is notable that the young age groups have felt "dissatisfied" and "average" 
level was higher than the older groups to the goverrunent projects. It could be that even though they have belief of reunification, the 
youth peopJe are less trusting of the proj ects. 
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6.4.4 The Popular Opinion of the ENGOs' Activities 
To bl 6 19 Th a e e reactIon 0 fENGO t s owar dth e govemmen . proJec s In e or er area b d h (P 0000) y newspaper rea ers :IP, = 
newspaper 
internet 
Chosun Jung- ang Hankyoreh Dong-ah Kyung - hyang searching Total 
ENGOs' reaction reactions are legitimate Count 85 0 0 0 0 0 85 
against the % within newspaper 92.4% .0% .0% .0% .0% .0% 11.3% 
government partially agree Count 5 479 12 2 1 0 499 
projects % within newspaper 5 .4% 95.9% 10.2% 7 .1% 4.0% .0% 66.2% 
unnecessary Count 0 0 95 0 0 0 95 
% within newspaper .0% .0% 80 .5% .0% .0% .0% 12.6% 
do not know Count 2 0 11 26 24 12 75 
% with in newspaper 2.2% .0% 9.3% 92.9% 96.0% 100.0% 9.9% 
Total Count 92 479 118 28 25 12 754 
% with in newspaper 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
The ENGOs' reaction is the most important of the civil society's activities in relation to the government projects in the DMZ. This tab le 
shows that that most of the respondents who read the Jung-ang, partially agree about the ENGOs' reaction. But, the majority of the 
Hankyoreh readership group scored it as "unnecessary" whi le the maj ority of the Chosun readership group scored it as " legitimate". The 
Hankyoreh readership group therefore thinks the ENGOs' reaction obstructs the development projects in the border area. 
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Figure 6.9: The reaction of ENGOs toward the government projects in the border area 
by job category (by job category)' (P=O.OOl) 
This figure 6.9 reveals that the majority of the respondents of whatever job category 
' partially agree ' about the ENGOs' reaction to govenunent projects. However over 20% 
of self-employed group scored it as " legitimate", while nearly 20% of the public servant 
group scored it as "unnecessary". 
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Table 6.20: Why do you think the ENGOs would challenge the government projects in 
the border area? 
Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent 
Valid Neglect of the 
ENGOs ' opinion 74 9.8 9.9 9.9 
Unrealistic 
125 16.5 governmental projects 16.8 26.7 
Over-focused on 
Norlh Korea 498 65.8 66.8 93.4 
other 49 6.5 6. 6 100.0 
Total 746 98.5 100.0 
Missing System 11 1.5 
Tolal 757 100.0 
When asked about the reasons for the ENGO's challenges to government projects 
(Table 6.20) 66.8% of the respondents replied that the ENGOs' debate on the 
government projects is over-focused on North Korea in other words they felt that the 
South Korean government is proceeding with the projects to reduce the military tension 
between North Korea and South Korea, and to prepare for the reunification, hence the 
projects are less focused on the local economy in the border area . Some 16.8% of the 
respondents said that the ENGOs' debate over the government projects was unrealistic, 
because the mood of relationship between the two Koreas often changes and the South 
Korean government does not have specific policies fo r long-term. Some 9.8% of the 
respondents said that the ENGOs' reaction to the government projects reflected the fact 
that the ENGOs ' opinion on speci fi c proj ects is often ignored by the government. 
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Table 6.2 1: The opinion of the overall medja's articles about the government projects in the border area by newspaper readersrnp 
Newspaper 
internet 
Chosun Jung-ang Hankyoreh Dong-ah Kyung-hyang searching Total 
local media's positive Count 8 42 9 I 4 I 65 
opinion of the % within locaJ media's 
6.2% projects opinion to pol icies 12.3% 64.6% 13.8% 1.5% 1.5% 100.0% 
% within newspaper 8.6% 8.8% 7.7% 3.6% 16.0% 8.3% 8.6% 
neutral Count 42 241 52 6 6 4 351 
% within local media's 
opinion to poliCies 12.0% 68.7% 14.8% 1.7% 1.7% 1.1% 100.0% 
% within newspaper 45.2% 50.3% 44.4% 21.4% 24.0% 33.3% 46.6% 
negative Count 11 75 32 5 I 0 124 
% within local media's 
opinion to policies 8.9% 60.5% 25.8% 4.0% .8% .0% 100.0% 
% within newspaper 11.8% 15.7% 27.4% 17.9% 4 .0% .0% 16.4% 
do not know Count 32 12 1 24 16 14 7 214 
% within local media's 
opinion to policies 15.0% 56 .5% 11 .2% 7.5% 6.5% 3.3% 100.0% 
% within newspaper 34.4% 25 .3% 20.5% 57 .1% 56.0% 58 .3% 28.4% 
Total Count 93 479 117 28 25 12 754 
% within local media's 
12.3% opinion to pol icies 63.5% 15.5% 3.7% 3.3% 1.6% 100.0% 
% within newspaper 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 
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Table 6.21 shows the respondents' perception of the regional media 's (Paju City) 
attitude by the different newspaper readerships towards the South Korean government 
projects in the border area. The majority of Kyung-hyang (neutral), Hankyoreh (liberal) 
newspaper rcaderships answered that the regional media 's news articles seems to be 
good, while the conservative bias' respondents answered "not so good". Most of the 
respondents answered as "neutral" about the government projects. The Hankyoreh 
newspaper readership answered as "negative", it could be that regional media has a 
slightly conservative view of the government projects. 
6.5 What Do They Really Think about the Korean border? 
Based on the questionnaire survey, there are responses that show that various people 
hold different opinions. This section explores the significantly different views of a 
speci fic group compared to others groups of respondents. First, in the question (Table 
6.22) of how important the border area economic cooperation development projects are, 
the Korean university students who are living in the UK have different opinions 
compared with the Paju City student group. They answered that economic projects are 
important because of the local resident 's development aspirations. They were more 
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concerned about the local development issues rather than the reunification between the 
two Koreas. In contrast, the majority of answers from people in Paju City, indicated that 
the projects were important for reunification. Perhaps the Paju respondents viewed the 
economic cooperation projects as a means to an end (i .e. reunification) while realizing 
that they would bring changes in their real lives whereas the UK-based Korean students 
were more concerned about short-term goal of projects in socio-economic activities. 
When asked about the touri st potential value of the border area, the majority of Paju 
City respondents cited the natural resources and their potential economic value. The 
respondents , who live in the UK, were more concerned about security resources in the 
DMZ. The reason is that Paju people are already familiar with their well preserved 
natural environments whereas the UK-based Korean students' only source of 
information is the mass media. TV and newspapers often mention the potential value of 
security resources developed by the local governments. 
On the question of South Korean government projects in the border area, the people 
including public servants , Hankyoreh readerships, people in Paju City and people in the 
30's age group said that the Gaeseong Industrial Complex project was one of the good 
projects in the border area . But the respondents who were in the 50's age group, and in 
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the Chosun readerships in Paju City, thought that a Transboundary Biosphere Reserve 
(TBR) was the best project in the DMZ. This age group favoured natural resources 
conservation projects in the DMZ. Initially, Gaeseong Industrial Complex was 
established by South Korean government and Hyundai Company, and people in public 
servants group seem to show a pro-government bias (also, they read Hankyoreh 
newspaper) and they know more about GIC projects compared to others groups. The 
specific group, comprising the Chosul1 readership in Paju City, is interested in TBR 
project. They are less interested in ongoing projects, and more interested in economic 
effects in their home city by a TBR project, and they seem to show more concern about 
environment than development projects and keeping the government projects in check. 
The respondents who were in the 50' s age group, in the male group, Chosul1 readerships 
and living in Paju City replied that the Border Area Support Law was going to have the 
effect of environmental disruption in the border area. But most respondents replied that 
the Law was going to be very useful to progress the development projects in the border 
area. 
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On the question of the weak point of the govemment projects in the border area, most of 
the respondents answered that the development projects are going to result in 
environmental di sruption. The respondents in the 30's age group, public servants, and 
Hankyoreh readerships in Paj u City, said that the increase in govemmental tax as a 
result of the projects in the border area is a heavy burden to taxpayers. 
Lastly, based on the ENGOs ' negative reactions toward the South Korean government 
projects in the border area, the respondents in the 30's age group, public servants, and 
the Hankyoreh readerships in Paj u City, answered that the ENGOs' negati ve reaction to 
the development projects is unnecessary. However, the respondents in the 50's age 
group and in the ChOSLlIl readerships thought that the ENGOs' negati ve reactions to the 
government projects in the border area are legitimate. 
However, we must recognize that the South Korean government projects have been 
influenced by North Korea's activities such as the nuclear issue and missile tests. 
Therefore, the majority of respondents are concerned about military tension in the 
border area. Most of the people thought that the DMZ ecosystem is well-preserved, and 
they strongly supported eco-tourism projects in the DMZ and they were convinced that 
most of the government projects are aimed at improving relations with North Korea. 
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Table 6.22: The specific respondent 's opinion by the questionnaires survey 
The objective of the What is the tourist What is your prefer to the What do you think What is the weak point How do you fee l about 
development projects potential value of the South Korean government about the Border of the projects in the the ENGO's negati ve 
in the border area? border area? projects? Support Law? border area? reactions in the border 
area? 
People In the 20's, Reunification Natural resources Peace Belt Plan Do not know Environmental Partially agreed 
university (the male) disruption 
students in Paju City 
People in the 20's, Loca l res ident 's Security reso urces Peace Belt Plan Do not know Environmenta l Partially agreed 
university (female) development And the TBR in the DMZ disruption 
students in UK aspiration 
People in the 30's, Reunitication Narure resources Gaeseong Industria l Very useful Increase in th e Un nccessa ry 
public servants, Complex govern ment h]X 
Hankyoreh reading in 
Paj u City 
People in the 40's Reunification Nature resources Peace Belt Plan Useful Environmental Partially agreed 
housewives, disruption 
Jungang reading 
in Paju City 
People in the 50's, the Reunification Nature resources TBR in the DMZ Environm ental Environmenta l Reactions arc legitimMc 
male, Chosun reading disrupt ion disruption 
in Paju City 
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6.6 Conclusion 
The questionnaire survey has revealed differences in popular opinion in the border area 
and the in UK-based Korean students. It would seem obvious to say that the empirical 
results of the research indicate that the entire motive power of economic cooperation 
projects represents a significant push towards reunification in the Korean peninsula. 
The questionnaire has given an indication of popular opinions regarding the South 
Korean government projects and the ENGOs' role in the border area. Overall it is clear 
that environmental issues are a major concern from the respondents. The respondents 
(757) represented in the survey offer a wide cross section of Paju City in South Korea. 
They cannot be fully representative of the whole of South Korea, but they can 
nevertheless give an indication of their attitude towards the economic cooperation 
projects and the DMZ ecosystem. The control group of respondents (51) who are living 
in the UK show that they were less concerned about military tensioh and the aspiration 
of the reunification compared with the Koreans who are living the border area. 
The Paju-based sample of border area people thought that the military tension and 
development projects were one of the biggest concerns in their real life because every 
economic and political activity included in South Korean government projects and all 
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military warnings by North Korea, directly or indirectly have an effect on the local 
people. While the respondents from overseas also recognised military tension in the 
border area, they are slightly more interested in ecological issues in the DMZ. Moreover, 
the respondents indicating that the government projects are not only a negative 
influence on the natural environment, but also a negative influence on household 
economy as a result of the tax burden associated with carrying out the projects in the 
border area. 
Lastly, most of the respondents said that the DMZ has a unique wealth of natural 
resources. So they are aware that the area needs effective environmental conservation 
and management through a TBR project and ecotourism. To progress the development 
projects, the biggest barrier is North Korea's attitudes and South Korea's political 
debate concerning the projects. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusion 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter presents the conclusions of this research and suggests future research work 
in relation to Korean nationalism and reunification issues. The achievements of this 
research have been reported with regards to the objectives of the research, and, in this 
chapter, I summarize what I have learned in this study, discuss the implications for 
Korean reunification, the economic cooperation projects in the border area, and the 
balance between development and environment in the border area. 
7.2 Achievements of the Research against Research Objectives 
The objectives of the research were: 
(1) To examine the characteristics of Korean nationalism throughout Korean history. 
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Korean nationalism has been examined in conjunction with the story of Korean history 
and theoretical concepts of nationalism in order to try to understand the Korean case. 
The definitions of Shihak, Taewongun, Tonghak, and ideologies of the two Koreas have 
been explored and provide the foundation of the framework of Korean nationalism, and 
the motivation for Korean reunification. 
It is said that Korean nationalism can provide the strongest cornerstone to unify South 
Korea and North Korea, having been divided for a long time by the different political 
systems and ideologies. However, there are similarities and differences between the 
nationalisms of South Korea and North Korea at the moment. The similarity is a 
sentiment of ethnic nationalism that reunification is what one should do, while the 
differences lie in the strategies of reunification and the ideologies involved. 
(2) Investigation of the South Korean government's projects in the Korean border area 
as part of the Korean reunification strategies. 
During the last 10 years, the South Korean government has put in place various projects 
in the border area to support the North Korean economy. That is, the reunification 
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strategies focus on the economic cooperation projects between the two Koreas. Given 
the history of the Korean border area, as in Germany's case, we see the development in 
the border area is aimed at reunification. South Korea's strategy for reunification has 
been linked to the development projects in the border area. The acceptability of this 
approach has been investigated in this thesis through the questionnaire survey of 
members of the Korean public and through in-depth interviews with key government 
officials, representatives of ENGO's and academics. 
While it is true that both South Korea and North Korea are expecting reunification of 
the Korean peninsula each government has a different view of how this will be achieved. 
After inter-Korea summit talks in 2000, the South Korean government has used the 
border area projects to support to the North Korean economy and maintain a peaceful 
relationship between the two Koreas. Moreover, to ensure the effective development of 
the border area, the South Korean government established the Border Area Support Law 
in 2000. 
A number of the projects including the railway reconnection project, Gumgang 
mountain tourism project and Gaeseong Industrial Complex development project have 
increased communication and built confidence between North Korea and South Korea. 
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In particular, the common support for the railway reconstruction project in the border 
area appears to show that there is a strong belief in eventual reunification. Most 
respondents in the questionnaire survey agreed that the most important objective of 
government projects in the border area was in facilitating cooperation with North Korea. 
(3) Exploration of the respondents' attitudes to the border area developments which 
have conservation issues and economic cooperation projects, and find out what are 
respondents' opinions regarding the ENGOs' activities and the regional media's opinion 
about the government projects in the border area. 
The data has been analyzed by using SPSS to investigate the popular opinion of the 
DMZ, the ENGOs' activity and the government development projects. The demographic 
factors used include age, gender, job, newspaper readership and living area. The results 
have shown that the demographic factors have influences on the development projects, 
the view of the DMZ, view of the ENGOs' activity. Chi-squared was used to determine 
the relationship between paired variables (age, gender, job, newspaper readership and 
living area). Overall, the result of this study provides evidence that the different 
personal backgrounds have been identified to be significant. There were differences in 
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awareness of the economic cooperation projects according to the difference in personal 
background. However, the important thing is despite the differences in the respondents' 
personal backgrounds, they have a strong belief in reunification. Moreover, the 
economic cooperation projects in the border area are a sensitive issue among the 
Koreans because of the impetus they provide towards reunification of Korea. The 
implementation of economic cooperation projects has been problematic due to military 
tension between the two Koreas, political considerations in South Korea, and lack of 
enough popular support for the projects, despite the general aspiration towards 
reunification. Moreover, media and the ENGOs have had differing political 
complexions at key points (conflicts between environmental concern and development 
projects) regarding the South Korean government projects in the border area. 
Various discussions are taking place in the border area. While the competing issues of 
conservation and development and military tension raise strong opinions, the attitudes 
toward studying and understanding the characteristics of the border area in the long 
term are still lacking. What is needed therefore is to seek reasonable projects for 
improving the relationship between the two Koreas. The respondents seem to be 
suggesting that sustainable development is necessary in the border area for effective 
development and environmental management. Particularly, ineffective development 
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projects and buildup of facilities which destroy the natural enviromnent in the DMZ 
should be controlled and excluded. Through the questionnaire survey, it is clear that 
many Koreans support the projects, but they are still aware of military tension with 
North Korea, and even though they understand of the railway project's purpose, 
basically they consider the enviromnental issues in the DMZ more important. 
7.3 Summary 
The Korean War was a historical tragedy for the Korean peninsula producing a divided 
Korea. Many South Koreans understand that the result of division was established 
through the different ideologies of the Cold War era Even though, both Koreas have 
different approaches towards Korean reunification, both states have a reunified nation 
state bound by ethnicity and identity as their goal. 
Moving toward a reunified Korea, various problems will inevitably arise. These will be 
conflicts of ideology arising from the heterogeneous systems of South Korea and North 
Korea, between rich and poor and the struggle to hold the hegemony of political power 
between the different political forces of South Korea and North Korea. 
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The different ideologies have shaped the economic and political systems. In the divided 
Korea, both Koreas have acquired different senses of politics and understanding of 
economic systems. The South Korean government would proceed with various projects 
to increase human exchange and the economic cooperation between North Korea and 
South Korea in order to reduce the difference between the economies of the two Koreas. 
Therefore, the economic integration for Korean reunification has been prepared since 
2000, and the South Korean government should set up its overall development projects 
to implement economic integration with North Korea gradually through the inter-
Korean border area. Various development projects within the border area still clearly 
progressing driven by the South Korean government with the limited cooperation of the 
North Korean government. In terms of the ideological structures of the two Koreas, 
there are two different political systems and therefore the South Korean government has 
suggested a federal Korea as a route towards reunification. 
When the issue of establishing a federal Korea is separated from that of establishing a 
reunified Korean government, the establishment of a federal Korea is likely to lead to 
the separation of the Korean nation into two states and the pursuit of a peaceful 
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reunification. Of course, both Koreas are required to make efforts to further increase the 
common points in each other's reunification strategies, so that both Koreas may 
minimize the different points for effective and peaceful reunification. 
Moreover, the possibility of reunification of the Korean peninsula depends on the will 
for reunification of South Korea and North Korea. Also the exchanges and cooperation 
must be enlarged and accelerated between the two Koreas. When this is realized, the 
mutual distrust will be reduced and the mutual trust will be regained and the desirable 
reunification plan can be progressed without any barriers. 
The development projects in the border area are focused on improving the quality of life 
for the local residents and on providing resolutions for Korean reunification in the near 
future. Unfortunately, the projects in the border area depend on other issues that include 
inter-Korea relationship, institutional system, enviromnental considerations, North 
Korea's nuclear programme, and the objections of the North Korean military regime. 
The border area development projects cannot be realized merely by adjusting such 
economic variables as the South Korean government's investment. Instead, it should be 
understood as a process which is realized when political and economic institutions have 
undergone considerable change in the Korean peninsula. 
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The implementations of inter-Korean economic cooperation are essential points to the 
reunification of Korea. An inter-dependent economic relationship between the two 
Koreas should be developed and maintained further by increasing contacts and 
expanding mutual understanding in economic cooperation in a diverse and balanced 
way. The South Korean govermnent should play a key role as a first mover to lead more 
active economic cooperation between the two Koreas, because South Korea's economic 
cooperation is to support the North Korean economy. Inter-Korean exchange and 
cooperation has become a national goal. Based on the long-term goal of promoting the 
integration of South Korea and North Korea, peaceful reunification of the country needs 
to be achieved through overcoming the heterogeneity and conflict so far developed and 
establishing a national cormnunity. 
In order for South Korea and North Korea to ease heterogeneity and to have cooperation 
with each other through the border area, the (re-)connection of the railway is necessary, 
and work is starting on the Gaeseong industrial complex. However, the inter-Korean 
border area development projects are intended to ensure the balanced and sustainable 
development of South Korea in accordance with the basic objectives of development 
projects. 
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Lastly, the DMZ, despite being the world's most heavily guarded border, has preserved 
an excellent ecosystem and is attracting the world's attention to its biodiversity. The 
development projects in the border area, however, may harm the preservation of natural 
resources in the area. Many of the respondents expect the effective conservation 
management of the DMZ to go hand in hand with development projects. 
Therefore, the South Korean government and the ENGO should discuss the 
sustainability and environmental considerations of the projects. The development 
projects in the border area should result in the mitigation of military tension between the 
two Koreas, effective environmental management of the DMZ, and support for the 
North Korean economy. 
7.4 Limitations of the Study 
There are two limitations that need to be acknowledged and addressed regarding this 
research. The first limitation concerns the timing of this research. I started this survey in 
the summer season in 2006. At that time, North Korea tested a seventh missile. 
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Unfortunately, this event resulted in escalating military tension between the two Koreas 
and all cooperation projects were stopped by the South Korean govermnent. In addition, 
this research covered until 2007. When I was undertaking the fieldwork the President of 
South Korea had a liberal political bias, but in March 2008, a new president was elected 
by the South Korean people and his political bias is conservative. Moreover, in April 
2008, South Korea voted in parliamentary and local elections. Then many local mayors 
were changed. These two South Korean governments have different views of the 
relationship with North Korea. 
The second limitation concerns the space of this study. My research area is Korean 
border area. Due to security reasons, official permission was required in order to visit 
the DMZ. Given a lack of access I have sought govermnental documents and academic 
journal articles and used a geo-political approach to my study rather than an ecological 
approach in terms of deVelopment projects. Therefore the data on environmental 
systems came from government documents and research papers because I could not visit 
in the DMZ in person. 
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7.5 Contribution to Knowledge 
Discovering how both the Korean people in the border area and UK-based Koreans 
view the Korean border area issues and reunification has increased knowledge of this 
topic within geopolitics research. In addition, the synthesis of the reunification issue and 
the border issue has not been made before, even though a number of studies identified 
the eco-system in the DMZ and other countries' cases of reunification. This research has 
made a contribution to the understanding of reunification and the border area 
development by the two Korean governments. In addition, the research findings will 
make a significant contribution to further research on the border area, the development 
projects and on Korean reunification. 
7.6 Future research Areas 
Further research into the regional governments' projects towards improving the quality 
of life for local people in the border area should focus on community-based 
development projects in the border area. Moreover, peace and conflict research in Asian 
countries will contribute to the generalization of the research, with regard to different 
ideologies and racial differences. 
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Appendix 
1. Questionnaire Survey 
Dear Sir/ Madam: 
I am a research student at Loughborough University in the UK. I am very interested in 
examining and analyzing the development projects in the border area. 
I have recently decided to do a survey in Paju City in order to obtain some necessary 
information for my research project. I would be grateful if you could spend about 10 minutes 
to answer the questions in this questionnaire; without your help. it would be impossible to 
collect the necessary data. 
All the information you will have to provide will be kept in the strictest confidence and it will 
only be used for academic purposes. The results of this study may be used to improve several 
important the govermnent proj ects regarding the border area in the future. 
# Respondents: Male and female over 18 years old 
1. Where did you get the information regarding the border area? 
I)schooll university 2)TV channel 3)newspaper 4)intemet 5)from friend 6)other 
2. What do you think that South Korea has a gap of balanced economic development 
among the provinces 
I) very big gap 2) small gap 3)almost same 4)no gap 5)other 
3. Why are the border area development projects more important than other areas in 
South Korea 
I) to prepare for reunification 2)for local resident's development aspirations 
3) to prepare for trade with China and Russia 4)other 
4. What is your first impression of the border area? 
I) military tension 2) underdeveloped areas 3) possibilities for future territory development 
projects 4) well-preserved natural environment 5)other 
5. What is the basic potential economic value in the DMZ? 
I) well-preserved nature 2) security 3) cultural heritage 4)other 
6. What do you think would be the most fitting choice for co-operation development projects 
with North Korea in the border area? 
I) cultural heritage development 2) water resource development 3) agriculture development 
4) tourism development 5) other 
7. Are you satisfied with the govermnent projects in the border area? 
I) very satisfied 2) satisfied 3) average 4) dissatisfied 5)other 
8. Which the government project do you rate most highly regarding the border area? 
I) Peace-Belt Plan 2) Gaeseong Industrial Complex 3) Geumgang moutain tourism 
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4) biosphere reserves in the DMZ 5) none 6)other 
9. What is the main obstacles for the government development projects in the border 
area? (select two) 
1) uncooperative local media 2) local residents' indifference 3) opposition of the 
environmental ENGOs 4) lack of budget for projects 5) conflict among the local 
governments 6) tension with North Korea 7) pressure from various regulations 8) other 
10. What is the main reason for changes in the development projects in the border area? 
1) due to the change of regime 2) due to a change of relation with North Korea 3) due to 
media influence 4) other, specify 
11. What do you think about the Border Area Support Law? 
"The Border Area Support Law was established for the improvement of local development and 
the effective environmental management in the border area. 
1) very useful for development projects 2) environmental disruption 3) be ineffective 4) do 
not know 5)other 
12. What do you think about the railway construction for cormections between the two states? 
1) well-timed and appropriate 2) too soon and premature 3) inappropriate 4) do not know 
5)other 
13. What do you think the most important objective for the government projects in the 
border area? 
I) improving of quality life 2) cooperation with North Korea 3) environmental conservation 
4) growth of local economy 5) relieving overpopulation in the capital city 6) balance 
economic development of the territory 7)other 
14. What are the weak points of the government projects in the border area? 
1) regional self-centeredness 2) environmental disruption 3) increase in the government 
tax rate 4) other 
15. What do you think about the natural reserve in the DMZ? 
1) well-preserved 2) moderately preserved 3) already under disruption 4) do not know 
5) other 
16. How do you think the government should manage in the DMZ in terms of its border 
area development projects? 
1) development is essential 2) environmental conservation is the priority 3) balance 
between development and conservation is necessary 4)other 
17. What do you think about the reaction of ENGOs toward the government projects in the 
border area? 
1) the reactions are legitimate 2) partially agree 3) unnecessary 4) do not know 5)other 
18. Why do you think the ENGOs would challenge the government projects in the 
border area? 
1) due to government's neglect over the ENGOs' opinion. 2) due to unrealistic government 
policy 3) due to projects focused only on relation with North Korea 4) other 
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19. How do you think the overall media's articles about the government projects in the 
border area? 
I) generally positive 2) neutral opinions 3) generally negative 4) do not know 5)other 
20. How would you rate the overall media's opinion about the development projects in the 
border area? 
I) very good 2) good 3) not so good 4) poor 5) I do not know 6) other 
21. Do you favor preservation! conservation of the DMZ and surrounding areas? 
I) yes 2) no 3) other 
22. What would be an appropriate time for the development proj ect of ecotourism in the DMZ? 
I) now is the time 2) after five years 3) after reunification 4) do not know 5)other 
23. What do you think is the most important points for Transboundary Biosphere Reserve in the 
DMZ? 
I) cooperation among the local residents 2) cooperation between N. Korea and S. Korea 
3) effective environmental management 4) international advertising 5)other 
Background Information 
What is your gender? 
I) female 2) male 
What is your age? 
I) below 20 2)20-29 3)30-39 4)40-49 5)50-59 6)over 60 
Could you please specify your employment category? 
I) self-employed 
2) public servant 
3) company employee 
4) university student 
5) high school student 
6) house wife 
7) no job 
8) other 
Which type of new paper do you intake most often? 
I) Chosun 2)Jungang 3)hankyoreh 4) Kyung-hyang 5)internet searching 
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2. Conducting in depth Interviews 
The Border Area Support Law 
1. What was the origin of the Border Area Law? 
2. What is limitation of the Border Area Support Law? 
3. What do you think are the advantages and disadvantages of the Border Area Support Law? 
Environment 
1. Could you tell me what you understand about the Korean government's conservation 
strategies in the border area? 
2. What do you think needs to be done to improve the effectiveness of the ecosystem approach 
in the border area? 
3. How is ecosystem in the DMZ and surrounding areas? 
Can you tell me the current ecosystem in the DMZ and surrounding areas? 
4. Why does the government appear not to listen your (ENGOs ') voice? 
5. Why does the DMZ must need environmental conservation? 
6. What do you think are the advantages and disadvantages of the transboundary biosphere 
reserve in the DMZ? 
7. What are the benefits of biosphere reserves in the DMZ? 
8. What do you think is the best solution for conservation in the DMZ? 
9. Could you tell me the potential values of the environment in the DMZ? 
10. Tell me what attracts you most and least about ecotourism projects in the DMZ? 
11. Ecotourism develops where the border area is military camps, or where there is restricted 
area. Please cornment. 
12. What do you think is the greatest threat to the border area today? 
13. How does your ENGO relate to the environment in the border area? 
14. What do you know about the reaction of the ENGOs? Sometimes, why does they want to 
appeal to the governmental proj eets in the border area? 
15. How to appeal to the governmental projects for environmental conservation in the border 
area? 
16. Do the government political trends support the ENGO's type of work in the border area? 
Economic cooperation Projects 
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1. Could you tell me about the government's development strategies in the border area? Please 
tell me both the long-term and short-term strategies? 
2. What kind of benefits do you expect through these development projects in the border area? 
3. What is the government's main aim through the projects in the border area? 
4. Describe in detail the railway project that the government designed, 
implemented, evaluated, and completed 
5. What are main difficulties of the railway project? 
6. How do you think the border area should threat from ecosystem degradation due to 
development proj ects? 
7. May I know armual budget of development projects in the border area? 
8. Why is the border area more important to development than other provinces in S. Korea? 
9. What do you think are the advantages and disadvantages of the governmental projects? 
10. What does the Korean government want to achieve in projects in the border area? 
11. Tell me about something in the history of development projects in the border area that 
interests the government? 
12. Are there any specific concerns about recent development trends in the border area? 
13. Has any part of the border area been adversely affected by transportation 
projects and increased accessibility? 
14. What do you see as the key components of the quality oflife and community 
character in the border area? 
Specifically, how has the quality of life changed over the past 10 years? 
Sunshine Policy (This policy is milestone of the Gaeseong Industrial Complex, raiI-
reconnection project, and Mt. Geumgang tourism projects). 
1. What does meaning of the Sunshine Policy? 
2. What is different of specific the Sunshine Policy between past governments and current 
government? 
Gaeseong Industrial Complex (GIC) 
1. How much of budget of the development project (investment) in the GIC? 
2. Do you have long-term of the any strategies in the GIC? 
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